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PREFACE
1

4

Amid the continaing dubate about the proper nature and content of

the social studies, few would argue against the contention that a primary

role of.social education'in thetniteVtates is to,prepate students 8:or

living effectively and responsibly_in their communities, the.nation, and
,

the world.- This task bcomes more difficult every year, as new develop-

ments in science and, technology skin off rat ever-expanding profusion of

data.and problems at the same time that new developments in communication /

.and data manipulation are causing the World to "shrink."

Hi'm can teachers even begin to approach this task, let alone cartY

it out. effectively? Ib seems important,to start by helping students

develop; an appreciation for the global.nature ofmost of the isses that

affect our (and their) society and an understanding of the iAierrelation-

ships-that bind us inextricablYto other nations, regime/ and peoples.

This Can besebe 'accomplished, we think, by focusing 9n/individual issues

and on the unique combination of factors; risks; and/decisions associated

with each issue.

.The fact that global issues are almost iOariably complex, involving
. _

sophisticated technological and economic concepts, complicate the task

of the teacher. How can teacheis choose- from the myriad issu with

internationX imOlications? How much in the way of background information

do,students need in order to consider these,issues, and where can this

information be found in a format that is appropriate and comprehensible

to students?

The clear need for sound anl useful classroom strategies for teaching

about global issues motivated usito participate in the development of

,this handbook. We hope that it till prove to be a valuable addition to

the social studies teacher's repert4re of resources.

Boulder, Colorado
October 1979

vii

Irving Morrisett
9

Executive Director, Social Science
Education Consortium

Director, ERIC Clearinghouse for
Social Studies/Social Science
EducatioA
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FOREWORD

In order to impleMent new cirricular ideas, teachers need gi)d,

ready-to-use acpivities And teaching resources. The need for teaching .

actiities.and resouTces on key global issues has been expressed by many

secondary teachersqwho are attempting to provide students.with a global

.perspective on important social, political;'and technologi&d. ISsues.

This need Ptompted the decision of the Social.Science Education Consortium,

the Center for Teaching International Relations, and the ERIC Clearing-

house fo'r Social Studies/Sogial.Science Education to.jointly Puplish a
ri

pra
1

ttical handbook for teaching about glohekissues in the high school

social studies classroom.

. For theCtask of writirig the book and developing the teaching activi-
-

tl.es, we selected-Ken SuOtzer and Paul Mulloy, both.experienced teachers

and curriculum developers and knot coincidentally) former Peace CorpS -

volunteers. As teachers who use these materials will soon discover, the

authors have carried out'the task admirably. The activities make use 'of

up-to-date, effective teaching methods and data relevant,to-current global

- issues. The additional resources were carefully chosen and annotated sm

as to provide teachers with an ample selection.of good readings, films,

filmstrips, and muktimedia kits for'the further exploration of cur nt
II

global concerns.
A

:During the coming yelu., 't ih.likely4that many'additional -teaching._

materials will be developed around global perspectives. We think that

this handbook is a useful resource which teachers cap use with confidence

at a time'when sudh-a guide is sorely needed.

Taos, New Mexico
October, 1979

i x

George G. Otero, Jr.
New Mexico Director,

Center for Teaching,
International Relations
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INTRODUCTION

"As we enter the global phase of human' evolution it becomes,obvious
that each man has two countries, his own and planet.Earth.!-=Rene Dubois

Dr'. Ernest L. Boyer, U.S. Commissioner of Education, recently
observed:: "Today, changing conditions demand,that we begin to recOgnize
a more saering agenda that transcends national boundariN and focuses
on pervasivehuman issues. . . . Teachers increasingly have an obl4ation
to educate; clot just about the past and present, but about the future,
too."* To further this'objective, Dr.\Boyer. announceN the U.S. :Office
.of Education would give a new priority ip global persp,lActives in-education.
He added_that edication has failed society if it does not inculcate shills
for coping_satisfactorily in an ienterdependent world.

This pubtftation, designed for high.sChool teachers, provides o
aCtivities and resources for-dealine with i1obal iscues in the secondaq-eer
level (grades 9-12) cuericulum. Polowing n introductory unit containing
lessons designed to enhance students' a*aren sn of the broaeconcept of
global interdependence, tne activities,prese ted here focus on six topics
of continuing glj,a. importance: orede and e onomic issues, conflict and
armaments, !adder zation and developpent, tectology and the enviroPment,
energy, and human rights'.: Each-unit includes'two lessoos that can be
used immediately in the claserpoWlearning ob ectives, teaching suggestions,
data sources, and mestere:of all necessary' stu ent materials are provided
for each lesson. The lesaon format can else, b used as a model by

teachers who want to develop thelcown classroo activities around globOt
issues.

Each oi the seven units is accompanied by. .two-part list of
additional resaueces and supplementary material for teaching about each

topic. In the ftrst part of each list, whiCh reipresents primary resources
which Ne believe ate among the, best available, we have provided detailed
annotations in an attempt to help teachers selectt and order those materials
most suiteble to their individual goals and neet The second part of
th'e list offers alorter descriptions of suppleme tary resources that might

be profitably used by classroom teachers. In Calviling these lists,.we
attemptea to include materials representing a valriety of educational
techniques afid,a diversity (Public and prirate, ommercial an&nonprofit)
of organizations.

For,each resource cited, the name of the Obiisher (or distributor,
if thelmaterials are not available from the original publisher) has been
provided; Ae addresses of these distributors Appear in the AppendiA to
this'volume. We suggeSt that you write to the distributor for price and
ordering i4ormation.

Those materials identified-by six-digit."ED" or "Ej" numbers have

been entered into the ERIC (Educational Resouyees Information Cen.ter)
. .

*Today's EduOation 67, no. 4 OloVember/December 1978), p. 69.
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4stem. If you want to examine a documen't with an ED number before
ordering a c(3py from the distributor, cheek,,ko see whether your local

library or instructional media. ègnter subscribes to the ERIC microfiche

collection. Journal articles in. the ERIC system are identified by EJ
number6;' if your local libirary cannot supply an atticle with an EJ number,

you may'writetfor one or more reprintbeto Universitlf Microfilms, 300

North'Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan WS106.

r1n the -.course of planning this book, we identified and reviewed
,most of the available supplementary educational materials with global-4''
education content. We decided to exclude textbooks (which are reviewed

in the Data Book o4'Social Studies Materials and Resources, published
annually byltRIC/ChESS,and the SSEC) jand materials dealing with specific

area studies (e.g., (kan stddies). Rather, we decided to.concentrate

on resourc,es and activities with,a broad global application--on issues
which affect everyone, everywhere, and which gust be addressed from a

global perspective. (Obe such issue not included is that of food and
population, since materials treating that area are widely and adily

,available through such,organizations a the Population Ref eretWe Bureau

and,the Center for Teaching International Relations.) Final 'we made

an effort to include activities and resources that present efutheful mix

of educational media and teaching strategies, and which wouYd be partic-

ularly effective in helping students achieve the learning objectives
identified for416aCh topic.

As\they dse this handbook,.we hope that teachers relicontinually
emphasize' to their students that it is in their own self-interest to

understand global and cross-national issues, As John Goodlad pointed
out.we would have*"everytilng to gain and nothing to lose in turning

part of our considerable energy and assetS towardthe present and future k

well-beti/g of sp4ceship Ear:h."* Iiiirough studying global issues, students

can be expeced to broaden their range of concerns t.o include the major

issues facing humank)Ild 4s we'approach che 21st century. The activities

In this handbook have been designed to help teachers.achieve this goal.

Kenneth A. Sxitzer
Paul.T. Mulloy

Boulder, Colorado'

June 1979

James M. Tiecker (New York: 1.c:Graw-Hi11, 1979), p. xvi.
*John GoocUad, "Foreuord," in Schooling for a Global Age, ed.



1: INTRODUCING THE CONCEPT OF GLOBAL AWARENESS

a
-

. The post-World War II period has witnepsed,acceierated grmith in the
interdependence of nations in such areas ai econ y, ecology, technology,

and natural. resources. At the same dine, a wi e range of,potentially
disruptive glpbal issues confrOnt the nations df the world. These issues
include conflicts in various parts fhe,glob, shortaws'of food alld
energy, imbalances In trade, the escalating ar4ip tade, high rates of.
population growth, and disputes about ocean bodndaries'and resources.

Our schdols need to help students understand the ramiWations of
issues related to global ineerdependence as well as acqUire

.and attitudes necessirl for responsible_citizenship in a global age. The

need for an apPropriate educational tetponse to global change was
.emphasized by Dr. Robert Leetsma, U.S. associate commissioner 'foe,inter-
national 'education: -"Educators are the Aingle magt-important group in -

helping generate a critical mase of citizers cpable cf recognizing the
Iglobal age, its impaet on their future life, and their responsibilities
as American citizens in in interdependent world." $

-In order to.understand the issues and meadlng of interdependence ;

among nations, studentS'requI:re'cros-cultural awareness and,sensitivilties

as well as certain basic cowarative skill's. The introductory lessons
'And materials in this'unit are designed to help students develop these
skills and sens.itivities, so that they-will be able to 'obtain the greatest
possible benefit frtom the remaining, isSue7otiented chapters.

'e
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Lesson.1: It's a Shrinking World

Teachers frequently.hear that the wIrld. is &owing smaller, that

global interdeeendence is increasing, and that we ail 'live dn a fragile

"Spacesh*p Earth." How can we make students aware of the degree to,Which

global-interdependenceaffects their,lives? How can students define and

measure global:interdependence? This lesson begins to answer these

questions by focusing on some common measures of interdependence beween
nations. The actkvity also involves students in exploring the attention
given to international events and issues by the news media.

Stamted,Courses and Tbsics: World history (interdependence,

nation states), current issues (global interdependence, global

r,elationships).

Till2 _Required: Two class periods.

Instructional ',4jectives, , At the corclusion of this-1.1sson, students

will be better able to: ,

--Define the concept of global interdependence.
--Identify some comnon'measures of global irterdependence.
--Determine the effects of news media coverage on creating global

awareness,.

Sources of, Datar,, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1978

(U.S. Department of Commerce,. Bureau of the Census); United

Natioas Statistical Yearbook, 1966, 1970, 1976; Yearbook of

International Organizations, 1978 (Union of International

Associations).

Introducing the Lesson

1. Distribute copies of "How Much Impact?" (Handout 1A) and ask
students to indicate the extent to which each headline might affect them

as individuals and the United States as a whole.

2. When everyone has completed the exercise, "debrief" the class to

get a consensus response to_each item. (Vor the first item, you might

reproduce the 1-5 continuum on the chalkboard and record the number of

responses.for each number on the scale; for the remaining headlines, oral
responses should be sufficient to yield the general degrees of perceP/ed

impact.)

To stimulate discussion, you mi6ht briefly explore the following

effects of each headline:

--Lonfeeterm vs. short-term effects. For example, rising oil prices

should have a relatively long-term effect on the American economy and on

the ability of students' families to drive motor vehicles and heat their

homes. Similarly, a.peace accord in the Middle East might have a long-term

4 13



effect on global peace which would lessen the chance of U.S. involvement
in war. The Brazilian freeze and the Boliviae strikes, on the other hand,
would have re3atively short-term effects on the prices of coffee and tin

in the .11nited States.

--Direct vs, indirect effects. Rising OPEC prices would haveka
direct and immediate effect both on individual citizens and on the
nation's economy. The Tokyq flu epidemic would havr a direct effect

en, Jti U.S. citizens who happened to be in that area at the tiwe.

You tan bap students assess global interdependence on a personal
level by asking whether they, have ever:

--Visited another country.

--Witten to or-heard from a relative or friend who li-res in
another-countTy.

--Talked to anYbne who has lfVed abroad &bout his or her experiences.

--Read or'subscribed to a newspaper or magazine that was pOlished
in another ,equntry.

--Seen a motion picture that was produced in another country.

,-7iistened to a radio program in a language ikher than English.

-,-Driven or ridden in a car that was not made in the United States.

--Owned astelevision set, calculator, stereo, or other.appliance
that was not manuiactured in'the United States.

3. To summarize, ask the:class to decide how interdependent ,the

world seems to be on the whole. They might wane to vote by means of a

1-5 scale, with I representing little interdependence and 5 representing
much interdependence.

'ile2Lei.22itka_theig2a

4. Distribute copies of Hand9ut 1B, "Measures 3f Interdependence,"
and allow students.a few minutes to look over the graphs. (Note that

each graph clearly measures the growing interdependence of countries and

peoples.)

5. Ask students to identify any trends indicated by the data. They

should be able to point to the following trends:

--Steadily increasing tourist travel to the United States..

--The rapid growth of U.S. investments abroad'and foreign investment6
in the United States.

.
--The increasing number of overseas telephone calls and international

organizations.

They should also observe that all the data point to increasing
interdependency between nations.

6. Advanced students or classes might be encouraged to predict the
direction and magnitude of future global trends. One logical prediction

5
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might be that the trends noted in Handout 1.11 probably will continue in

the absence of a global war or depression Which'would alter the steady

grbwth of trade and communication between nations..

Concluding....thjelemm

7. Divide the class into three groups and distribute Copies of

Handout 1C, "News Media Analysis'"Form." Assign one group to conduct a

content analysis of daily newspapers, the second group to analyze

television news programs and the third group to analyze weekly news

magazines. Students should use the analysis instrument for a specific

amouht of'tine (e.g., one week, two weeks,. etc.).

8. After'ihe analysesihave been completed, ask the students to

compare the different news media for global emphasis and to speculate

why time or space were allocated as they were. Students should also

attempt to determine why changes might have ocCurred in the amount of

time allocated to international events or issues. The folloWing questions

may be used to summarize the discussion:

-rWhat.kind of view of the world do we get from the news media?

--How much tine or space do you think was devoted to global issues

or events five.years ago, compared tothe present situation? Why?

--glow much time or space do you think will be devoted to -global

issues or events in the future? Why?
.

.. --If you were a news director or editor, would.you give more or less

-time to global issues and events? Why?

--Do the time and space devoted to siobal iSsues by the news media

have any effect in creating global awareness?

k

6
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Lesson 2 Comparing dountries

When studying other'nations or issues thatAffect,a nuir4er of

nations, it is essential that students be able to.describe nd compare

accurately. This lesson introduces students to the concept,of compari-

son and develops sone basic skills for making comparisons. I

Suggested Courses and Topics: World history (comparaive studies,
development, iirbanization), current issues (compalative issues,

development problems).
I

ITimeRmiEed: Two class:periods.

Instructional Oblectives: At the conclusion of th s lesson,

students will be better able to:

--4ake comparisons between nations, using'basi .comparative
tools.
--Identify some of-the limitations of informa1tibn commonly

gathered and Eled by governMient.and international agencies.

.:12teel_424.2.tta: United,Nationii Statistical Yearbook.

Introduci.
'tN

1. Ask students to speculate brieflY about which regione and
continents of the world are wealthiest and;poOrest and,to state the

reasons behind their answers. Do not define the term wealthy. (According -

to Uhited Nations data, the wealthiest area on a per-capita basis is

North Atherica, followed by,Western Europe; the poorest area is Africa,

and the,next-poorest area is Southeast Asia.)

2. Ask students to brainstorm a list of problems they encotintered in

trying to perform_phis task. Some possible ideas are the following:
.

--There was no definition of wealth. (Dces wealth mean the size of

the national treasury? Thesie of the gross national product? Ihe GNP
per capita? Should one take into account trade deficits?) The:,,first

step in making accurate descriptionsior comparisons-is to define terms.

--There was no agreement about the standard(s) to be used to measure

wealth. (Should wealth be measured by one indicator--for example, per-
capita GNP--or by a combinatiori-of two or three indicators?) A second

step 'in making accurate descriptions or-comparigons is to agree on
appropriate indicators of what is to be investigated. For eXample,

average life expectancy could be one indicator of the general Ilealth of

a nation.

Developing the Lesson

3. Distribute copies of Handout 1D, "How Wealthy?," and ask students

to complute it in small groups. Clarify for- students that average annual

7
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income is being used as an'indicator of a nation's wealth. (Average
annu 1 income is defined as the amount of income,that each citizen would
.rece ve if the total annual income of the -aation were divided equally
among all citizens.) For your convenience, the rank order of the 12
nations is provided below.

4

1. Kuwait $8,0,12 (highest in the Middle
East and the world)

2. Switzerland $6,387 (highest in Eurryie)

3. United States $6,189 (highest in North
Americy/

4., Japan $3,753 (highest in Asia)
5. Greece $1,811 (lowest in Europe)
6. Venezuela $1,568 (highest in South

America)
7. Gabon $1,391 (highest in Afrlca)
8. Mexico $ 883 (lowest in North America)
9. Bolivia $ 201 (lowest in South America)

10. Yemer $ 129 (lowest in Middle East)
11. Mali $ 54 (lowest in Africa)
12. Bhutan $ 47 (lowest in.Asia and the

world)

The range.of wealth between the highest nation ()Kuwait) and lowest nation
(Bhutan) is ($8,042 - $47 =) $7,995.

4. At this point you could ask students to calculate the ranges of
wealth- in varioub geographic regions. For your convenience, tile ranges
have been provided in the table below.

f±11222 Highest Lowest

Africa ($1,391 - $ 54) $1,337

Asia ($3,753 $ . 47) $3,706
,Europe ($6,387 $1,811) $4,576

Middle East ($8,042 - $ 129) ,$7,913
North AmeriCa ($6,189 - $ 883) $5,306

South America ($1,567 - $ 201) $1,366

5. Briefly discuss the following iliformation yielded by the data:

--At least two nations in the world, using this indicator, are
wealthier than the United States.

--The greatest range of wealth within a geographic region is found
in the Middle East.

--Europe appears to be the wealthiest geographic region on the basis
of the rank-order list (note the relatively high positions on the list of
both Switzerland and Greece).

--AfriCa appears to be the least-wealthy geographic region on the
basis of the rank-order list (note the relatively low positions on the
list of both Gabon and Mali).

8
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--The range indicates the high and low extremes of a given indicator

for a geographic region. The greater the range, the greater the amount

of variability or difference in regard to that indicator within a regions

Ii this case, the greater ehe range, the greater is the disparity in

wealth between nations--which ip turn may be an indicator of differing

levels pf industrial or agricultural productivity, development, and

relative population size.

0. Point out that not only do nations differ in average yearly
income, they also vary in regard to primary sources of income, For

example, Kuwait and Venezuela are essentially oil-exporting nations. The

United States exports industrial products and focd. Switzerland is

primarily a financial and tourist center. Nations also differ in how the

average yearly income of citizens is spent. How income is spent is

largelx dependent on the Ivailability and cost of goods and services.
The ways in which income is spent are also influenced by cultural differ-

ences and personal preferences. Remind the_clasa_that average yearly
income (gross domestic product) per person is ally one indicator of

\ wealth.

7. Divide the class into small groups and ask each group to develop

an extensive list of other-possible indicator:3'a wealth.- (Some other.

,
indicators might be size of gold or foreign-curréney reserves, total

\v4ue of comnercial and industrial bpildinga, total number of miles of
railway,track'or paved highways, estimated Value of_reserves of raw
Materials, and such intangibles as a stable government.)

Note: Using the United Nations Statistical Yearbook and DemogTaphic

'Yearbook, students 'can identify indicators for wealth, health, education,

ttade, transportation, communication, development, etc. Rank order,

range, and a Measure of average (for example, mean) could be used to

compare regions of the'world.

Concluding the Lesson

8. .Distribute copies of Handout 1E, "Data Limitations," and allow

students time to read it. Emphasize the following points:

--Most.information will have sone limitations because of thevways in

which the informationja collected, stored, interpreted, and used.

--We need to be aware of the limitations 'of any given piece of

information and to be-careful about how we use information.

9



Additional Resources for Unit 1

Primary Resour:6

Your State in the World, by Patricia C, nkel et al. Mid-America Program
for Global Perspectives (1978).

.-

Preparing young people for effective and responsible participation
in-today's world should include helping them develop th4 competencies
needed to identify and assesi the Significance of,the contacts and

connections between life in their own .It'ome towns and life in villages And
cities'around the world. Your State in tLe World. is a practical handbook
designed to h lp educators at the local and state levels prepare children ,

and youth for responsible citizenship in a global age. It includes
ag.Ilyttiea,ezercises, And strategies fOr44entifying.z4nd-Using resources,
talents, expe4ences, and instructional naterials for helping students
learn about and participate in global affairs'.

The'activities in this handbook emphasize student,involVement;
several require students to look closely at their Own Communi% and.at
the degree to,which'people, business firms, ciyic organization and ,

products from other areas.of the world Are%a'part-ofthat.jeommunity.,
other suggested activities,- students search through,maps,-charts,and
tables to identify.the answers to sOch questions'as'these: Which regions
of the world supply the largest number of foreign students to_ pur state?
Are exports from our state increasing or decreasing/ How.do gasoline
prices in our home-town.cOnpare to those in other parts'of the world?

Although much of the statistical infornation'in the'handbook deals
specifically,with Indiana, the activities provide good model/4 for
'curriculum-developnent efforts in other states and communities. -Teachers
using the handbook should be awaro that the activities will require
constant updating. As part of a class activity or research project,
.teachers may wish to update the aCtivities by having students refer to
the list of data sources in the handbook:'

,

"America in the WOrld," intercom 70,%by David C. King. EJ 133 566.
Global Perspectives in Education (1973).

"America in the World," a special issue bf the pariodical IntercoM,
is designed to help students explore'some key issues facing U.S. citizens
as the nation begins ifs third century. The topics ccvered,are."The
American Dream Among Nations," "The EConomic Dimension," "The U.S. as a
Power in the World,'! and "A Nation AmOng Nations." Each topic providea
a set of readings, discussion ouestions, and a special section called
"Explorations" which auggtsts ways of Overittg the subject further, In

addition, students are expected to chant events on a map and interpret
graphs, tables, cartoons, and photographs.

The subject matter of this
belief Cat it is necessary for
5 perceive as being central to
q0estions.about the role of the

issue of Intercom reflects the author's
students to consider those ideas which
our national experience before raising
United States in a highly interdependent



world. Consequently, the longest section deals with the topic "The

Ameriean Dream"--what it meant to some of the founders, early settlers,

apd foreign observers of.the nation and what it means to us today.

Onee,students have analyzed the meaning ofthe hAmerican dream," they are

abte to refer back to their analysis as they proceed to work through the

emaiting topics.
. .

Using these materials in the classroom should lead to!a:better

understanding ofour national values and 4:their relationship to the

role of the United States in a rapidly thangincworld. Although the

activities'are designed primarily to be used in U.S. history.courses,

they could be easily integrated into such subjects as government,

economics, world affairs, 'and problems of democracy.

A Watch on World Affairs, Citizenship series, edited by Eleanor Goldstein

and JosephNewman. Social Issues Resources Series (1978).

.A Watch op World Affairs provides basic infordation required for

citizens to be well informed about world affairs that affect them and

their nation. The materials consist of a basic text (228 pages), supple-

mentary articles froM recent issues of U.S. News And World Report, and. a

brief study guide. The packet may be used to dupplement existing curricula

or'to form,the 'basis of a quarter or semester course.

materials deal ptimarily with sueh, concepts and issues as inter-

dependence, cultures and regions, technelogy and trade, foreign poliey

and foreign aid, food_and population, energy and resources, armaments,

and human.rights. Additional materials highlight post-World War. II events

in five geographic regions: Africa,"Asia, the Americas, Europe, and the

Middle East.

The primary objective of A Watch on World Affairs is to present both

theoretical principles and real-world application of principles in a

global setting. The pupplementary-materials froth U.S. News offer timely

and often controversiial illustrations of current global issues. The

study guide provided suggestions for analyzing charts and graphs, develop-

ing vocabulary, and applying problem-solving techniques to issues. 'The

majcir weaknesses of the materials are the brevity of the study guide and

its failure to provide suggestions for integrating the text with the

supplementary articles.

The Interdependence of Nations,
Foreign policy Association (197

The Interdependence of Nat-

the book World Without Borders,
dependent nature of the world.

Headline Series n6. 212, by Lester Brown.

2).

'ons is a if,page.pamphlet, excerpted'from

which describes the incre singly'inter-
Discussion,questions and referenees for

the teacher are included. The pamphlet deals specifica ly with economic,'

ecological, resource; technological, and social interdependence.

The pri1mary objective cif the pamphlet is to make students aware that
..

"in order to'successfully adopt to a finite and increasingly interlinked

world, man must change his values and attitudes." It is esp(cially

effective in providing both teacher and.students with a better understanding

11



of the relationship between problems confronting people of various nations
and regions and the'cooperative "hupranational" efforts needed to solve
these proillems. .Wis also useful in introducing the concepts of nation-
states and world organizations.

The Road to Interd9pendence (14mm sound/c'olor film)., Office of Media
Services, U.S. Dept. of State (1976);

The changed circumstances of the 1970s have brought about new
directions in U.S. foreign_policy. An exploration of the meaning of
these new direCtions should include t review of the American experience
'in dealing with the rest of the world since the end of World Wer II.

The Road to Interdependence, a'film with accompanying discussion
guide, traces the development of U.S. foreign policy from 1945 to the
mid-1970s. The.purpose of-the fiIm is-to identify those principal themes
and majer events of tfiis period- which are relevant to an understanding
of current U.S. foreign policy.

The film opens with descriptions of such events as the collapse of
the wartime alliance in Europe, the triumph of the Chinese Communists on
,the mainland, the Korean War, and the establishment of SEATO by then
secretarr of state John Foster Dulles. It moves on to.summarize tile cold
war crisis and efforts to decrease tension through the Test Ban Treaty
signed in 1962-63. The Vietnam War is presented as a domestic and inter-
national crisis which divided the nation., The most important segment of
the film, however, chronicles other events,of the 1960S which created a
new international environment for.the.1970s--the fragmentation of the
Communist world, the emergence of Western EurOpe as a major economic
power, the enlargement of the United Nations ag the dedolo-ization
process was nearly completed, the changed strategic balance between the
United States and che USSR. and the symbolfc significance.of the Apollo
II mission. The film,concludes by showing that the 1973 Arab oil embargo
and subsequent increase in the price of oil emphasized the fact that all
nations were now economically interdependent and the need for global
co4eration to solve such problems as population, poverty, and hunger.

This is a useful film for introducing students .to the concept.of

interdependence and stimulating diSCussion about the consenuences,of
interdependence for U.S. foreign policy in the future.

. Supplementary Resources

The Local Community and,Global Awareness, by Deborah L. Truhan. ED 146
075. Global Development Studies Institute (1977).

The publication presents moxe than 60 activities which involve
students in examining their own families, schools, and towfis for indi-
cations of linkages with other dountries. 'The activities were designed
in the belief that global awareness can be ('2veloped through realization
of shared personal interests and economic and social interdependence.

21
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Schooling and.Citizenship in a Global Age: An Exploration of the Meaning

and Significance Jf Global Education, by Lee Andersm. ,Mid-America

Program for Global Perspectives (1979).

In thin book, the author attempts to define tJ& full meaning of

global etiucation and to describe the realities which make it imperative.

He documents.the long-term trend toward the globalization 9f society and

points out some of the educational changes already occuring in response

to this trend: The hook contains many charts, graphs, and other 1,11us-

trations which can.be easily adapted for classroom uSe.

International Education for Spaceship Earth, by David C. King., Foreign

Policy Aisociation (1971).

The book discusses the educational needs of "spaceship Earth," same

bbataclea-to-thinge,-and-the efforts of liulividuia-teachers, local-school-

districts, and major curriculum farojects to ,introducepaglobal perspec-

tive 4nto the r irriculum; ,A1so included Are suggestiOntfor.develOping

a global unit' the:Secondary level.
0

I A

"Educ.ttion With a, Giobal.Perspedtive: Avenues for Change," Intercom 84/85, by .

David C. King,et.al. 'EJ '47 264. Global Perspecfives in EdUcation.(1976).

This iasue of Intercom discusses educational needs in a rapidly.

dhanging World aad sdggests some ideas for the development 9f e4ucation

with a global perspective# The goals of global education are id'intified,

and specific competencies which will improve people's chances of partici-

pating effectiyely in the world system are discussed., .

1c.r

Internationalize Your'School: A Handbook. ED 137 209. NAIS Committee

forInternational and World Education, National Association of Independent

Schools (1977).

This handbook discusses the philosophy and methodologyof global

studies and presents model frameworks for developing curriculum units.

A Section directed,taward students interested in study abroad contains

eight questions tO consider and a Ilst of 25 international'programs.

,

International Learning and International EducatIon'in_a Global Age,

Bulletid no. 47, by,Richard Remy et al. ED 107 566. National Council

for the Social Studies' (1975).

This NCSS bulletin reviews recent resParch in preadult international

political learning, presents alternative ways for teachers to view the

world, and suggests ways to integrate these aitelaative views into world

studies programs. A good reference for teachers.

"Education for a Changing World," UNICEF News 93:3, edited by Miriam

. Miller. ED 146 095. United Nations Children's Fund (1977).

This issue of UNI6EF News uses case studies of educational programs

in England, Italy, IllinoiE, and Canada to present information on such

strategies for broadening global awareness as community participation

and newspaper analysis.

13
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Interdepiondence Curriculum Aid, coordinated by Mirgaretli. Lonzetta.
World Affairs Council'of Philadelphia (1976).

This curriculum gdide is organized into eight units dealing with the
concept of interdependence. Each unit contains objectives, background,
classroom'activitiri, sample discussion questions', audioNisual aids,
resource materials, and a bibliography. '

The Beginning or the End (16mm sound/color film), produced by Pro-7
Productions. Uhited Natious AsSociation of Minnesota (1977).

This film is based on the Minnesota Declaration:of World CitizenshiP,'
mhich has been accepted as a prototype by more than.200 cities in the
Ainited States. It'portrays very; clearly the need for a world citizenship
outlook, tsppcially.in a world of increaSing interdependence. A discussion
guide is included.

14 23
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° Unit 1, Lesson 1

Handout"lA' \

\

HOW:MiTCH IMPACT?

-

Direbtions: Listed below are 15 headlines from U.S. newspapets. Across'
A

from each headline are twO continuum scales that can be used to measure the

Page 1 of 2

degree of impact (from liwvety little to 5aliery much):, of the event depicted in .

the headline. .Use the first scale to indicate hoW much impact the event would

have on you as an indlAdual. Use the second scale tO indicate the degree of

impact the event could have on the United States is a-nation. Indicate your

'choices by 'Circling a number f;om 1 to 5 on each scale.

1. oPgc Nations Raise Otil Pricea 10%

. 'Impact on me

Impact,on the United States

.2.. Freeze Strikes Brazilian Coffee Plantations-

Lmpact on Me

ImpAct on, the United. States

3. Dollar Falls in European Money Markets

Impact on me

Impact on the United States

Little Much
Impact Impact

3 4 5

1' 2. 3 4 5

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 5

.1 2 3 4 5,

1 2 3 4 5

-4.. Strikes Close Bolivian Tin Mines

Impact on me 1 3 4 5

Impact 'on the. United States', 1 2 3 4

5. Peru Declare's 200-Mile Fishing Limit

--Impact on me' 1 2 3 4 5

Impact on the United States 1 2 3 4 5

6. Flu Epidemic Strikes Tokyo

Impact on me 1 2 3 4 5

Impact on the United States 1 ,2 3 4 5

7. France Announces Production of 10 SSTs

Impatt on me 1 2 3 4 5

Impaci on the United States 1 2 3 4 5

24



Handout

A p

8. Mexico Discovers New Oil Res

9.

10.

8

.

01,

14.

I.

Page 2 of 2 .

Impact'onme
I

Impact on theUnited Staret

Oil Spill Pollutes Medfterranean Beaches
N

1

1

4-2

2

3 4

4

ft,

Implet od me: 1 2 3 4 5

Impteion the United Stats 1 2' 3 4 5

Egyptian-Istheli Peace Adcord Nears

*Impacton me 1 2'

:Imrct on the United Stittes I '2 3 4- 5

Russ4.an.Wheit Hatirest Below Expectations

Impact on,me 1 2 3 4 5

Ibpact on the United States 1 \ 2 3 4 5

\

Kenya Approves Use of-DDT

Impact on me 1 2 3 4 5

Impact orithe United.States 1 2 3 4 5

India Announces Developmeat of H-Bomb.

Impact on me 1 2 3 4 5

Impact on the Ainfted Sitates 1 2- 3 4 5

Strikes in Iran StOP Oil. Production

Impact on ee 1 2 3 4 5

Impact on the United States 1 2 :3 4 5

Japan Agrees to .Accept Moce,Imports

Impact on me 1 2 3 4 5

Impact on the Ubited Statps 1 2 3 4 5

4

t,11
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Unit, 1, Lesson'1

Handout 1B

MEASURES OF INTERDEPENDENCE

Foreti11 _YIELMLIEJgHLYIdlIfilliLtlas_ilb3=122.1

Tourists
(M1Xlions)

1)1
v-I 1

.44

1.

16

12

10

8

6

4
4-0
W I

. 1.41
I 2

U

4.+1
0

UI

gl 1963 64

'0 1

igI0
$.4

Cas

14

0
14-1

1.3

0
0
0
0

c.)

a)
1:1

0
E-4

fl

Page 1 of 3

65 66 67 68 69 -,70 71 .72 73 74 75 YEAR

Source: United Nations Statistical Yearbook, 1946, 1970, and .1976:

Number of In ,:ernationar Or anizations950-1976

Number
of IGOs

1950 55 60 65 70 75 76 Year

rs.

Source: Yearbook of International Organizations, 1978 (Union of Inter-
national Associations). Note: IGOs are defined as organizations whose memhers
represent two or more national governments.
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4.4

120

tit

110

100
f?-4

44

$4
0

4.4
80

loommoo.mlow,000reoo. ,

Handont 1B

A

10

'Ily2:lity_71ow Of investments 1950-1977

$ U.S.

(bi1ligns)

150 U.S. direct investment abroad

140. Foreign direct investment in U.S.

130.

90-

70

60
4.)

0
.50

40

30

0 20

10

44

"0
1950 55 60 65 70 75 76

. Page 2 of 3

77 Year

Source: Statistical Abstract of the bnited States, 1978 (U.S. Department
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census).
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. 0
144

5
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.1
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r4

0 10

/.4 I

0
W

k
0

WI

0
0
V
0
0

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United states, (U.S. Department ofu,
Commerce, BUreau of the Censu3)..

4.1

1-4

114tq out lB

1

A1laumtALLE,10yerseas, 1950-1976

Number'of

0verseas,c411s
(millions)

70

60

50

40

30

,

Ig

:

).

Page 3 of 3

1950 55 60. 65 70 75 76. Year
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Unit 1, Lesson 1

.HandOut 1C

JEWS MEDIA ANALYSIS FORM

Page 1 of .1

Dirtstiol: 11,se this form to record the amount of attention devoted to inter-

national events or issues by

,duri4g the period ,

Publication or, 2 of time/spaLe
eri broadcast date to global4ssues

03

4.1

144
0
0
tJ 1

t.
00

01
0

- Of the time/spaCe dev4ted to global issues and events on each date, what percentage

was devoted to each of'the subject areas.below?

gl Publication or
broadcast date

o

of tiMe/space
to national issues

2 of time/space
to state/local,issues-! =1,111,ftlammoomilmm.

Peace/ Trade/ Politics/ Energy/ Ecology/

conflict economy government research environment

111MIM11101M.IIMINNIMMIM
K.
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Unit 1, Lesson 2

Countr

1 Yemen
2. Japan
3. Bolivia
4. Bhutan
5. Venezuela
6. United States
7. Mali
8. Switzerland
9. Gabon

.0 10. Kuwait
bol 11. Mexico

12. Greece
-4
0

1

Hatidoitt 1D

HOW WEALTHY?

.1

Area .

Page 1 of 1

1

.1

Average Yearly
Income Per Person111==.1=legel

,Middle East $ 129
Asia $3,753 ,

South America $ 201
Asia $ 47

South America $1,567
-North America $6,189
Africa $ 54
Europe $6,387
Africa .$1,391
Middle East $8,042
North America- $ 883.

Europert, $1,811

1,

1

1

I

H
I

I-

Source: United Nations Statistical Yearbook, 1976, pp. 639-643.' (Note:1
p-t

No nations from 'le Communist Ube of Eastern Euiope are represented in this/
4.4

w list because such nations do not report income data to the United Nations;) I

u!

4.4
Listed above are 12 nationi from.six major geographiC regions of the world.
They represent the wealthiest and the least wealthy nations'of each region. !

At
O Place all'12'nations in rank order from the wealthiest (#1) to the least
o .

, .

.ri wealthy (#17). Also calculate the range of wealth among the nations of the!
4.)

-or world--the range is the amount of differenee between the wealthiest and least
z
-0 wealthy,nations.
o . ,

4.

0
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

The range of wealth among the nations of the world Is $

Nation

Rank Order of Nations

Average Income

4-
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Unit 1, Lesson 2
.Page 1 of 1

Handout lE

DATA-LIMITATIONS

To describe and to compare accurately, we need information that is

coplete and accurate. An important aspect of working with any information

is to know some of,the limitations of the information being used.' Some of
IA

these limitations are described below. '4

--Information may be gattiered by governments, but.governmefits have'

different levels of ability to gather information. For example, a national

0
.ro

141

census in an urban, industrial nation generally will be more'complete and

accurate 'than a censu3 in a rural, agrarian nation.

--Information may,be falsely reported. For example, a nation may wish to

11
o report.a false, low average-yearly7income-per-capita figure in order to obiain

..4 ,.,

!jt
a greater amount of fgreigfi aid, iind'a nation may wish to report a false, high

.P.A

:-444

life4xpectancy'rate in order to obtain'greater prestige among nations.
. .

w
--Information about averages tells us a great deal, bui is also fail# to

$.4

,

o
u tell us some things. For example, average yearly income tells us what each

4.1

01
u

person Wpuld receive as income if all income were equally distributed. But,

of course, income is never distributed equally. Given two countries with the

o
4-1 same average income, one country could have many poor and many rich citizens,

4.;

O with few middle-income citizens, whereas the other country could have few poor

$41
and rich citizens and many middle-income citizens.

111 --Information frequently includes,indicators that are defined differently

in different nations. For example, literacy rates are used as an indicator of,

444

education, yet there is no standard definition of literacy. Literacy may be

0
defined ip one nation as little more than the ability to write one's own name.

in another nation, literacy may be defined as the to read and interpret-

a paragraph. However, such sources as the United Nations materials would

report literacy rates with no distinction drawn between the different definitions.

o Clearly, the different definitions are not comparable.
t-;

--Data used as indicators may not mean the same thing to people in different

A

nations. This is especially true with the use of dollar figures to indicate

differences in wealth or income between natiops. When the money figures of

other nations are converted td dollars, .exchange rates between various currencies

may not be realistic. (An unrealistic exchange rate would be one controlled by

a nation, so that it is either higher or lower than it would be if it were not

controlled.) An even greater problem is the difference that exists between

countries with respect to cultural norms and differences in the availability of

3 j
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Handout lE Page 2 of 2

1

goods. A wealthy country develops products and habits that areeconsmically

costly; a poor country maintains lower7cost products and habits. For example,

in wealthy nations travel may be primarily by private automobile and airplane,

whereas in poor nations travel is more likely to be by foot or bus. Families

in Bhutan do manage to:live (an average-like expectancy of 43.6 years)op.the

eqpivalent of ah income.of less than-$50 a year, wbereas a family in the

UniLed States could not exist on an income of $50 per month.'



0

2. WORLD TRADE AND ECONOMIC INTEkDEPENDENCE

.
The increaeng interdependence among nations has had a profonnd .

impact thw.global economic system, The rapid growth in wealth'and

econo nfluence of-the OPEC natibns, the resource dependency and -

imbalan oftrade eldlibited by many,oil-importing nations, the rampant
inflation and increased unemployment caused in patt by en,..rgy shortages
in,many nations--these'are just a few examples of the widespread arid
pervasive impact of changes in the international eConomy,

Global economic,change is,evidenced in a variety Of,ways. The steady.

,increase in World trade iii leading ukto greater .and greater economic
interdependence. Tha General-Agreement on Tariffs hnd Trade (GATT)' dis-
cussions have likewise.stimulated increased trade between nations, as has
the growth of multinational corporations. The developed nations and
regions (e.g., North America, Western. Europe, Japan) are increasingly
dependent upon'the developing nations for botheraw Materials and markets,.
The developing nations in Africa, Asia; and Latin America'are dependent
upon the more-developed nations for markets, capital, technical and

managerial expertise, and.high-technOlogy manufactured goods.

An important global economic challenge has been issued by the devel-:,

oping-nationsin the,form of a call for a "new internationla econemic
cork:me aimed at solving the central economic problems of mass poverty and

unemployment. The "new order" also demands basic changes in the economic
policies of the developed nationschanges designed to open the.markets
of the developed nations to the ekports of the-third World and to transfer
resources-and technology,to third-world natións under more favorable terms.
Increased foreign assistance fir the developing nations is also called

for under this "new economic order."

Robert McNamara, president of the World Sank, observed that econothic
relations between the developed-and developing nations would be crucial
to the well-being of the world as a whole; at least for the remainder of

thia century and well into the next. For all nations, trade, energy, raw

materials, and inflation will be'critical economic issues.

The activities and resources in this unit are designed to help
students better understand the complex economic issues that confront the
peoples and.nations of the world. The two lessons use smaIl-group dis-
cussion, role play, readings, and quantitative data to explore U.S.
involvement in world trade and to investigate the issue of free trade
from the. perspective of one U.S. industry.
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LesSon : U.S. Trade ilith the World

,Increased world trade is oue indicator of the trend toward an ever-

more-interdependent world. This aassroom activity introduces students
'to the impact that worldtrade.has on a community, state, and nation.

Suggested Coursesaics: World history (the global economy,'
world taade, globiq interdependence), current issues, (globia

economac issues, worla trade, global interdependeiica.

mTLe_E_mLliz21: Two class periods.

4

Instructional Objectives: At the conclusion of this lesson,
studentsmill,be' better able to:

--Identify American foreign trade patteins.
--Explain the roles of states and nations in the global economy.

E?uAces of Data: Colorado Foreign Trade Directory, 1976 (Denver
Chamber of Commerce); Statistical Abstract of the United,.States,
1978.(U.S. Department cif Commerce,'Bureau of the Census).

Introducing the Lesson

1. Divide the class into small groups and ask'them to brainstorm a'
list of-products which they think might be produced in their state and. .

traded to other nations. 'Have each group share its list with the entire

.Class.

2. Distribute copies of Handout 2A, "Colorado: A World Trader," and
allow students a few minutes to read it. Ask what student& learned frqm

: the handoett about the role of one state--Colorado--as a world trader.'
They might respond that:

--AlthoUgh most people,might not normally 'think of Colorado as a
state involved in international trade, in fact lt is.

--Colorado companies trade in every major geographic area of the

world.

--A large variety of products are traded internationally by Colorado
companies.

3, Ask students to draw some general conclusions, on the basis of
Handout 2A, about their own state or the United States as a whole.

Note: To obtain data ahout your awn state,.contact your state cr
local chamber of commerce or state department of commerce and industry.

Developins the ,I4e:Sson

4. Distribute copies of Handout 2B, "The USA: A World Trader," and

allow students.time to read it. Ask what major conclusions they can

3 4



draw from the handout. They may,reepond that:

--Trom 1960 to:1977, both exports.and imports increased to and frem
all regions of the World.

--The Tncreased dollar amount of trade is one indication of'the
,impottance of foreign trade to the DwS. e.conomy.

5. Explain that one useful way of fooking'at'increases or decreases
over time is to calculate the percentage of dhange. Divide the nlase
'into eight groups and,asaign each giaup to work with One of the geographic
areas listecIAAHandout 2B. Instruct eaCtl group to calculate,lhe percent-
ages of change for bOth exports and imports between 1960 and 1977, (You

may'need to explain that this numbevis arrived alloy dividicng the 1977
figure by the 1960 figure and multip*ing by 100. For to calcu-example,

late the percentage of dhange in exPorta to developed countries, the ,

equation would be 73,837* 13,250 im 5.57 x 100 557%0 For your con--

venience, all these percentages of change ape provided in the table'beloW.

FERCENTAGES, OF CHANGE IN t.S. WORLD TRADE BETWEEN 1960 AND 1977.,

,

Area Exgorts

Devel6ped countries +557% +909%,

Deveioping countries, +606% +1,131i

Communist countries +1,332%

Africa

.+1,400%

+699% +3,188%

Asia +750% +1,816%

Europe +491% +664%

.North America' +625% +922%

South America, +426% +384%,

6. Tell all the groups to post their answers on the chalkboard.
Ask what general.conclusions students can draw froM the data. They might

make.the following points:

--The range of increases forexports was 426 percent-1,400 percent;
the range for imports was 384 percent-3,188 percent.

- Exports to Communist countries showed the greatest growth; exports
to Soutn American countries showed the least growth. The greatest growth
in imports Was in those from African countries; the least growth was in
imports from South American countries.

--Both export and import trade with the developing countries is
in(reasing at a more rapid rate than trade with the already developed
colntries.

--If we ranked the five geographic regions in.order from greatest to
least percentage of increase in trade with the,United States, only Africa

and Asia wOuld differ in order. United States exports to Asia are in-
creasing most rapidly, while imports from Africa lead that list of greatest
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growth. (To compilte the annual average$ncrease frOin,19611to-1977,
' divide the total percentage by ,the numbet-of yeirs./: the result is the

Annual average percentage increase in trade'by regiim.)

Concluding the Lasson

7. -Encourage students to discuss the implications of these data
foi the natio4 their state or local community, and themselves as
ildividuals.4 They should make/the gollowing waits: '

j
--For the-nation, the data indicate consistent growthin exports,to

- and imports from all areal; of the globe% This ia an extellent illustration

of iNreased global interdependence.
u

--Bor th lOcal'state or coMmbity, increased trade maY mein'more
joLs-if the increased trade is.in exports. Anyinctease in imports may,

meiti a loss of jobs at the local level. /
.

,

--Fer the individual, increased lttrade .y mean the opportunity to
purciase an imported cat, shoe& from Brazil r Italy, sweaters from

,Scotland, a camera from Japan, and much more'.
,

-'

8. "You may wish to assign students to!investigate,trade patterns
among'specific nations or geographic regions-. Using the ilnited Nations

statikti6a1 Yeaibook, students can find data to answer questions similat
to those 'covered for.U.S. traae on.a global scale.
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Lesson : Freedom of Trade
- I,

./

, .

Tbe major issue explorekin this lesson-is economic protedtionism.
Since the mid.4960s, many manufacturing.industries in the United States
haiivbeen facullath, heavy competition from imported.products. Com-

/ sequently, do usmmst c labOr and indtry have attempted'to persuade Congrais

i
'to impleient cert

i

n restrictions-designed to rimit the flaw of impbrted

- goods.' What woul be the effects bf sudh restrictions? Do.we.have the

4
right to restrict trade, especially, with he developing nations? Whidh.

criteria are most important in determini ithether to enacelaws almed,at
,restricting trade? After examining the (Cmserstudy presented in this
lesson,Astudents should be able to-formulate answers to these questions.

Suggested Courses and Topics: Economic0,(world trade, free trade
vs. protecticmism), current issuesjcurrent labor issues, world

economic interdependence).

Time Required: One cltyrs period.

Instructiar2slAtiectiveS: At the conclusion of this lesson,
students will be better able to:

,

--Cite some Of.the argumenti for and against free trade.
--Identify sone alternatives to present U.S. tariff.laws.
.--Appreciate how much the U.S. consumer relies on'trade with
other nations 'for daily produotg..

Sources of Data: Publications of,the International Trade Connission,
U.Se Department of Commerce.

4.

IatERLEIJALitiktmat

1. Divide the class into small groups. Distribute copies of Hand-

out 2C, "Feelifig the Pinch in the Shoe Inchistry," and allow students p

few minutes to read it.

2. Before continuing with, esson, make sure that students,

understand the following terms:

. --Free trade. The virtual or total absence of auch restrictions
on trade as tariffs, quotas, and trade preferenrepT-.'

--Tariff. Atax placed on goods imported frolp abroad. 'The effect
is to raise tha dice of the imported product beeause the seller must
charge more in order to cover the tax.

*--Quota. A on the amount of,a
be iirted into a courtry.

--Protectiomism. The application of
quotas, and trade preferences in urder to
foreign competition.

19

certain type of goods,that can

such restrictions as tariffs,
protect native industries from
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Developing fhe Leas)n

3. Ask each gronp to pretend that it'is.the U.S. Senate Sub7 -

committee on Commerce and International Trade, whre-task it,is to con-
sider the problem'and make recommendations.to thequll Senete. 'Explain
that each gronp will receive mope information in the form of statements .

made by witnesses at a hearing.(Handout 2D).

4. pistribute copies of. Handout 2D,'"Statements For and Against
.Free Treat" Ask the members of each gpoup to read eictr statement, and *-
then, as'a group, analize the merits of its arguments,. .

'

5. After the,groUPs have read end'analyzed_all the statements, ask
each group-to report tts recommendation to the full "Senate" (class).
The spokesperson.for each group should be prepared to answer, any questions .

the other students may haim abOut that.group's recommendation. .\

Concluding the Lesson

6._ After all-tha rsubcommtttees&', have made their recommendations,
focus's summary discussion on the following questions:

3

--What ate the primary arguments for and against free trade?.

--What factors sedMed to be most important in determining the,
reLJmuendation of your iroup? r

--Would your groupMake a similar recommendation if the imported
product happened to be a television set? Cam6ra? Watch? Automobile?

--What'Were some of the conflicts Your group had in dectding on a
recommendation?

-.41aw would you feel about free trade if you or a member of your
family

a. were a salesperson for Toyota?
managed.an American:watch company?.

c. awned a liquor storeTthat'specialized in French wines?
d. 'wanted to buy a German camera?
e. worked as a Peace Corps volunteer in a developing country?

--Are there any other alternatives to our present' U.S. tariff laws
besides those mentioned in the case study? If so, what?

--What have rlu learned dbout free trade from this activity?

4
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"igultin4ional Corporations: The QuietRevolution?," Intetcom 74, by

David C. Aug. Global Peripectives in Edudatidn (1974).
,

Important changes are taking place in-the world's:economychanges'

so driTnatic that they may rival,in impact the Industrial Revolution As

do all large-scale economic developments, these changes are profoundly

affecting the social and political Oateme of*nationi. One important

change is the emdrgence ofthe multinational corporation (HNC)--;a company

that viewsthe entire world as its marketplace. .

,

This special issue of. Intercom is designed to raise 'questions gbout

the'role of the multinationals,and their influence on,developing nations,

labor markets, and union iirvenints.. Attempti.to restrictthe activities

pf _the HMCo are also coliered.' The'materials in7.lude.readings, tables .

and'graphs, quotations, statements Of divergent viewpoints,...follqw-up

.

suggestions,'and lessons focused on mult/nationals and theonation st4e,.

multinationals and 'economic development, and.controllipg the matinkionals.

. "Multinational Corporations reflects the concern that the changing'

global economy is too little understood by.students. Lack of knowledge

in thiserea will make it increaaingly difficult for both individuals and ,

. institutions to respond to'changing global conditions. Th'd overall

approach of the unit is to present students'with differing viewpoints and

etatistics.and toencourage'them to formulate and,test hypotheses en the

basis of available evidence.

Throughout, the .,vaterials draw the etude ts' attention.to'current

issues of concern. For examPle, "Death By Transfer: A Scenario" is,a

:useful classroom activity dealing with the impact on a one-industry toign

of a corporate decision to move a manufacturing plant to Taiwan. Students,

are asked to play die roles of various individuals in the town,and
hypothesize about how these people would react to such a drastic economic

,change. Follow-up questions widen the fdcus of discussion 'to encompass.

changes in labor policies, -trade policies, and communityoplanning.- This' .

activity clearly demonstrates the wide variety of effects and implications.

that result from one decision by a multinational corporation.

"Trade and the Dollar: Coping With Interdependeice," in Great Decigions

179, edited by Wallace Irwin, Jr.. Foreign Policy Association (1979).

To.achieve prosperity at home and leadership abroad, what role

should the United States play? .This is the primary questIon addressed

by "Trade and the Dollar: Coping With Interdependence," a self-contained

lesson tht reviews the impact of. foreign trade on the U.S. economy in

n increasingly interdependent world. The materials provided include a

nine-page reading With supporting graphs and cartoons, a glossary of terms,

d'aeries of discussion questions, and suggestions for follow-up readings.

The activity can be completed in one class period.
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0
"Trade and the Dollar" revie's such major global issues(fts inflation,

unemployment, and traue defieits--,asues that have an adverse impact on
al1 economies, though the U.S. .iconony is currently among the hardest
hit of die developed nations lhe reading proVides a eptciie.presentationP ,

of 'complex global economic.issues, identifies- many.ofthe actorsseeking
to reaolve these issues, nd exalainse the role of the United,States in
resolving its economic difficulties ici an interdependent global economy.
."Trade" concludes by reviewing the alternative options for curing the
probleM of the "sick" dollar, talancing,U.S: exports and importC and
establishing a-trade policy that meets thg nedds.of the U.S..econ6my
while addressing the demands of the developing-nations.

1).

Economics and the Global Society (multimedia teaching kit), Newsweek,
Edu'Cational Programs (1975).

This multimedia program examines Oe new guidelinee for growth lhat
may govemthe actions of both developing and industrialized nations
through a variety of teaching tools: ,alifte filmstrips wth tape cassettes,
transparencies', two case-study =its, narrativereadinga printed 'on
duplicatingg'masters, ald a concluding simulation exerciae.' The developers
have structured their materials so that stkidents will be exposed to fouro
different instructional objectives: concept formatpion, inquiry learning,0
skill-development, and affective growth. In addition, several of the
activities in the kit provide,a learning experience that fosters critical
thinking as well as student involvement in the smbject matter.

The three filmstrips serve as an'audiovisual.introduction to the
program. Part 1 provides a basic framework of economic Concepts and
principles. Part 2 analyzes the widening disparities between the developed
world and the developing werld in terns of'emerging glohal'problems. Part

3 examines interdependence and the feasibility of a truly"global society.
The two case studies, "Economics and the Global Society" and "Food: The
Economics of Survival," along with the transparencies and the narrative
readings, are designed to build on the issues and questions raised in the'
filmstrips. he concluding activity of the prograM, a sim-' 4bn exercise

entitled "Control of the Seas," allows students to decide ..he United

States should manage and use technologyc and resources.

This prograld provides a good introduction to economic interdependency.
It may be used not only in economics classes but also as a supplement to
such courses as world histbry, sociology, current issues, and world cultures.

0

Global Marketplace (multimedia teaching kit), by Carol Deq,gan. Prentice-

Hail Media (1975).

G1ob40141arketp1ace presents students with an excellent overview of
the controversies surrounding the role and influence of multinational
corporationE in the global economy. The program guide that accompanies
the two fil.astrips and 33rpm records provides the teacher with behavioral
objectives, questions to probe key concepts, suggestions for follow-up
discussion and fbiated activities, and a short bibliography.

The broad objective of the filmstrip program is to "define and place'
in perspective" the MNC and its role in an interdependent world economy in

22
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order to prepare students to discuss'and understand economic-issues that

affect'"their country, their world neighbors, their own comMunities, and

their OWL lives." The primary strengths of the materials Ate good visual

images and provocativa dialogue, which alternately rases controiersial

issues and provides dlevergent reaponses.

Trade (eimulation), by David Rossen. Interact (1976).
5

This eimulatien involves students directly in the exchapge of goods

And dealing in currency that together form the basis of international
. trade. The' materiale include a vocabulary list, decision forms, banker's
balance sheets, trade and money agreement forms, money sheets, brief
descriptions of four.world eccnomic crises, Ana a final test.

Trade reflehts the developers' belief that simulation can be used
effectively in the classroom to teach concepts, skills,.and attitudes.
During-the simulation, students learn the blsic terms and techniques of
-international trade and finance and the basic relatidnship between trade

patterns and financial patternse Sone epecifid"decision-making and
problemreolving experiences provided are making currency exchanges,
bargaining for the best import and export pricee for products, and making

advantageous use of currency and trade regulations and controls. The

affective experiences include conflict between individual and national
goals and conflict between national goals and the basic goal of:inter-

national stability.

To begin the game, the students are divided into national or business

groups; each then picks the role he or she would like to play within the

group. The game proceeds through a series of four cycles of not more

than two days each. Each cycle is introduced by a world economic crisis;
the nations and businesses meet to plan'their strategies in relationship

to the crisis. During each cycle, the students receive a list of relevant

research topics that add depth to the ectivity:

Trade is a very effective learning device because it cobbines tradi-

tional research activities and emphasis on cognitive skills with role-

playing activities in a simulated environment. It is particularly useful

in providing insight into how countries and organizations face typical

trnde problems.

Baldicer (simulation), by Georgeann Wilcoxson. John Knox Press (1970).

Baldicer, a simulation, stimulates students to think about, analyze,

and look for solutions to such pressing global economic concerns as food

supply and demand, inflation, unequal distribution of resources, and

competition between different economic systems. The package irrAudes a

coordinator's manual, a set of,20 student manuals, and all the materials

needed to play the game.

Baldicer provides each participant with the opportunity to play the

role of focd coordinator for a country of 150 million people. It is the

food coordinator's responsibility to feed these people; otherwise they

will die, and the ocuntry vill cease to exist. If the latter happens,

the unsuccassful food coordinator becomes a part of the 'world conscience";

during the remainder of the game, he or she "haunts" the rest of the

countrieo, trying to influence people's thinking and decisions.
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Each country starts with a different amount of food. Some countries
operate at subsistence level, others at a very high standard of living.
The food coordinators engage in negotiating loans and making arrangements
to improve the economic potential of dheir nations. At first the coordin-
ators of the poor countries find themselves entirely._dependent on aLd
from richer countries; however, as this aid enables them to become
independent, they too start to compete and Challenge the richer, more-
powerful nations.

This game is most effective when used as part of a broader, related
unit of study.

Supplementary Materials

\

The World Economy and Multinational Corporations, by the Illinois Council
on Economic Education. World Economy and Multinational Corporations (1978).

. This booklet contains background materials, sugAested lesson plans,
spirit masters, and tests for exploring such questions as the potential
for conflict between politics and trade,, ethical practices in business,
and the impaCt of world trade on U.S. jobs.

Mid-America Trades With the World. ED 151 286. Mid-America Program for
Global Perspectives (1978).

Extensive Aata about Midwest trade with world areas, along with case
studies and practical examples of how trade occurs, are contained in this
excellent teaching resource for secondary classes studying economic inter-
dependence.

"The U.S. in the WorM Economy," in Great Decisions '76, edited by Norman
Jacobs. Foreign Policy Association (1976).

This reading, which provides an overview of the major economic issues

facing nations today, is a good introduction to global economic inter-
dependence.

Amercan in the World Economy, Headline Series no. 237, by C.P. Kindle-
berger. Foreign Policy Association (1977).

This monograph covers U.S. trade policy, foreign aid, foreign invest-
ment, and the international monetary system. It is good background read-
ing for high school seniors reading at or above grade level.

Global Interdependence Ind the Multinational Firm, Headline Series no. 49,

by L.N. Cutler. Foreign Policy Association (1978).

The role of multinational firms in the international economy and
efforts to regulate the e firms are treated In tis supplementary reading
for capable students i ,
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The Global Economic Prospect: NeW Sources of Economic Stress, Worldwatch

Paper no. 20, by Lester R. Brawn. Worldwatdh Institute (1978).

A noted researdher examines the intertwined problems of diminishing

productivity, inflationcapital shortages, and Unemployment from A global

perspective. Good background reading for teachers and advanced fitgh school

students.

Politics of Trade. League of Woirien Voters (1975).

This pamphlet can serve as a besic introduction to the study of trade

problems for students with little ox'no background in international

economics.

controlling Yhterest (16mm sound/color film). American Friends Service

Committee (1978).

The film takes a strong moral position which argues for limiting the

role and influence of multinational corporations on developing countries.

Aléo included is a section On the ways in which multinationals attempt to

determine foreign policy.

Rich Man, Poor Man: Trade (16mm sound/color film), produced by BBC-TV.

Time/Life Multimedia (1972).

Standards of living in rich and poor countries involved in the tea

and cocoa trade are compared in this 52-minute film, whidh raises funds-

mental questions about values and practices that govern trade and business.

The WorldfrEconomy (filthstrip/tape cassette), produced by Teaching

Resources Films. Joint Council on Economic. Education (1972).

This filmstrip, wh!.Ch comes with a companion booklet, outlines

world trade, trade barriers and policies', international investments and

monetary systems, and the role of the United-States in the world economy.

It is suitable for students or as a teacher reference.

Europe's Common Market: Problems and Prospects (filmstrip/tape cassette),'

by Milan B. Skacel. Current Affairs Films (1972).

This filmstrip about the Common MarkeOpxamines the basic causes of

frtction and disagreement among member nations, focuses on the issue of

national sovereignty in the context of the'overall objectives of the

market, and assesses the prospects of the group'S evolvement into an

economic superpower.

Multinational Corptrations: A Silent Revolution? (filmstrip/tape cassette),

by Curtis Colby. Current Affairs Films (1976).

The role, size, and structure of multinational corporations are

explore( in this filmstrip, which can be used to introduce the topic to

high school juniors and seniors studying Lnterdependence or multinntional

corporations.
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The Doller.in Today's WOrl (filmstrip/tape cassette), by,gilan B. $kacel.
Current Affairs Films (10).

This filmstrip with a companying cassette tape and discussion:guide,
surveys.the-changing role f the dollar in the global/economy. Itiis a
good introduction to a stu y of inflation or of the ilobal monetary system.
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Unit 2, Lesson 1
Page 1 of I

Handout 2A

COLORADO: A WORLD TRADER

When people think of Colorado; they often think of skiing, fishing, hiking,

farming, and ranching. Since it has no major harbors or ports, and since it is

not considered to be a major industrial state, few people would imag.Lne that

Colorado is actually heavily involved in world trade.

The five companies listed below are representative of Colorado's many

world traders.

--American-Coleman Co. (aircraft towing tractors for Europe, South America,

Asia, and the Middle East).

--Bingo King Co. (Bingo equipment and supplies for Asia, Europe, and the

Pacific Islands).

-LColorado Nel and Iron Corp. (iron and steel for all regions of the world).

--Lear Siegler Co. (air-pollution-control equipment for Australia, Canada,

,

and Italy).

--Mount Sopris Instrument Co. (mineral-exploration equipment for Africa,

Europe,.Central and South America, and the Middle East).

$.4 I
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Among the products of the more than 300 Colorado companies engaged in world

trade are skis, tennis rackets, precision tool3, glassware, solar collectors,

animal pregnancy-testing equipment, contact-lens cleaning solution, parachute

hardware, cultivators, biofeedback systems, hydraulic hoists, farm machinery,

sprinkler equipment, billiard tables, video instruments, laboratory equipment,

meteorological instruments, ceramics, computers, beer barrels, carnations and

roses, snack-food vending machinery, exercise bicycles, conveyors, rock-climbing

equipment, TV and'radio antennas, belts and buckles, veterinary supplies k,nd

instruments, industrial batteries, gymnasium equipment, backpacking equipment,

fishing equipment, hospita, carts, oil-well drilling equipment, photographic

equipment, water heaters, candy, golf equipment, industrial chemicals, x-ray

equipment, saddles, greeting cards, soap, neckties, dustmops, pumps, mine hoi!,-F

meat products, medical identification tags, portable floodlights, electrol,urgical

instruments, kilns, cattle, horses, sheep, hogs, rifle scopes, cement, fire

alarms and extinguishers, tents, luggage, dental chairs, western and square-

dance apparel, jewelry, solar heating and cooling equipment, tractor parts, pipe,

calendars, diesel engine tools, dental irrigating equipment, respirators, sauna

heaters, rubber pipe, power resistors, vitamins, filters, telephone cable, photo-

graphic paper and film hearing aids, poultry incubators, barometers, laser-

power measuring equipment, and can-making machinery.
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Area

/

1". Ex2.9iMILILILMELLISI2/.

1960 1965

Developed countries

.1

13,250 18,315.

Developing countries 7,131 9,023'

Communist areas 194 140

Africa .: 793 1,229

Asia 4,186* 6,012

Europe 7,399 9,364

North Americi 5,506
.

7,742

South America 2,177 2,175

1970 1977

29,877 73,837

12,993 43,282

354 3,716

1,580 5,546

10,027 31429

14,817 36,296

.

12,367 34,412

3 2 4 9,276

U.S. IsEntiLICILALA11.114111

Area 1960 1965 /-

t

Developed countries 8,605 14,067

Developing countries 5,965 7,145

Communist areas - 84 142
.

Africa 534 878

Asia 2,721 4,528

Europe 4,268 6,292

North America . 4,429 6,579
,

South America 2,435 2,624

1970 1977.

29,259 78,206

10,442 67,480

4

. 22/ 1,119

1,113 17,024

9,621 49,422

11,395 28,331

13,970 40 823
'''.

2,958 9,343

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1978 (U.S. rspartment
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census), p. 876. Note: The category "developed

countries" includes Canada, Western Europe, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, and

the Republic of South Africa. TA category "developing countries" includes the

rest of the world except Communi4t nations.



Unit 2, Lesson 2 Page of 1

Handout 2C

PEELING. THE PINCH IN
THE:SHOE INDUSTRY

Tor the past 40 years or so, the reduction of trade barriers around the

world has.generally been considered to be the surest long7range way of,creating

jobs in the.U.S. and abroad. Between 19661and 1976, h.owever, the dollar value

of.shoes imported from other countriei increased almost 800 péráint. Puritig

the same period, the percentage of the total shoe market accounted for by.

IVimported shoes increased from 13 percent to nearly 50 perl*nt. Because many of
r4

these shoes came from Taiwan and Korea, where,wages art signifitantly lower than

they are in the United States, they can be sold more cheaply than those manu-

factured in this country:

The tariff rate imposed by the United States on shoes is approXimately 10

percent. However, the Trade Act of 1974 allows an import preference to develop-

ing nations; thus, products from those.countriei are subject to a lower tariff.

Since 1968, more tEan 300 domestic shoe companies have gone out of business,

with the concomitant loss of 70,000 jobs. The growing penetration of the United

States market by overseas shoe producers has treated a chorus of cries fo:: action.

In response to this pressure, the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Commerce and

International Trade initiated a series of hearings in early 1978 to examine the

impact of foreign imports on the domestic shoe industry. ,This subcommittee nas

0 the authority to recommend to the full Senate several possible courses of legis-

k lative actIon on the basis of its analysis of arguments for and against prvtec-
44 I

tion of the threatened industry. A pimple majority vote in the Senate would put

into effect the recommendation of the subcommittee.

2
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*Unit 2, Lesson 2
A

Handou.011

STATF1fENTS FOR. AND AGAINST FREE TRADE

Statemtattlasinst Free Trade

Page 1 of S

1. Fred Reardon, vice-president, Independent Shoemakers of Americt:

'Drastic changes in the world economy-have lccurred since the end of World War

II, and America's.position in world trade has been deteriorating rapidly'in the
0.

past ten years. A large part of the decline of America's' position in the world

w economy is related to our government's failure to protect U.S. industries from

er4
r4 unfair import competition. We are not against trade. We understand the need

for developing countries to also share in some of the fruits of this earth of

ours. But we also understand very much that there can be no such trade around

the world unless the, rules sre the same for everybody. In effect, we say, 'Come

and get it.' Nobody-else does that. But we do. Federal programs to retrain

14
our workers are a joke. They have become bogged down in red tape and bureaucracy.

We would rather the government prevent the jobs from being lost in the first

place. Other nations have.taken steps to protect their industries.° Unless wr

= government does the same, we will soon be overrun by imports." Recommendation:.

Increase the tariff rate to 40 percent once a 250-million-pair annual.quota of

oi shoes is exceeded.
4.4

2. James Harvey, chairperson, American Association of Shoe Manufacturers:

k "Last year profits in the shoe industry plummeted to their lowest point ever.

We blame this on the competition brought on by the steadily increasing amount of'

foreigu shoes imported into this country. Our,workers, with an average wage of14

NMI A

about $4.80 an hour, can't possibly compete with foreign workers-earning $.40 or

$.50 an hour. As a result, we are being forced to laY off thousands of workera
0

0
E.4

each year. The American worker who loses his job can no longer be a customer

for t1-1 products of American business. He will receive unemployment insurance

payments, but when they rue! out he may be force, to go on welfare. This will

add still another burden to the community. Unless tariffs are raised signifi-

cantly, we will have no choice but to close down even more industries or else

move them overseas to take advantage of the cheap labor situation there."

Recommendation: Repeal the Trade Act of 1974 and increase the tariff rate to

50 percent on all imported shoes.

3. David Collins, president, U.S. Shoe Retrilers Association: "We deplore

the decline of the American shoe industry and the jobs that have been lost as a

result. We are partioulaily against the unfair practice whereby some countries

provide financial assistance to their exportes on th0 one hand and erect trade



Handout 2D Page 2 of 3.

barriers on the other. On the other hand, if the qomestic industry is afforded

4,7 much protection, this could lead to,an unhealthy, noncompetitive atmosphere

where U.S. manufacturers could raise their prices virtually at will. This would

cause many stores to lose their customers and lay off their employees. We are

willing to accept some higher prices but only if good-faith efforts are made by

unions to improve productivity and by the manufacturers to modernize their

plants and equipment." Recommendation: Increase the.tariff to 20 percent once

a 250-million-pair annual quota is exceeded. If the figure exceeds. 300 million

O pair per year, increase the tariff to 30 percent.
4.4
r.4 .

Statements in Support of Free Trade
4.

1. Joseph Dowling, spokesperson, Industry and Trade Administration, U.S.
tl

Department of Commerce: "There are few things less desirable for the prosperity

and peace of the world than a resurgence of protectionist sentiment in America.

a If we close our markets through special concessions to special groups, we may be

sure that the markets of the outside world will be to that degree shut in our
a

face. This could lead to a deterioration of our relations with foreign countries.
0
0

O
.

4. 1
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0
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0

Also, free trade is one of the few means that poorer nations have available to

gain the capital for development. Instead of erecting another trade barrier,

we ought to help threatened companies gain access to computers and modern

management methods, and distribute assistance so that workers may be retrained

for other jobs. Remember, the severe tariff testrictions imposed by the United

States in the late 1920s were a leading cause of the worldwide depression that

soon followed. Let us be careful not to turn back the clock to the point where

a new trade war may break out between nations." Recommendation: Keep tariff

rates at current levels; provide financial assistance to beleagered companies;

develop programs to retrain workers.

2. Elizabeth Meyers, representative, National Consumers League: "This
i

country is already facing a high inflation rate which is saddling consumers with

substantial increases on the prices of manufactured gcods. The ills of our

trillion-dollar-plus econol \cannot beblamed on $45 billion of imports. An

rincrease in existing tarif e etes ii; not the solution. In fact, it will only

serve to reduce competition and push the inflation rate even higher. We

estimate that an -tncrease in the tariff on imported shoes will mean $200-300

million in additional costs to the consumer. Many of the companies seeking

protection are 'basket cases' to begin with. The owners have failed to

modernize and want to close the plants, but community pressure has prevented

them from doing so. Now they can blame it on imports and therefore on the

4 9



Handout 20 Page 3 of 3
government for not protecting\.them. We must ask ourselves:. Is this really a

key industry that is in need of\protection?" Recommendation: Decrease the

current JO-percent tariff on shoes.

14
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SEW.

3. GLOBAL CONFLICT AND THE ARHS,RACE

No longer can nations isolate themselves from involvement in global
politics. As the nations of the-world reach increasingly higher levels
of technological 'development, the increased interaction among 'nter- .

dependent nations leads to both greater opportunities for mutually
beneficial cooperation and increased possibilities for international
conflict. ,

Air

There is little doubt that most nations and peoples of.the world
would prefer the peaceful pursuit of edonomic progress and social
stpbility to the costly and disruptive effects of international conflict.
*The obvious question iti.then, how best to prevent conflict among nations.

One approach to conflict prevention is collective security. Collec-
tive security is achieved when nationi join together to collectively ban
acts of aggression, whether such acts are committed by or against any
member of the group. The League of Nations and the United Nations are
two recent examples of this approach.

Hist9rically, the main approach used by nations to avoid conflict
has been the maintenance of a balance of power. Under this sytem,
security is maintained when parties to a potential conflict prevent
others from becoming militarily stronger. In most cases, a balance of
power has beer maintained in part through military alliances--e.g., the
North Atlantic Treaty Alliance (NATO).

Since. World War IT, nuclear deterrence has played a major role in
the balance of power between the USA and the USSR. The theory behind
deterrence is that both nations possess such an abundance of nuclear
weapons Chat each side is deterred fiom full-scale aggression by the
threat of mutual nuclear annihilation. In recent' years, efforts to con-
trol the development, manufacture, and spread of nuclear weapons have
acteclto stabilize the nuclear aspect of the global arms race. Limited
conflicta, rangirg from terrorist raids to full-scale conventional war-
fare, continue to occur frequently.

The materials and lessons ih this unit were'selected to help students
better understand the complexities of conflict and conflict resolution,
which confront the nations and peoples of the world. The additional
resource's cited employ films, filmstrips, games, simulations, and readings
to explore causes of conflict, methods of conflict resolution, actors in
conflict situations, and the background of specific conflict situations.
The two classroom lessons use small-group discussion, readings, and
quantitative data to examine the costs of war and the possibilities for
the occurrence of nuclear ukarfare.

\
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Lesson 1: The_g_p_p_t_ans

In.1976, world military expenditures reached an average of 41

billion per day. Within most nation states, military and social programs

compete for shares of limited' national budgets. This lesson introduces

students to an examination of global patterns of arms expenditure and

supply.

Saglasted Courses and_laiss:_ 'Economics (military and social
expenditures), world history (.armaments and conflict), contem-

porary issues (arms race, conflict, Military vs., social

expenditurep).

1_211TiAt2EEILE:1: Two class periods.

Instructional Objectives: At the conclusion of this lesson,

students will be better ab/e to:

--Compare national expenditures for, military and social programs.
--identify major arms suppllers on a global scale.
--Discuss major reasons for and ag2inst the U.S. role in suPply-

.

ing arms to other nations.

Source of Data: Ruth Sivard, World Military and Social Expenditures

(NeW YOrk: Institute for World Order, 1978).

Introducing,the Lesson

1. Dibtribute copies of Handout 3A; "How Countries Spend Their
Money," and allow time 1.1:or students to complete the activity in small

groups. Clarify for students that the per-person (per-capita) figure is
obtained by dividing the total dollar amount spent by the total population.

(For your convenience, the actual rankings are provided below.)

Answers to Handout 3A

Military Expenditure Health Expendivure

perlerson _per person

1, Saudi Arabia, $593 (3)
2. USA, $420 '(5)

3. USSR, $370 (7)
4. Sweden, $286 (8)
5. West Germany, $247 (10)

.6. Canada, $135 (23)
7. Japan, $42 (49)
8. China, $19 (64)
9. Brazil, $17 (6)
10. India, $5 (101)

Sweden, $582 (1)
Weit Germany, $424 (3)
Canada, $413 (4)

USA, $218 (13)
Japan,-$173 (16)
USSR, $70 (27)
Saudi Arabia, $61 (31)
Brazil, $9 (68)
China, $3 (97)
India, $1 (118)

28
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Education Expenditure
per person

Sweden, $625 (2)
Saudi Arabia, $512 (3)
Canada, $506 (4)

USA, $415 (7)
West Germany, $308 (15)
Japan, $250 (21)
USSR, $181 (25)
Brazil, $35 (61)

China, $11 ,(97)

India, S4 (121)



Note: The figures in.parentheselare world rankings among 140

nations. For example, Saudi Arabia ranks_thltd in the world fot'ver-

capita military expenditures, and the-wilted States ranks filth among

140 nations.

2. Announce the actual rankings in the three Categories and Aiscu,s

each category in turn, using the following questions to stimulate the
students' thinking.

-

.

--Which countries, have the highest per-capita military eXpenditures?

WhO (USA, USSR, Saudi Arabia. Cold-war.tensions between Commaist bloc.

and Western nations; Middle East tensions related-to Israel and the
Palestinian question.)

. .

--Which countries have the lowest per-capita military expenditures?

Why? (Brazil aAd India. Both are developing'nations with pressing

economic problems. India has a serious population-growth problem.)

--Which countries have the highest per-capita social expenditures?
Why? (Sweden, Canada, West germany, United States, Saudi Arabia--
induatrialized, developed nations and neOly wealthy on-producing

nations.)
,

--Which countries have the lowest per-eap4a social exp nditures?
Why? (India, China, Brazil--developing nations whose primer emphasis

is on industrialization and agricultural development.)

pf2212ping the Lesson

3. Point out that.after countries, or their leaders, make decisions

about how to allocate their national budgets, they must then find,

suppliers. Ask students which nation they thinkAs the greatest supplier

of,armaments to\other nations. (If they guess the United States, they

.are correct: IA 1966, U.S. military'sales were $1.6 billion; by 1976;

such sales had grown to $7..5 billion.)

. 4. Distribute copies of Handout 3B, "The Arms Market," and allow

students a few minutes to read it. The major point to be derived from

the bar graph is the great varietion in the dollar amounts of arms sales

by the United States, the USSR, and other leading arms suppliers.

5. .Encourage students to speculate about the reasons why the ten
nations listed in the handout Purchased arms from the United States, or \

distribute copies of Handout 3C ("Why They Buy Arms") and let students do

the matching exercise. (For your convenience, the answers are provided

on the next'page.)

6. Some people feel that it is immoral for the United States to'be

the world's major supplier of war materials. You might want to discuss

this viewpoint in ilass. Points to be covered could include the following:

--Can the United States afford to give up a profitable export item,

especiallyiin the face of recent trade deficits?

--Can the actions offthe United States alone really make a difference?

If, the United States refuses to sell weapons, won't other nat ns simply

5, from Russia or France instead?
A
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'

4 , --Tf NATO nations are major arms purchaseri, is it in the best
interests of the Unitea States to take ac:tions which might weaken NATO?

--What role should moral issues pliy in deciding national policy?

Answers to Haf;dout,3C

1. Iran
-2. jsrael

3. Saudi Arabia G'

4. Germany
5. Uaited Kingdom I

6. Korea
7. Gregge
8. Taiwan A
9. Spain

10. Turkey F
f

_c2P.S114.41.418._tIA...L2Pson 0

7. If global military expenditures were.gut by 5 percent, the

yearly savings would be $15-20 billion. 'To gonclude the lesson you might

ask studentsas a.class_or in small,groups, to conbider two questions;:

--If an "extra" $15-;0 billionvere suddenly made available to the
world, how might it best be spent to further the interests of humankind?
Rank the human needs that could be addressed in order,of priority. ,

Should all nations be helped, or -only the moSt'needy?

--If militaiy budgets were reduced, how likely is it that the .

savings would actually be directed toward these needs? For example, if

the United States reduced military spending bT$15 billion, where would
the money be likely to 0--social programt? Tax relief? Foreign aid?

30
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Lesson 2: Nuclear War--How Likely1

Since 1945 human society has lived under the shadow of the matehroom
cloud. As nucliar weapons have grown more deadly and destructive, more
and more people havercome to belieVe that all nations must work tlgether
to promote peace./the materials in thlr lesson should help.students.
recognize the advantages of bringing the spiraling arms race under control
and, at the same time, finding more effective means of international
cooperation.

Stamted Courses ane Topics: American history (post-World-War-II
.military trends), world history (arms and disarmament, military
interdependence), current issues (peace and conflict, inter-
national relations).

Tnitjmoln02. Two .ilass periods.

Instructional Objectives: At the conclusion of this activity,
students will be better able to:

- -Use data from graphs and tables to discuss the growth and
iMpact of nuclear weapons on the conduct of warfare.
- -Identify and explain the factors that may lead to a nuclear
confrontation.
- -cite reasons idly there is a need for effective cooperation
between nations, especially in view of the fact that more and,
more nations are gaining access to nuclear wnapons.

Sources of Data: The Stockholm IntornationalPeace Research
Institute, World Armament an0 Disarmament, SZPRI Yearbook 1978
(New York: Crane, Russak & Co., 1978); Joseph and Robert-4 Moore,
War and War Prevention (Rochelle Park, N.J.: Hayden Book Co.,
1974); Jcint CoMmittee on Atomic Energy, U.S. Congress.

Introducing the Lesson

1. Introduce students to the issues of arms and disarmament in an
1.w1.erdeperl,mt world by distributing conies of Handout 3D, "The Growth
mnd Destructiveness of Nuclear Weapons. '

Explain that by examininp the data which compare the actual
blast damage of World War II atomic bombs with the potential damage that
could be done by modern thermonuCslar weapons, students should be able to
understand that nuclear weapons add an entirely new dimension to warfare.
The following questions may be used o assist students in their explor-
ation of this issue:

--In Table 1, how does the power of recently developed nuclear
weapons compare with the power of ;he A-bOrob used at the end of World War

II? (The new weapons are many times more powerfuL)

3.1



--In Tables. 2 and 3r what are some of the implications of using more-
powerful nuclear. weaporsi (Massive destruction of life and property, long-

term radiation damage, ne winners--just,l6sers.)

--What predictions might you,make about"how major wars will be fought

in the futUre? (Greater destruction, more dependence on'advanced
technology, higher codt, 'mere casualties.)

--Besides being potentially more'destructive, how might Wars fought
with ICBMs differ from those fought with conventional weapons? (The

ability to use ICBMs means that contact between enemies will be more
impersonal.)

--What might be one result of this situation? (Lesa inhibition

against using weapons which:could annihilate millions.).

DeveldPing the Lesson

3. To further explore the potential impact of nuclear weapons on the
--Auct of war, aak students to form small °groups and distribute copies
of Harideut 3E, "Nu'llear Confrontation--Four Scenarios." The questions
that precede the s_enarios will help focus attention on the plausibility
of each of the scenarios.

4. Discuss students' responses to the scenarios. MaVeLre to point

out that scenarios are one technique for analysis which enables us to
more-effectively deal with and prepare for a rapidly changing:world.
(One outcome of the discussion should be the realization chat since
nuclear weapons exist, we cannot consider the future without explicitly
considering that these weapons may be used.)

Concluding_ the Lesson

5. ,Provide students with copies of Handout 3F, "List of Nations,"

and ask them to mark an "X" next to each countty that currently has
enough huclear capability to destroy the world and an "0" next to each
nation that reasonably might develop that capability within ten years.
(The "X" nations are the People's Republic of China, France, India, the
United Kingdom, the USSR, and the USA. All the rest should be marked

"0.") Tally their responses on the chalkboard; then indicate what the

correct reponses should be.

6. Focus a class discussion on the following questions:

--Are the actual results surprising? If so, why?

--What are the implications of this situAtion? (Nuclear weapons are

a growing threat,to world safety.)

--Would an arms-limitation agreement between the USA and USSR solve

the problem? (No, because other countries have nuclear weapons, too.)

--As more and more countries acquire nuclear weapons, what happens
to the probability that someone might miscalculate and use them accidentally?

(Obviously, It increases.)
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--Ts it becoming mote or less likely that terrorists or disturbed

leaders might .eomeday acquire ni`clear weapons? ()ore likely.)

--Several 'Years ago a college student in the United States revealed

his bluepriatifor tuilding a nuclear bomb. After examining these plans,

the AtomiC Energy Omission admitted that the boeb,Vould work. Does the

evailability'of nulear knowledge present any dangers? (tss, as.more

people and nations gain nuclear capability, the probability that someone

will use it'increases.)

--Assuming that the spread'Of nuclear weapons poses serious problems

for humankind, what might be done to solve the.probles? (Arms-limitation

agreements between major powers, international peacekeeping conferences,

U.N.-sponsored agreementi"to use nuclear power only for peaceful euds.)
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Additional Resources'for Unit 3

PrimEI-EtlaStel

Peacekeeping, by Jack Fraenkel, Margaret Carter, and Betty Reardon.
Random Rouse (1973).

For the first tine in history, all nations are faced with the
possibility of being completely destroyed. What,new approaches are
needed .to.settle international conflicts? Which models of global systems
would be most effective in establishing real peace? Can this generation
help in the search for a workable alternative to wir? Students examine
thtse and related questions in this five-chapter booklet designed to help
students analyze obsiaclea to the achievement of peace, justice, and
better living conditions for the peoples of tfie world.

The booklet opens with a futuristic scenario in which a Brazilian
guerrilla group threatens to detonate a nuclear device, secretly assembled
near a large U.S. city, unless its demands for a "liberated" Brazil are
met. Students are'asked to suggest possible courses of action and spec-
ulate about the results of various alternatives. The next two chapters
deal with existing systems for resolving international conflicts and the
destructive potential of nuclear, biological, and chemical warfare. In
chapter 4, four models or systems are presented that describe possible
courses of action or interaction among natiolap. The models are both
historical and futuristic; each is accompanied by a case study designed to
show how it has worked or might work. In the concluding chapter, students
are asked to teat the models and consider which would be most effective
in dealing with the hypothetical future crisis presented in the opening
chapter.

Peacekeeping should generate student interest through its well-
described cases and suggested alternatives to the present international
system. Although it deals with a concept (global systems change) which
may be advanced for some high school students, the careful selection -of
materials and the simple reading level should allow most students to
grasp the meaning of this concept.

The Hat (l6mn sound/color film), produced by the World Law Fund. McGraw-
Hill Films (1970).

The Hal, a 20-minute animated film with background music by Dizzy
Gillespie, deals with "boundary lines" between people--artificial, human-
made barriers whi.ch frequently cause conflicts. A set of brief discussion
questions accompanies the film.

The story line presents two soldiers guarding a boundary line--
presumably, one that separates two nations. Neither soldier is allowed
to cross the artificial line, yet a variety of animals do so. The
questions raised are: What nre boundaries? Who makes boundaries? What
do boundaries encluae? A minor event occurs which two reasonable people
should be able to resolve easily, yet the two soldiers prove unable to do
so in a scene which becomes a zany demonstratIon of bureaucratic rules
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and red tape. The discuSsion between the two soldiers broadens .to explore
the causes.of conflict and possibilities for controlling human conflict.
One corAusio- drawn is that some kind of higher authority.is needed to
settle .isputes on both personal and international levels.

The Nat is designed to help students explore a wide range of

questions: Can human political and social systems adapt to changing

conditions? #ow can war or human conflict be controlled or prevented?
What viable means of settling international disputes can be devised? Is

a global legal authority a viable means of conflict resolution? How do ,

we'safeguard the right to be differe/t?

This film offers an excellenL visual portrayal of boundaries as a
cause of conflict: One weakness of the film is the voice track, which

some students may have difficulty understanding.
)'

The United Nations: End of a Dream (sound/color filmstrip), by Curtis

Colby. Current Affairs Films (1977).

What effect has the United Nations had as a world peacekeeper? Has

it outlived its usefulness as a force for world peace? How can the U.N.

stop a major power (e.g., Russia, China, the United States) from doing

what it thinks is necessary for its national self-interest? These and

related questions arP examined in this color filmstrip, with tape cassette
and teacher's guide, which can be shown and discussed in one class period.

-The objective of the filmstrip is to motivate students to evaluate

the United Nations by raising questions about its role in the modern

world. For example, can the U.N. continue to serve as the representative

body for international law and order? Should functions other than the

peacekeeping role receive greater emphasis in the future? Inssupport of

this objective, the filmstrip describes the "dream" at the end of World

War II that the U.N.,would be able to truly keep the peace as well as

serve as a forum for international Cooperation. Throughout the program,

however, the point is clearly made that the U.N. is not a world govern-

ment; because of its inherent nature, conflicts between powerful member

nations are inevitable.

Global Powderkeg (simulation), developed by C. Fredcrick Risinger and

David D. Victor. Mid-America Center for Global Perspectives (1975).

Global Powderkeg is a simulation based on the history of an actual

situation in the Middle Ea:,t in 1975. The teacher's manual includes an
opening scenario that serves as an introduction to the buildup of tensions

in the Middle East, teaching objectives, a description of the game,
detailed instructions for using it in the classroom, and all materials

needed for playing the game.

The purpose of the simulation is to promote a better understanding
of--and appreciation for--the complexity of decision making in foreign

policy. Specifically, it raises questions about the influence of person-

ality on foreign policy, about some of the loyalties that compete for the

allegiance of the decfsion m6er, and about the extent to each nation is

a "prisoner of its own past."



The "Powderkeg" world consists.of eight nations: Israel, France,
Saudi Arabia, Syria, Egypt, United States, USSR, and the Palestinian
Liberation Organization. Students are divided into equal groups represent-
ing these nhaons. After background materials about eaCh nation have
been distributed, students are Allowed 15 minutes to decide on strategies,

. negotiate with other nations, deliberate, and fill out a decision form.
These forms are then read aloud by the ieacher; and a new world scenario

' is determined.by referring to a "scenario scanner." Nearly all possible
alternative decisions have been accounted for by the scanner; but if an
unusual agreement is reached (such as one between Israel and the USSR), it
is suggested that teacher "creativity be utilized.to either select the
most logical scenario from those In the scanner or create a new one.
After each decision round, each group scores itself on how well it has

.achieved its goals. During the sUbsequent rounds, the groups attempt to
accomplish.all of their respective goals.

The emphasis in Global Powderkeg is on flexibility ane teacher
creativity. Once the framework has been established', teachers are free
to adapt, add, or delete any of,the game's components. For example, td
reflect the peace treaty recently signei by Egypt and:Israel, .teachers
may decide to adjust the opening scenario and/or replace Egypt with a

. more-militant Arab state. If the teacher decides not to make these
adjustments, the game can be used historically as an example of conditions
in the Middle EaSt before the peace treaty was signed.

Conflict (simulation), developed by Gerald L. Thorpe. Simile II (1972).

This simulation game is about a conflict which erupts.in the year
1998 over a violation of a ten-year-old disarmament agreement. The

materials provided are manuals for each of the participants and a coor-
dinator's manual which contains an introduction, objectives, a suggested
time schedule, procedures, and questions for debriefing.

The game is designed to allow students,the c)pportunity to experiment
with a hypothetical solution to the problem of administering world peace
among nations. The intention is not to present a model of what shou1d
be (or even of what wi// be) but simply to stimulate students to look for
an organizational model that would enable global citizens to deal with
the increasing political complexity of the world.

Within this setting, students serve as leaders of nine nations and
as members of world organizations. An international crisis emerges when
one nation violatles a disarmament agreement and the World Court issues
It cease and desist" orders. The nation's violation is referred to three
world councils which must decide what actions tcl take against the
violaters. As the councils decide on courses of action, representatives
of the nations involved prepare brief position statements, formulate
mutual agreements, and attend separate council meetings. After the
councils have made their decisions, each nation meet;.; to decide on a ,

response and fill out a final response form. Result: arc then computed,
and the outcome is reported. If the crisis is resolved, everyone wins;
if the international political system ('ollapses completely, everyone
loses.
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The success of this game depends on participanta' having a relatiyely
serious and mature view of the world. For this reason, and alao because
the game objectives are rather eophisticated, it may prove difficalt to
use effectively with groups other than advanced high school students.

For most students at thts level, however, the simulation provides a-
realistic and worthwhile learning experience.

loofat 112221.T2tIlliriources

The Debate Over Detente, Headline Series no. 234, by Charles Gate and

Toby Trister Gate. Foreign Poliey Association (1977).'

This pamphlet, which traces the developments:which prompted the
United States and USSR to move toward detente, contains sound, readable
descriptions of the current strategic, econOmic, and political relatiOn-
ships between the two superpowers.

The Cold War and Beyond: From Deterrence to Detente to What?, by Lawrence
Metcalf, Betty Reardon, and Curtis Colby. Random House (1975).

This book contains good descriptions of cases which are designed to
help students explore the concepts balance of terror and stabilized
deterrence and suggests alternatives to the present international System,

Peacekeeping: A Guide fo Conflict Resolution for rndividuals, Groups, and

Nations, by Barbara Stanford. Bantam Books (1976).

Conflict resolution, aggression, global identity, force, and diplomacy
are treated in this, book, along with suggestions for reorganizing society

and Methods of working for peace. Some interesting and sophisticated

exercises are included.

Teaching About War and War Prevention, by William A. Nesbitt. Foreign

Policy Association (1971).

This book is an attempt to translate :he e search about war and war

prevention into a conceptual framework of Ialu, to classroom teachers.

'It includes sugp sted teaching units; practical classroom suggestions,
and an extensive list of resources and resource organizations.

Nationalism,(multimedia kit), by ahn Gibson and Richard F. Koubek.

Newsweek Educational Programs (1974).

This multimeda teaching.kit investigates the complex concept nataon
.5ate and describes.four common patterns of nationalism. The authors

conclude that today's nationalism may be highly disruptive in view of the
growing need for internat onal cooperation required to maintain peace and

allocate resources.



The Race Nobody Wins (sound/color filmstrip). Citizens' Organization for
a Sane World (1979).

Narrated by actor Tony Rand111, this 15-minuto filmstrip is designed
to stimulate thought and discussion about the accelerating U.S.-Soviet
arms race and the proliferation of nuclear weapons over the past three
decades. IncludPd are a teacher's guide and an extensive bibliography of
recent publizations about the arms race.

Unforgettable Fire--Drawings by A-Bomb Survivors' (slides/tape cassette),
produced by the Japan Broadcasting Co. American Friends Service Ccamittee
(1S76).

Most of the siides in this program were adapted from drawings made
by survivors of th,! Hiroshima A-bomb. The tape narration explains the
drawings and provides a minute-by-minute account of what happened in
Hiroshima oc. August 6, 1945. The program may have profound impact on
high school students.

Guns or Butter (simulation), by William A. Nesbitt, Simile 11 (1972).

Role-playing leaders of nations, students try to increase the real
wealth of their country while mal ng sure it is secure from attack from
other nations. This simulation is useful for helping students'understand
how an arms race may be started and the extent to which institutions can
be changed in order to promote peace. 1

Inter-Nation (simulation), by Cleo H. Cherryholmes and Harold Guetzkow.
Science Research Associates (1966).

Assuming the roles of public officials, students implement strategies
to increase their nation's ability to produce goods and services and
strengthen its position in relation to other nations or alliances.
Recommended for use only by advanced high school students.
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Unit 3, Lesson 1 Page 1 of 1

Handout 3A

HOW COUNTRIES SPEND THEIR MONEY

Directions: Listed below, in alphabetical order, are ten countries. Also

listed are three headings: military expenditure per person, health expenditure

per person,'and education elpen4ture per person. Under each of the three

headings, rank th2 ten nations an order, from the nation which you think spends

the most (#1) to 1.he nation ,41ich you think spends the least 010) per person

annually for each category. For example, of the ten nations, India spenas the

least per person for its military needs; thus it would be #10 under the military

expenditures category. Be prepared to explain why your group decided to rank

the countries as you did.

The ten nations, in alphabetical order, are Brazil, Canada, China, *India,

Japan, Saudi Arabia, Sweden, UnAed States, USSR, and West Germaily.

Military Expenditure
Per Person

Health Expenditure Education Expemiture
Per Person Per Person

1. 1. 1.

2. 2. 2.

3. 3. 3.

4. 4. 4.

5. 5. 5.

6. 6. 6.

7. 7. . 7.

8. 8. 8.

9. 9. 9.

10. 10. 10.

63
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Handout 3B

THE ARMS MARKET

In 1966, the United'Stat'es sold $1.6 billion in armaments to other nations.

By 1976,,,U.S. arms sales had risen fo $7.5 billion). The leading arms suppliers

to the developing nations of the world, i-detween.1970 and 1976, are shown in the

bai graph below.

Nation

United States

;WSSR

France

United Kingdom

West Germany

Italy

iAina

Billions of Dollars in Arms.Sales

..,./...

1

[210.4

*11.1111.
'12.2

The United States is the largest supplier of armaments in the world today.

In 1976, each of the top ten purchasers of U.S. arms purchased more than $100

million wol2th of armaMents. Together, these ten nations accounted for $3,442

k
01
4H1

4.1

0
10
0
ctl

million in U.S.. military sales. The table below shows the dollar amounts

purchased by these ten nations.

Nation $ Millions in Arms Purchases From USA

1. Iran

2. Israel

1,232

6'84

'0 3. Saudi Arabia 429
0
E-4 4. Germany 376

5. United Kingdom 149

6. Korea 138

7. Greece 135

8. Taiwan 125

9, Spain 119

10. Turkey

Source: Ruth Sivard, World Military and Social

105

Expenditures (New York:

institute for World Order, 1978).

14
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Handout 3C

WHY THEY BUY ARMS

Directions:- Match each nation with the letter of the statemeit that bet

describes why "that nation buys arms from the Unites States.

I

,

0
H

1. Iran A.

B.

2. Israel

C.

3. Saudi Arabia

4. Germany D.

5. United Kingdom_
E.

6. Korea
F.

Greece

G.

8. Taiwan

H.

9. Spain

I.

10. Turkey

This nation sees U.S. arms 'as a
deterrent to invasion by China.

This nation, a member of NATO, believes
that U.S. arMs will Kevent aggression
by bordering Communist countries.

To this NATO, member, U.S. arms are
thought to be a deterrent to Communist
aggression ap well as necessary because
of continuing conflict with.Turkey.

Since the civil war of ale 19308, U.S.

arms have helped maintain internpl
order in this country under General

Franco.

This country believes that U.S. irms
will serve as a protection against
attack by neighboring Arab states.

This NATO member sees U.S. arms as a
deterrent to Communiseaggression, and
as necessary for protecting its interests

in Cyprus.

To this nation, U.S. arms are necessary
to maintain internal order and for use
in a potential conflict with Israel.

U.S.,arms are seen as necessary by this
country in order to prevent aggression
by the Communist regime that rules the
northern half of this Asian nation.

This island nation, a NATO meAber, buys
arms from the U.S. in the hope of

preventing Communist aggression against
Europe.

J. U.S. arms are purchased by this oil-
producing nation to acquire prestige,
maintain tnternal order, and protect
itself'against aggression from the
neighboring Soviet Union.
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:11

Handout 3D

THE GROWTH AND DESTRUCTIVENESS 0F NUCLEAE WEApONS

Weapons Power

Explosive Power

aatALItemn Kt/mt sin tons,AUEEL

World War II A-bomb 20 Kt. 20,000

1978 strategic bamber payload 20 Mt. 20,000,000

11978 MARV ICBM* 200 Kt. 200,000 /

. .

1978 biggest Soviet bomb 58 Mt. 58,000 000

o

'21
Kt .., Kiloton, the equivalent of 1,000 tons of_TNT

A Mt °E Megaton, the equivalent of 1,000,000 tons of TNT
*Each missile carries between seven and fourteen separate explosives

packages. These figures describe only one of these. packages.,-1

,..11

1,4
,411

WI
01
WI

WI
0 1

tb.i 1
1

0

Table 2: Nuclear Blast Damage

Area Suffering Damage (in hectares) ,

Type 'of Damage 18-Kt Fiqpion 0.91-Mt Fission 9.1-Mt Fission

Bomb, 1945 Fusion Bomb, Fusion Bomb,

1954 Tost-1954mgl,.........11Wu.
Crateripatim 1::y blast wave 0 0 0 .

Trees blown down by blast wave 565 14,100 82,000
. /

T ees killed by nuclear
radiation

Total vegetation killed,by
nuclear radiation

bry vegetation ignited by
thermal. radiation

Vertebrates killed by blast

wave

Vertebrates killed by nuclear

radiation

Vertebrates killed by thermal
radiation

129 648 1,250

18 312 759

1,170 33,300 183,000

43 591 2,740

318 1,080 1,840

1,570 42,000 235,000

Source: Stockholm International PeaCe Research Institute, World Armaments

and Jjsarmament, SIPRT Yearbook 1978 (New York: Crane, Russak and Co., 1978).

G 6



Handout 3D Page 2 of 2

,

Effect of,Nuclear AttilicklulIALl.japjA51211L1221

Percentage of
Total U.S.

Population.
Dead

100%

80

60

40

20

0

amormOmmw.moommolc-A.Nml... 4werrorigagiamum....monanmrw

48% Dead
(77 million)

15% Dead
(22 million)

93% Dead'
(143 million)

1,500-Mt 2,500-Mt 20,000-Mt

Attack Attack Attack

. I. .

Soutce: Amitai Etzioni and Partin Wenglinsky, War and Its Prevention

(New York: Harper and Ro%*. 1970). Note: In 1950' the population of the

United States was 150,699,000.
It
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Handout 3E

NUCLEAR CONFRONTATIONFOUR SCENARpS

Directions: Read the four acenarioswin this handoutland then answer the

following questions for each scenario: L..

1. Is the scenario plausible? Why or why not?

2. Which scenarios are more plausibli than others" Why? ,

3. What set of ,circumstances might have prevented each scenario from

w developing Into a nuclear confrontation?.
a

r-1 4. What circumitances might cause the crisis in each sCenaiio to develop,4

further or intensify?

4./

0

43..

0
$.4

cu

0
Lr-o

0
"0
0

0

"0
,

0
E-4



Handout 3E

Scenario .#1

Page 2 of 5

China invades Vietnam to recover "lost" territories along its southeast

border. zTfle invasion continues despite repeated warnings from Vietnam's chief

allyi,Russia. As the Chinese move deeper into Vietnameae territory, the

.16ssians see their credibility as an ally threatened.. They decide to salvage

their credibility by mounting a punitive invasion across northwest China and

making a nonlethal demonstration of nuClear force. A cessation of hostilities'

occurs and messages are exchanged. The "truce" is violated, however. A U.S.

offer of mediation is.refused by both sides. China then issues an ultimatum to

the Russians, which ia rejected. China responds with a purely defensive first'

use of atomic weapona over the invading Soviet forces. The Russians reply,by

destroying China's nuclear weapons faCilities, together with some airfields and

naval installations. Chinese retaliate with nuclear weapons that damage.four

Russian cities. The Russians react to this att4ck with a fierce nuclear salvo

against Chinese military and population targets. U.S. nuclear forces are placed

on an "action al,:xt" status.



Handout 3E

Scenario #2

Page 3 of 5

A struggle breaks out in Panama between the weak, corrupt government and

.leftist rebels Although Panama has increased its wealth, a large gap remains

between the rural poor and.urban wealthy. The Communists dove theirbase of

operations to the countryside and achieve some success. China, Cuba, and

Russia. Compete in providing aid to the rebels, and large areas of the country

0 soon come under controliof the Communists. The hard-pressed Panamanian govern-
4

1-1 ment asks for U.S. aid, and aid is promised. The United States worries that the
vo4 Panama Canal will eventually fall into Communist hands. As the United States

begins to act, China sends 30,000 "volunteers" as a further display of solidarity
11

with the rebels. The United States responds with 10,000 troops and begins an
0

effective naval blockade. The Russians urge on the struggle in an attempt to

- 0 distract China and the*United States from Asian and European affairs. China's
4.1

leaders are being criticized for risking China's positiOn in such a foolhardy
0

adventure. They decide to save face by using a nuclear wcapon against the

0 United States. As a result, 10,000 U.S. soldiers are killed or wounded, along

with 50,000 Panamanian civilians. The United States is enraged and decides to
01

destroy China with nuclear weapons.

0

a

0
0
=

0

0
E*4



Handout 3E

Scenario #3

Page 4 of 5

The white government of South Africa announces the arresi of 15 leading

black opponents of its apartheid policy.. The arrests set off cries of outrcge

from Soweto and other black compounds throughout the courtry. Rebel blacks

carrying weaPons made in the Soviet Union begin advancing toward the capital

city of Johannesburg as panic begins to sweep the white populace. The United

States, which depends on South Africa's uranium deposits for nuclear weapons and

power stations, is South Africa's principal ally in sub-Sahara'Africa; ,The

Soviet premier warns the U.S. plasident that the Soviet Union is deeply committed

to the overthrow of the racist South African government and tbat the USSR cannot

allow the United States to interfere in the black workers' "struggle for.libera-

tion." Soviet land-based missiles with 50-megaton warheads are fixed on pre-

selected targets within. the United States. Nevertheless, the United States con-

tinues to support South Africa with arms, supplies, and troops. The president

orders that 500 long-range strategic bombers carrying hydrogen weapons be lifted

into the air as &symbolic warning to the Russians. The Russ_ans respond with a

limited nuclear attatk that damages Philadelphia and Baltimore. The atted

States retaliates sharply with a sustained nuclear barrage against targets with-

in the Soviet Union.



Handout 3E Page 5 of 5

Scenario #4

Tensions contilue toiheighten in the much-troubled Middle East. Israel and

all of the Arab states no47 have atomic weapons capability, both tactical and

strategic. The government of Kuwait, a chief supplier of oil to the United

States, is taken over by a group of.militant Arabs. Kuwait radio announceA that

henceforth oil,supplies to the United States will be cut off in retaliation for

U.S. support of the Egypt-Israeli peace treaty: The loss of oil pushes the

United States to the brink of economic disaster. Responding to public pressure,

the United States mounts an invasion force of 100,000 troops co gain control of

Kuwait's oil fields. The Arab world unites behind KuValt and vows that any

aggression against Arab lands will be met by the full force of atomic weapons.

Moscow and Peking issue statements which pledge "all possible assistance" fur

the purpose of defending the "sacred soil" of Kuwait. The United States dis-

regards these warnings, and American troops land in Kuwait and seize the oil-

fields. Kuwait retaliates with nuclear weapons that kill or wouad 15.000 U.S.

soldiers. The president orders that nuclear missiles be targeted and used on

selected sites in Kuwait, Syria, Iran, Iraq, and Libya. The Russians and

Chinese immedLitely denouncealhe U.S. nuclear response and, in a show of support

for their Arab allies, decide to join together for a nuclear attack against the

United States.
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Unit,3, Lessor 2

Handout 3F

LIST OF NATIONS

Page 1 of 1

1, Argentina 19. Norway

2. Austria 20. Pakistan

3. Belgium 21. People's Republic of China

4. Brazil 22. °Poland

5. Canada 23. Fortugal

6. Czechoslovakia 24. Republic of China (Taiwan)

7. Denmark 25. Romania

8. East Germany 26. South Africa

9. Egypt 27. South Korea

10. Finland 28. Spain

11. France 29. Sweden

12. India 30. Switzerland

13. Iran 31. United Kingdom

14. Israel 32. USSR

15. Italy 33. United States

16. Japan 34. Turkey

17. Mexico 35. Yugoslavia

18. The Netherlands

Source: P.S. Congress, Joint Committee on Atomic Eacrgy,

7



4. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN AID

In all the nations of the world, change is a'continuous process.

Throughout the 20th contury, one of the most pervasive forms of change'

in most parts of the world has been the process of modernization. In ,

general terms, modernization may be defined as the movement of a

traditional, low-technology society to a level of economic and tech-

nological development more closely resembling that of the United States,

Japan, or the European nations.
4

The process of modernization is often accompanied by a host of

physical changes--for example, urbanization and industrialization-et4

by changing norms and values. These changes may lead to, or be accom-'

panied by, such problems as environmental pollution', political insta-

bility, and increased dependency on trade with other nations.

, The modernization process and its attendant problems (as well as

opportunities) raise some difficult questions for people caught up in the

change process: What is progress? Is it necessarily good? Does modern-

ization necessarily mean Westernization? What adverse affects can

economic development have on quality of life? How can we measure modern-

ization, and does the meaning of the term differ between cultures? What

kind and degree of assistance should the developed nations of the world

provide the developing nations? How should globaliresources be distrib-

uted,among the nations of the world in order to encourage economic

development?

One faetor that affects our answers to these questions is the desire

of the so-called third-world and fourth-world nations to attain the

economic benefits commonly perceived to accrue to the developed nations

of the world. How the developed nations respond to the pleas and demands

of the developing nations will largely determine the level of global

conflict during the next half-century.

The materials and lessons in this unit are designed to help students

better understand che complexities of the modernization process.

39 74



Lesson 1 UnderstmillaShLEERA of Modernization

Modernization is a commonly used tIrm that describes a process \
which all nations, in varying degrees, are experiencing. This lesson /

introduces students to the concept of modernization and to ways of comi
paring the modernization process as it is occurring in various nations.

agmled Courses and Topics: World history (devel pment, modern-
ization, change), current issues (economic and social char.179).

Time ReTalsti: Three class periods.

instructional Objectives: At the conclusion of this lesson, students
will be better able,to:

--Define modernization.

--Identify and manipulatie day with which to study the modern-
ization process.

Source of Data: World Statistics in Brief, 1977 (United Nations).

Intrc2clucit_a_gielesson

0
1. Distribute copies of Handout 4A, "How Modern Is This Place,"

and allow students a few minutes to complete the exercise.

2. Briefly go over the ten statements and try to get a consensus
on how students marked each one. Now, suggest that' another category of
answer be added to the three provided in the handout: "Can't tell."
This answer shcluld be.selected if a statement does not supply enough
information to indicate the extent to which the country it refers to is
"modern." Go over the ten statements again and ask ,the class vilether
anyone would now choose this fourth option for any of the statements.
(A brief discussion should make students aware that most if not all of the
ten statements warrant this response.) The following points might be
brought out to emphasize the pitfalls of making generalizations and
assumptions about moderniiation on the basis of insufficient data.

(#1 mnd #3) In 1975, Mexico City was the world's third-largest
urban area. By the year 2000 the 15 largest tre)an areas will incidde
four Latin American cities, two Chinese cities, two Indian cities, and
cities in Korea, Pakistan, Indonesia, and Egypt, as well as the United
States. Many of the fastest-growing regions of the world, in terms of
population, are the least modernized.

(#2) Many towns in rural areaF do not have doctors, regardlesF of
how modernized the country ib in otter respects,

(//5) Air pollution is an urban prollem all over the world.

(#7) The top three peanut-exporting nations are China, Sierra
Leone, and the United States.

AO
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(#8 and 010) Many nations need to modernize factories and balance

foreign trade in order tomaintain a strong economy..

3. Brainstorm lists of factors that makesa country "modern" or "not

modern." List these ideas on the chalkboard. Can any of the items on

the lists be measured and compared between nations? How would students

define "modernization?" t%

1. Explain-that modernization can be defined as the process of

changing from a traditional, low-technology level of economic and

technological development to a level aimilar to that found in Japan, the

USA, the USSR, and the nations of Western Europe.

'Point out that there are some generalizations-that can be safely

made about modernization as it has occurred in most nations. The greater

the degree of modernization, the truer thece generalizations are likely

to be. The following characteristics tend to accompany a significant

t degree of modernization;

--Increase in occupational diversity and labor mobility.

--Tendency toward bureacratic organization. ,

--Determination of social class by economic status.

--Active involvement.of citizens in politics.

--Increased tension between generations.

--Separation of religion from activities of daily life,

Developing the Lesson

5. Explain that one way to assess del,'

various countties is to compare them, usint,

example, average income is commonly used as

economic development.

6. Divide the class into small groups

Handout 4B, "Comparing Nations." Give each

data and answer questions 1-3.

7. Ask the groups to report their answers to the questions. If

there is disagreement between groups, let the class as a whole discus.1

and decide how to order the nations. Then aimounce the identities of

the five natiohs (A--United States, -Cost-L Rica, C--Sweden, D--Kenya,

E--India).

8. Briefly discuss question 4 on the handout and record the

additional information desired by studens on the chalkboard. Distribute

copies of Handout 4C, "Tips for Making )111parisons," and allow a few

minutes for students eo read it. Cont4nue the discussion of what

additional information is needed to c(mpare the degrees of modernization

of various countries. Ask the class to decide which five types of data

would be most useful for comparing degrees of modernization.

ees of modernization in .

selected indicators. For

a measure Of the level of

and distribute copies of
group time to look at the



Concluding. the Lesson

9. Dilitribute copies of Handout 4D, "Letters From Two Friends,"
and allow students time to lead it. Ask what conclusions students can
(aaw from the letters and the rest of the lesson. The following points
should be'Agde:

--There are different degrees of modernization in different nations
'and in rural and urban areas of the same nation.

--In investigating the degree of modernization of a nation, it is
important to make a distinction between rural ireas and urban areas. For
example, in Latin America the nations of Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela;
Chile, and Colombia are considered to be more modernized than Honduras,
puatemala, Bolivia, and Ecuador. At the same time, within each of these
nations one can find relatively modern urban areas and less-modern rural
areas.

4 2

1,
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Lesson !: FasIgILAid==toi Much and to Whom?

The developing nations of the third world are requesting, sometimes

demanding, foreign assistance to help develop their economies. The

targets oftbeir demands are countries such as the United States, which

have attained relatively high levels of economic development. The

dilemma for the latfer countries is the need to decide how much foreign

assistance they can afford to provide and which countries will be the

'beneficiaries. This lesson usea a role-play activity to.examine this

dilemma.

Savested Courses and Topics: U.S. history or government (foreigm

aid, post-World-War-II foreign policy), current issues (foreign

aid), world cultures (development, modernization).

Time Required: Two class periods.

Instructional Objectives: At the conclusion of this activity,

students,w4l be better able to:

"Identify, by geographic regions,*the primary recipients of U.S.

foreign assistance.
--Identify, by type of assilltance, major U.S. foreign aid

patterns.
--Identify and discuss major questions or issues posed by the

U.S. foreign assistance program.

Source of Data: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1978

(U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census).

Introducing the Lesson

1. Distribute copies of Handout 4E, "U.S..Foreign Aid, 1946-1977,"

and allow students a few minutes to look it over.

2. Elicit student response tothe data by asking the following

questions:

--Which U.S. foreign aid category is the largest in terms of total

dollars awarded? The smallest? (The largest is economic aid grants;

the smallest is Military aid loans.)

--Which geographic region has received the greatest amount of U.S.

aid? Which area has received the least? (Since World War 11, the Near

East and South Asia have received the greatest total amount of U.S.

foreign aid; the Communist bloc nations of Eastern Europe have received

the least.)

3. You may want to have the stude/ts brainstorm rusons for these

patterns. To get them started, you mig, , point out that:

--Immediately after World War II, large amounts of aid went to



Greece, Turkey, Pakistan, and Inctta to stabilize,those areas in the Near
East. Under the Marshall Plan, ULS. aid helped rebuild war-torn Europe.

- -After World War II, U.S. aid went immediately.to Japan and the
Philippines, which had been ravaged by the wet. .L'ater, aid flowed to
Taiwan, South Korea, and.South Vietnam.

- -Fot political reasons, little aid has gone to what are viewed as
the satellite nations of.the Soviet Union in Eastern Europe.

. Developing the Lesson

4. Divide,the students into small groups and distribute copies of
Handout 4F, "Decisions and Dilemmas." Explain that each group will be
role-playing the'"Senate Subcommittee on Foreign Assistance." Each group

. should review the facts about individual countries and then use thd
decision form to record its recommendations for the distribution of
foreign aid td.the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Make sure
students understand that they have only $105 million in aid money to
distribute to four nations who halie reqUested a total of $179 million.

5. Ask each group to report its decisions briefly to the "Senate
Foreign Relations Committee" (the whole class). Record each group!s
main points on the chalkboard. Do not discuss the decisions yet.

6. Distribute a copy of Handout 4G, "Conflictiag Viewpoints," to
each group and allow the students a few minutes to read it: .Ask whether,
after reading these viewpoints, any group wants to change its decisions.
If so, why?

,
7. Allow time for the groups to discuss their final recommendations

and the reasons for their decisions. Does any group's decision f011ow
the same logic or points of view presented in the handout?

Concluding_the-Les3on

8. Have the entire class vote on the allocations of aid until
exactly $105 million has been distriblted to the four nations.

44



Additional Resources for Unit 4

!ElEamlesources

Development and.Interdependence; A One-Semester Modol Curilillum for
Secondary Schools and Undergraduate Colleges, by Walter Schaeffler

and Anne B. Collier. Global Development Studies Institute,(1978).

Developmint and Interdependence, a model curriculum focused on inter-
dependence all the develOpment of nations, brings together, as inter-

.
dependent elements of a developing wbrld, several disciplines which.are
uaually studied separately: economics, polftical science', geography,
biology, and sociology. The materials include a teacher's guide and a

30-page annotated bibliography of'books, materials, organizations, and
resources in addition.to reference sections following each unit.

The principal goals of this curriculum are in the affective realm,
reflecting the authors' belief that students need to recognize that
nations,.issues, and people are interrelated and understand that the
uneven development of nations has created great disparities.in wealth and
power. Students arealso provided with the opportunity to reinforce and
practice such basic'academic skills as reading; discussing; researching
information in texts, graphs, charts, and maps; preparing ccal and
written reports;,thinking critically; and making decisions.

There are three parts to the curriculum, which is based on a 15-week

semester. The,first unit introduces the conceRts interdekefidence and
d6velopmeht, explores the ties of the local coMmunity to the larger world,
and ends with a definition of development and some of the socioeconomic
statistics that describe it. The second unit surveys the historical

trends in Europe and America that have played an important role in the
worldwide development process. The final unit, "Development Today," is
the vre of this curriculum; eke authors suggest that the remaining nine
weeks of the semester be ised to complete this segment. This unit intro-
duces basic economic terms, defines and explains social development and
its indicators, outlines the important elements of the development process
examines the critical issues that face developing and developed natiorvi,
and prepares students to apply the concepts they hate learned in the
course of planning and creating their own development model.

This flexible curriculum conLains numerous teaching suggestions and
activities. Each of the units may be used separately as the,basiS for a
minicourse or the global coacepts in the curriculum may be adapted to

traditional courses. Some of the activities assume that the teacher and
the student have an extensive background in development education; at the
secondary level, activities that require this background may haVe to be
omitted from the cuiriculum.

"Third World Crisis," The Futurist, August 1975, hy Rashmi Mayur. World

Future Society (1975).

"Third World Crisis" is a seven-page reading, with accompanying
photographs and tables, which reviews the major diffilcoltic51 accompanying
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the-,too-rapid urbanization often associated with the effortd of nations
to develop ecolomieally. The material could be covered In one class
period.

The author of this article presents the view that, althouelipeop g
in some parts of theyorld are reaping the benefits of modern techno gy
and enjoying highe i. standards of living, for most of the world's pOples
Aving conditions have improved little during the past few deetrde-s.
India, with one-third as mich land as the United States and/three times
as many people, is presentedas an example of a third-world nation facing
enormous developmental problems. The runaway growth of India's urban
areas is used to illustrate'problems asdociared with overpopulation, lack
of technology, outmoded social.structures, iheffiCient government,
pollution, worSening health and education conditions, strained communi-
cation and ftansportation networks, and spiraling energy costs.

The p imary objective. of "Third World Crisis" is to provide students
with an ove'Vview of the tremendoqs urban problems asso iated with a
developing e\conomy. The strength of the reading is th t it provides a,
detailed "alternatiV,e model of urban life" to meet th ,uxban problems
presented; however, it includes no discussion question follow-up
activities, or bibliography.,

"Interptional Development," in Great Decisions '78, edited by Wallace
Irwin, Jr. Foreign Policy Association (1978).

This ten-page reading presents an overview of the global economic-
system, with ;peCifc focus on dilfering economic needs,and tikevaryifig
expectations of "northern" and "southern" nations. The'central issues
are economic development and the possibilities for both cooperation and
confrontation between the developed, "northern" nations and the develop-
ing, "southern" nations of the world. The article poses.the following
basic question to students: How should the United States respond to the
complex problems raised by the desires of other nations to develop
economically? The materials provided,talong with the reading, include
accompanying tables and graphs, a series of discussion questions, and
suggestions for follow-up readings and films. The activity can be
completed in one class period.

The primary objective of "International Development" is to provide
students with an awareness of global economic issues that have a direct
impact on American economic andpolitical intereSts. The reading offers
divergent viewpoints regarding the development needs of nations. The
discussion questions are pointedly focused on questions of current con-
cern to U.S. policymakers; e.g.,: Who should receive how much aid for
what purpose? Which nations should enjoy most-favored-nation status in
trade relations? What can foreign aid realistically he expected to
accomplish? The discussion questions raise issues requiring value
decisions with real policy implications.

4 I,
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Modernization, by 'arrell McCracken and Gary Smith. Center for Teaching

Internatidnal Relations (1977).

.
This miniunit Involves students'in ekploring various meanings of the

term wodern and in constructing a 50-nation data bank which i used to

examine a series of cross-national issues. The materials provided coasist

of learning objeCtives, suggested classroom teaching procedures, raw data
for 50 nations, student materials, extension.activities, and a bibliography

for teachers. The unit can be completed in:six class periods.

The unit enables.students to explore cOmmunication, education, and
transportation as they study the modernizing process., Students are also .
encouraged to explore;valUe positions related to the meaning and impact

of modernization. The main'strength of the unit is that it allows students

to manipulate data in order to arrive at gene conclusions about a

global phenomenon. By using readily availabl United Nations statistics,

3 the data Dank may be updated yearly by stUdercs and teachers.

Urbanization: Cities Around the World (multimedia teaching list).
American Universities Field Staff (1970.

this teaching/learning packet uses an intercultural approach t&

explore the process of urbanization throughout the world. Included in

the kit are 33 reading;i and activity sheets, 22 minibooklets, 2 copies
. of the UNICEF book Child and the City, 8 color prints, 2 simulation games,

a bibliography, and a cassette recoTding of city sounds and music. An

eight-page teacher's guide lists learning objectives, suggests ways Of

using a thematic approach, and outlines a 30-day course of study. ('

The den and activitieeein this program encourage.students to view

urbanization:from a,global perspective. The developers hope that 'uch a

perspeCtivelrill enable students to "establish a positive apprecia ion
of diversity and .replace ,thnocentrism with empathy and world-minded
humanism." The strategies employed to familiarize students witla the

prepared material Are value clarificazion, assessment and evaluation,
comparative analy,As, simulation, and basic skill development.

The program has been organized into seven phases of study in order

to facilitate inquiry. Phase 1 is self-disoyerysharpening students'
awareness of what they already know about cities and urbanization. Phase

2 deals with the ways in which cities organize themselves in order to
provide the necessities of life to their residents. Phase 3 1-,resents

seven 1.simulation activities based on the knowledge that students have

gained during the initial phases of the program. Phases 4 and 5 offer a,0

series of readings through which students may examine thL reasonso4hy
individuals migrate to urban ;:reas and he diverse pemmal experiences

of individuals in'citles. Phase 6 further pursues the vestion of
quality of life and, together with Phase 7, suggests some possibilities
for future development in urban area5-:. The prog.ram concludes with

suggested discussion questions that allow students to reflect on the

significanxe of urbanization as viewed from both individual and glohal

perspect-;.



Urbanization: Cities ArGund the World is a comprehensive and infor-
mative learning package which can be used in several different ways to
increase students' awareness of and involvement in issues related to
worldwide urban migration. In fecu5)ing on the theme of cultural diversity,
the program tends to downplay the special problems faced by developing
eountries--those least able to handle the large-scale movement of people
from rural to urban areas. Still, teacher:, of world affairs, geography,
urban studies or cogtemporary issues slould find this kit a welcome
addition to their curriculum repertoire.

The Nauba Connection (/4" sound videotape). WGBH-TV (1978).

The Nguba Connection, a one-hour videotape produced jointly by Swiss
and Swedish film companies, contrasts peanut f4'rming in a developed, first-
world nation (the United States) with the same activity in a developing,
third-world nation (Senegal), The film allows students to see some
results of advanced economic development and to compare these results
with conditions in an area where a high level of economic development has
not been a'ttained. Peanut farming in the United States is characterized
by advanced technology, ample information made available through agri-
cultural extension services, liberal use of pesticides and fertilizers,
tost.y techniques for mechanization and irrigation, and a high level of
capital investment. By contrast, in the West African nation of Senegal
there are few e)tension services, pesticides and fertilizers are too
expensive for the average farmer, and mechanization not only is costly
but would actually-be detrimpntal in an economy where labor is abundant.

The film also reviews the roles of government subsidies in the
United States and government (socialist) control in Sene3-l. However,
it is likely that students 4ould have difficulty making the comparison

between bureaucracies in the United States and Senegal as presented in
the film. Teachers might also find that relatively too much time is
devollted Lo the United States and too llttle to Senegal. Finally, the
lack of a study guide requires the teacher to devise a structure for
debriefing the film. Eowever, for a strong visual comparison of developed
vs. developing countrLes and First-world vs. third-world onditions, The
Nguba Connectior ;s an excellent supplement to existing curricula.

The People Problem: Population and Urban Expansion in Latin America (2-
part. filmctrip), by Cae.on Stella. Current Affairs Films (1977).

Ti Is filmstrip, with accompanying discussion gu4de,fuses Latin
America as a case study to examine the causes and consetuences of pop-
ulation e;:plosion and to pr,v!ide a critical analysis of .the large-sealc
urban migratii i that is taking pla(e in the developing world. Two malot
objectives unrerl'e the factual content of this program. (1) to Increase
stud(nts nwaleness of and coccern about the effects of overpopulation on
the development oi a region and (2) to show students how a burgeoning
population in another part or ch, wtrld may affect tile quality of their
own live.

ill !,-mppiwt uJ the,,;e ject lit 1 i part of t h I i
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America and the attemOts being made to re.aoive these problems. Part 2
traces the flight of millions of rural migrants in the region to cities
already bursting at the seams. 'he filmstrip concludes by describing
the similarities and differences between Latin American cities and their

counterparts in the United States.

The strength of this program is that it treats population valth and
urban expansion not as isolated phendmena but rather as factor;
related with other problems of development and modernization. Tt

provides good examples of the problems shared by urban 'centers
United States And'those in Other regions of the world.

St_iipie.mentary. Resources

United Nations Statistical-Yearbook, United Nations Demographic Yearbook,

United Nations Statistical Pocketbook (annuals). United rations..

These annual publications issued by the United Nati ns are excellent

sources of irternational data. They are available in most large libraries.

Social Education, November/December 1974. EJ 106 511. National Council

for the Social Studies (1974).

This special issue of the journal Social Education, available in
most college libraries, is focused on the vain issues of world hunger and

poverty. It contains a variety of articles providing background infor-
mation on these topics, a photo essay which raises questions about our
intemational priorities, and teaching strategies ara' activities designed
LO develop students' awareness of these issues.

The Development Puzzle, by Nance Lui Fyson. ED 100 749. Voluntary

. Committee on Overseas Aid and Developmeni: (1974).

The sourcebook has five major sections, dealing with (1) background
information on developing countries, (2) how population growth, industrial-
ization, education, and values are related to economic development, (3)
generil ideas.and suggestion. for teaching about this top:c, (4). ideas

for teaching about the ttird world !n geographYr history, English, music,
art, and.science classes, and (5) matei:ials for classroom use.

"Diversity and Change," in Teaching About Diversity: Latin Amorica, by
Kenneth A. Switzer and Charlotte A. Redden. Center for Teaching Inter-

national Relations (1978).

This chapter contains four classroom activities designed Lo help
students explore urban change in a P,ase study, investigate,five indicators
of change in Latin America, and diagram aspects of change in their
community, nation, and world.

!'The Technology Explosion," in Great Decisions '79, edited by Wallace

Irwin, Jr. Foreign Po1icy Association .1979).

Ii



This excellent reading reviews the global technology explosion,
subs.equent demands for technology trar fer by less-developed countries,
and Cie responses to these demands by t a United States as leader of
the dweloped countries.

World flank Se'ctor Policy Papers (occasional bull)tins). World Bank.

These occasional papers summarize such development issues as edu-
cation, health, housing, and agriculture and discuss respo7kseS to these
issues by World Bank programs. They contain useful reference information
for teachers and,students.

Field Staff Reports (occasional bulletins). American Universities Field
Staff.

These pamphlets written by Americs1 Universities Field Staff associ-
ates living abroad are focused on the changing political, economic, and
social structures of countries in Asia, Africa, Latin America, and Europe.
AmongAevelopment topics examined in the 1977 series were "The Politics
of Income Distribution in Thailand," "Ecuador, Politics of Transition, II
and "Soldiers as Policy Makers in Nigeria."

Oxfam Project Reports (occasional bulletins). Oxfam America.

DevelOpment projects funded by Oxfam in Africa, Asia, and Latin
America are described in these mimeographed sheets, which deal with the
country or region, the problems, and the goal of each project. Written
in nontechnical language, they can by easily L!ad by high school students.

Childhood Problems WorldwIde (multimedia teaching kit). U.S. Committee
for UNICEF (1978).

Thig program presents a general slobal overview of the problem of
malnutrition in developing countries and UNICEF's efforts to hclp these
countries use their own resources to combat dietary deficiencies and
improve the healtt of mothets and children. The kit contains stories,
a photo wallsheet, slides, and classroom activities.

Rich Xn, Poor Man: Education (16mm sound/color film), produced by BBC-TV.
Time/L fe Multimedia (1972).

In afflient nations, educati(41 is seen as the breaker of class
barriers which all(vs the poor access to vertical social mobility. It is
oft,,n assumed that similar opportunities exist in the less-%feluent
rAtions. However, ds this 52-minute film points out, that assumption is

not neessarily true. The conclusion of Rich Man, Poor Man: Education is
that the kind of education that has been promoted throughout the world
perpett :tes the disttnct!on between rich and poor.



Tilt (161mm sound/color Mit). World Bank (1972).

This 23-iminute animated,cartoon explOres the imbalance in the

distribution of the world's wealth and reaources, shows the attitudes

of both rich and poor toward development,land poses acme alternatives

for development strategies. it can servt.:51 an effective intloduction

to a discussion of development issues.

Holy Growth (3/4" sound videotape). WGBH-TV.

This one-hour audiovisual program explores the disruptive effeas

of growth in postindustrial Japan. The film offers an excellent overview

of the socioeconomic problems associated with rapid davelopment.

51



Unit 4, Lesson 1

Handout 4A

HOW MODERN IS THIS PLACE?

Page 1 of 1

Directions: Read each of thQ ten statements below and circle the term that

you think best identifies the degree of modernization of the area described or

referred to in the statement.

1. I livo In a huge and growing urban area. Only a few cities in the world

are larger0

very modern somewhat modern not modern

2. Our town does not have a doctor.

very modorn somewhat modern

3. No one in my family has ever lived in a large city.

very modern somewhat modern

4.. Ourtribe has a very wise chief.

very modern somewhat modern

5. Our city has a very bad air pollution problem.

very liodern somewhat modern

6. My brother likes to watch television.

very modern somewhat modern

7. Peanuts are one of my country's important export crops .

very modern somewhat modern

not modern

not modern

not modern

not modern

not modern

not modern

8. Our factories need to modernize like those in Germany and Japan.

very modern somewhat modern

9. I quit school to take a job when I was 15.

very modern somewhat wdern

10. My country imports many foreign 0,roducts.

very modern somewhat modern

not modern

nnt modern

not modern



Unit 4, Lesson 1

To dt-ttich handout for rmoduetion cut carefuliz trona this lihe

Handout 48

Page 1 of 1

Country
%-

% of population
living in urban

areas

COMPARING NATIONS

per-capita ,
annual energy

annual income production

(in U.S. $$) (in metric tons)

no. of

passenger
vehicles

population
per
physician

A 73.5 $7,087 2,036,000,000 100,000,000 622

40 .6 i $ 978 160,000 55,000 2,150

81.4 $8,349 8,000,000 2,700,000 645

9.9 $ 234 80,000 131,000 16,292 IP

20.0 $ 137 114,000,000 756,000 4,162

nre oramanwolanwIIIMwasmill.MNI Ibats/

Source: World Statistics in Brief (United Nations, 1977). Data are for 1975.

gusetions

1. Of the five countries, which one do you think is the:most modern? Wi? In what part of the world do'you

think it is located? Why?

2. Which nation do you think is the least modern? Why? In what pnit of the world do you think it is

located?

3. Rank the five countries in order from most modern (#1) to least modern (#5). Explain your reasoning.

4. What additional kinds of information about each country would help you assess its degree of modernfzation?

9

p.



Unit4, Lesson 1 Page 1 of 1

Handout 4C

TIPS FOR MAXING COMPARISONS

DefinealtialpiiiRgs. Have you decided which conditions or qualities

you want to lompare? For example, exactly what do you mean by the term

modernizatim?

Select appEspriate indicators. What kinds of information-will be useful

in measuring the conditions you want to compare? For example, if you wanted to

assess the extent of a country's modernization, what kinds of data would be the

most useful--per-capita annual income, number of manufacturing plants, average

level of education, percentage of the population living in urban areas?

Make sure that comparative data are reall comparable. If one nation defines

an "urban area" as a commuYlity of at least 500 people and another country con-

siders only cities of at Jeast 100,000 people to be "urban," using the indicator

"percentage of population living in urban areas" would not yield a valid comparison,

Provide sufficient context for information. Some statt.stics are meaningless

by themselves. For example, knowing that a country has 1 million motor vehicles

does not tell you much unles you also know the total population of the country.

Average per-capita annual income is not an adequate indicator of a country's

standard of living unless you know how that income is distributed-:-if 1 percent

of the people have 90 percent of the income, the general standard of living will

be much lower than it would be if the income were distributed more evenly.



Unit 4, Lesson'l

Handout 41)

LETTERS FROM TWO FRIENDS

Page 1 of 1

In many areas of the world, people are leaving rural areas and moving to

towns or ciLies. The following letters were exchanged by two friends in a

Latin American country--one who remained in the country and one who moved to

the city. What do ttle5e /etters tell you about the country as a whole and

about the variations within it?

Quirido Camilo,

Even though you have been gone for a year, I still miss you. All of the

men from the village and nearby farths helped fix the roof on the school so it

woil!t leak during the rainy season this year. We also finished taking out the

big tree stump that was in the corner of the soccer field. As you can imagine,

all the men still play soccer,every Sunday.

Old Mejia at the government co-op store is still as nasty as ever. As

long as his nephew is a goverment official in the capital, I guess me can't

set rid of him. At least he is giving credit again. The farm extension man

said that he might let us test a new fertilizer on our crops if the local

research center gets some grant money to buy new tools.. We bought a radio,

but we only play it during breakfast and for an hour at night because the

batteries are so ex7ensivo.

I now work one day a week on Senor Hernandez' farm. For a large landoWner

he is actually not ,:oo bad to work for. I still hope to be able to get to

Medellin someday to visit you and see the city. -

/
Tu amigo siempres

Jorge

Querido Jorge,
/

It was good to hear from you. :I can't believe that you finally got the

old stump out. Here in the city all the men also play soccer every Sunday.

In our neighborhood we go over to the university where there Is lots of room

to play. My sisters, Lydia and Nora, like going to the movies. There are lots

of theaters, though we can't afford to go too often. If my dad gets a bonus.at

the factory this ChristRas, we hope to buy a televcsion set. Lydia wants a

record player. She now works in a cafeteria downtown. Nora%will finish eighth

grade next year and then hopes to get a job as a sales clerk in a store.

The city is big and life is very fast. At first I didn't like it much,

but I do now. There is a lot to see and do. I have even been to see pro-

fessional soccer games and a bullfight. At the moment I am Working as a helper

at a ccnstruction site--the city has buildings 20 stories tall. I hope to

learn ,nough to become a carpenter and make more money.

I hope that you can cole visit us. You would be amazed at how large and

modern Medellin ls.

Tu amigo,

Camflo
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Unit 4, Lesson 2

Handout 4E'

U.S. FOREIGN AID, 1946-1977

Page 1 of 1

IY22_2f_Ald Amount (in $ millions),

Economic aid

loans 41,257

grants 79,634

total econamic aid 120,891

Military aid

loans 9,137

grants 69,581

total military aid 78,718

Total foreign aid 199,609

Region or Category Amount (in $ millions)

Western Europe 24,087

Eastern Europe 2,203

Near East and South Asia 33,099

Africa 6,681

Far East and Pacific 27,156

Western Hemisphere 12,940

International organizations 7,379

Total foreign aid 113,545

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1978 (U.S. Department
of Commerce. Sureau'of the Census). Note: The totals for the two tables diffei
because certain types of aid programs were not reported on a per-country or per-
region basis.



Unit 4, Lesson 2

Handout 4F

DILEMMAS AND DECISIONS

Fav 1 of 4

You are members of the.Foreign Assistance Subcommittee of the U.S. Senate.

Your job is to make recommenditions about the allocation of foreign aid to the

Committee on Foreign Affairs. You have already made recommendations about the

amount of ald that should be given to nations in Western and Eastern Europe, and

you are now making recommendations on the amount of aid to be given to other

nations.
0

You have decided on the total amounts of U.S. aid that will be given to

0
.ro

various geographic,regions. These a.,i,),Ints are listed in the table below.

Africa $576 million

Far East and PAcific $720 million
0

Near East and South Asia $2,661 million

Western 'Hemisphere __$434 million
44

Total $4,391/million
0

4.1
Today you are making recommendations about allocations of aid in the

0
U Western Hemisphere: Of the $434 million available, you have distributed $329

1 million. You have $105 million left to distribute among four remaining countries.

These countries have requested a total of $179 million in aid. Some fact; about

each of the _four countries are provided below. Read this material and then use

the "Foreign Aid Decision Form" to report your recommendation.

Country_iil has requested $85 million in U.S. aid. The country is governed

by a weak democratic system. The Communist party is strong but holds few govern:-

meat positions. The party presently in power is pra-United States. The economy

depends heavily on the export of one crop and one mineral. There is little

industry. The aid money will be used to improve and extend the road system,

improve the dock and port facilities iv the country's only port city, and fund

agricultural extension projects.

Country #2 has requested $60 million in U.S. aid. The country is governed

by a pro-U.S. military dictatorship which always supports the Ulited States at

the United Nations. The economy is almost completely dependent on the export

of (pile crop. As a result of falling prices for this crop on the international

market, the country's economy is in very poor condition. However, In large part,

the aid requested is military aid. The government has put down two peasant

revolts in the past year. Of the requested $60 million in aid, ,,ome $23 million

will he used to Improve the airport in the capital citv, build a hospital la thp

capital city, and improve the nation's telephone system,



Handout 4F: Page 2,of 4

Country #3 has requested $22 million in U.S. aid. The country is governed

by a socialist party; its foreign policy is neutral. The president of the

country often participates in meetings of heads of state of nonaligned nations.

Country #3 has a ditrersified economy which exports agricultural products, some

minerals, and light manufactured goods. The requested aid will be used to

improve the national university, send students abroad for advanced college

degrees in business management and science, and import farm machinery.

Country #4 has requested $12 million in U.S. aid. The country is governed

by a stable democracy. The economy is developing rapidly. The nation exports

agricultural products, minerals:some oil, and a variety of industrial goods.

Some of the nation's industrial goods compete with U.S. exports to Latin

American nations. The $12 million in requested aid will be used to begin con-

struction of a steel mill.



Handout 4F

49,

FortigELAJA

1. What is the strongest argument for

.Country #1

Th

Page 3 of 4

Decision Form

giving foreign aid to each country?

Country :#2

Country C-1

Country.#4

2. -What is the strongest argument

Country #1

against giving foreign aid to each country?

Country #2

Country #3

Country 1/4

3. How much aid do you recommend

Country 1/1: $

Country 1/2: $

Country #3: $

Country 04: $

f.

shou1(1 be given to each country?



Handout 4F

4. On what basis did you make your final decision for each country?

Country #1

CoUntry

Page.4 of 4

Country #3

-.animm.r,

11==.11

......-1..
Country #4
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Handout 4G

'CONFLICTING VIEWPOINTS

1. "As an offfcer in the American Freedom Socfity, I urge the Senate tu

distribute aid with the intent of rewarding those nations which are our allies

or which support our positions in the United Nations and other international

oxganizations. Foreign aid should be used to foseer nations with capitalistic

economies and democratic governments, Aid:should be used as a tool to further.
4

u.s. interests."
ar4

2. "As an economist,'I can tell you that the amount of aid to be distrib-
.

er4 uted iS very small compared to the size of the economic difficulties faced by

the developing.nations of the third world. Aid should be distributed on the

21
i

o basis of Where,it can have the most immediate, dramatic iMpact: The emphasis
"4 1

0

J i

Should be on n tions which are already partially developed and Whose strong

rIri
Z

economies, witI some U.S. assistance, will grow rapidly. 'Unfortunatélyt lome

44
.

w lof the poorest nations will have to be neglected for the present time."

o
i.' 3. "As an official of one of the nation's largest labor unions, I urge

JJ ,

o tbe Senate to keep in mind the damage done lo the U.S. economy and jobs lost
u

ci
due to foreign imports. Aid should not be used to develop industries that will

.

o
\

compete with U.S. products and result in a loss.of U.S. jobs."
4.1 %

.

vo
4. "As a meNber of the concerned clergy I would like to suggest that 96u

o
$4 main goal of U.S. aid should be to improve the lives of people worldwide. Aid

$4 Should be given to any nation where standards of living are low if we can be

o reasonably aure that the aid money will reach the. people. Aid should be given
. =44

43 to projects that will directly improve-the quality of life7-especially outside
o
o
'0 the capital city. Aid should go for better schools and hospitals, roads, health
.0
c,J

.c and sanitation programs, recreation programs,,and agricultural programs."

.

A

01
0
4.1



ENVIRONMENT AND TECHNOLOGY,

As the world economy continues to geow, the earth's capacity to

supply-fresh water,'provide 4ving space, arable land, and natural

recreation areas, and absorb'Waste products WIll be increasingly tested.

some of these capacities may be adequate to support the present rate of-

economic growth well lnto the next century; hpwever, others are darker-

ously close to reaching their limipsv Signs of env..ironmental deteridr-

ation are already visible on a global scAle in the form of polluted lakes

and streams, toxic.materials in'the environment, alterations in climate,

soil erosion, and the eXtinCtion of certain species of plant aild animal

life. The challenge to the teacher ie to provide a claserciom,experience

which will enable students tb understandthe relationship betweeri human

beings and the natural ermironment-that the natural environment is a

single, integrated global'-sistem; that the satisfaction ol human needs

depends,directly or indirectlx on the natural resources in the earth's

blosphere;,and that the activities ofyall human beings affect the

earthrs biosphere.

Numerous examples can be used to bring into focus' the extent of .

global interdependence in this area. To meet the rising.demand for food,

new land is cleared; this results in the steady and progressive deforest-

ation of-the earth, particularly in the developing regions of the world..,'

As trees are cut down and as land is brought under the plow, soil is,

eroded, dust bowls are created, and rivers, reservoirs, and.trrigation

danals fill with silt.

Likewise, as the rich.countries continue,their pursuit of affluence

and,the poor countries strive desperately to Catch up, the discharge of

waste products into the ecosystem continUes to rise. .The discharge of

these waste.products--particularly the more persistent ones, such as DDT--
,

creates global problems. DDT is nonbiodegradable; carried by the wind
15.

and tides, it eirculates freely throughout the biosphere. In many parts

of the vorld, levels of DL_ have reached the point where they threaten

ttie survival of certain animal species and pose a. serious cancer risk to,

humans.

.The use and abuse of the world's oceans represents still another

axviple of environmental interdependence. The recent advances in-tech-

nology have vastly increased our knowledge of-the seas have also

made -4 Lisier for humans to do long-lasting damage to the marine environ-

ment. We are now able to exploit the mineral resources uf the deep sea,

drill for oil and gas at depths bseyond any imagined a decade ago, and

catch huge quantities of fish. The result, however, is an increase in

the amount of pollutants discharged into the gea and a reduct-ion in the

yital elements necessary to sustain ocean life. In some areas,,fishing

has become so intense that the destruction of several species is a very

real possibility.

The problem of ocean pollution raises questions about the role of,
advanced technology in an-interdependent world--questions that pose a
real dilemma for humankind as it approaches the 21st century. On the

one hand, technological achievements--particularly masg communication

.9 8
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and international transporthairs brought nations closer'together and
provided a basis for global cooperaticn. On the other hand, every
advance in technology inVolves human and environmental costs. It is
important that students become aware of the ways ih which the growth of
technology has affected the natural environment and human li,fe styles:

The lessons and materials in this unit illustrate how each of us .

Wapes and is shaped by the environment. Onee studeits begin to recog-
nize the extent of their individual and group responsibilities for their
surroundings, they can begin to analyze-and evaluaie alternative models
foi using technology, protecting the biosphere, and managing the worl
resources.
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Lesson 1: Oil Pollution: Can It Be Controlled? ..

One of the most visible and dangerous-Bollutants that finds its way

into the sea is oil: Somq oil is dumped or :aischarged directly into the

sea, or It len get thcre as a result Of oil spillm from offshore drilling

accidents:or tanker collisions. Petroleum-and its by-products impede.

Ohe abilitr.oftheodeean to sastain life.

This.classroom activity,introduces students to a leading cause of

oil pollution in.the oceans--tanker Collisions. By participation indi

roleLplay and deqsion-making activity, \atudents comekto better understand

the importance of reachiag international'agteement on the protection.

the marine environment.
,

Sugge sted Courses and Topics: World histoA (control of the seas,

role of-the United Nations, environmental, interdependence),

enviramental studies (pollution of the ocean, environmental

inteDdependencei, contemporary-issues (the oceans as resources).

, lizeirn.ed: One or tfifo class.periods.

#

Instructional Objectives: At the conclusion of the lesson, students

will be.better able to:

--Identify the effeCts of.oil spills upon the resources of the

ocean.
--Understand some of the complexities involved in preventing

further pollution of the ocean.
--tRecognize the,i,mportance of reaching an internationaj agreement

on protection of the marine environment.

Source orbata: "The Oceans and the Seabed," in Great Decisions

1975 (New York: Foreign Policy Associatioh, 2975).

-
Introducing the Lesson

1. Announce to the students that they will be participating in an

activity which will give them the,ppporlatnity to experience some of the

complexittes Involved in preventing further pollution of the ocean.

2. Divide the class into groups of four. Explain that each group

will consist of the same four individualsa representative to the U.S.

Congress, a United Nations official, an OPEC agent, and an oil company

represent,itiveand that students will role-play these individuals.

Distribute copies of Handout 5A, "Role Objectives," and orally review.

the objective§ for each role that.will be assumed during the simulation.

Developing the Lesson

3. DiStribute copies of Handout 5B, "Collisicn off the English

Coast," and allov students a few minutes to read it.
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4. After ihe students have read the handout, make sure they under-
'stand that pollution of the world's oeeans has reached alarming levels.
For emple, golfzball-size pieces of oil tar have been found in massive

. proportions throughout the Atlantic Ocepn. During the 1960s and 1970s,
more than 740 oil spillewere,caused by tanker collisions.

*
--5. Give each group a copy of Handout 5C, "Action Form." Explain

that the objectiv'e of Allis activ,ity is to decide on a course of action
in response to .the,oil tanker collision and consequent demands by environ-
mental groups and certain members of the United.Nations to severely
restrict or prohibit the use of supertankers., The course of' action
choseri by-each zroup must take into consideration the role objectives of.
individual group members. (Note: If there is a conflictlbetweeh members
of the group over a proper course of action, they should be encouraged
to tater their action so as to relich 4 group-consensus. It may be that
some members will have to give up on the possibility of realizing all of.
their objectives iiiOrder for the group to reach a consensus.)

6.. When each group 'has developed a course of action which bas the
support of al.... its members, ask them to describe that course of'Ictian
under the heading "General Policy" on the action form. Each group member
should then indidate on the action.form which steps will be taken
individually to carry out.the general policy decided on'by the group. A
member of the group who'does not agree with the others should indicate
what actions he or she will take to further his or her own interests.

7. After all the groups have finishOd.fikling out,their action
forms, ask a rewesentative from each group_to-report to the class.on the
general policy formulated by the group-46d the individual'actions that
will,be taken in support of that policy.

Conctilding the Lesson

8.. The activity may be contluded by focusing a discussion on the
following.questions:

--How many effects.of oil spills can you think of? Why are oil -

sp4.11s so destructive?

--What were some of the conflials your group experienced in deciding
on a recommendation?

--Who should be responsible for safety measures (ship technology,
crew training, traffic regulation) in the oil shipping industry? The oil
companies? The United Nations? Other agencies?

--Who shoUld be responsible for enforcing ihese safety Measures?
The nation whose,flag is flown by the. offending.ship? The nation within
whose jurisdiction an accadent might occur?

--Should developing countries be for,ced to pay for expensive
technology and training programs in order to avoid future oil 'Spills?

--What can be done to prevent supettankers from operating in
decrepit condition and cath inadequate cre, ;?

--What are some of the most serious ditiiculties involved in prevent-
ing future oil'pollution?
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Lesson 2: Solvin Environmeneal Problems

The detrimental effeets of technological advances ot the gldbal

environment offer vivid illustrations orthe increasing level ofAinter- .

nationatinterdependence. The materials'and activities in this lesson

will'help.recognize such problems and identify means Of resolving them.

Swested Courses and Topicss Current issuet (environment) tech-

nology), 'envaronmental studies.

Time Reguired: Two class peri000.

Instructional_Objectives: At the conclysion of this activity,

students will be better able"to:

--Define the concept of 4lobal interdependence.
--Identify actors and problems in Interdependent issues

related to environment and technology. "

# \

Source of Data: Donella R. Meadows et al., The Limits to Growth:

A Report for the Club of Rome's Project on the Predicament of

Mankind (New Ybrk: Universp'Books,.1972).

Introducia&tilmLlkelvicla
\

\

1. Ask the students to brainsiorm a list of major'environmental

and technological problems that affect the nations of the world. List

these problems on the chalkboard. (Among the problems identified by

students might be Ar Pollution, :water Pollution, energy shortages,

urban sprawl, population.growth, resource depletion, nuclear waste

disposal, computer-assisted invasion orprivacy,' nuclear weapolis

escalation.) ,

Developing the Lesson

2. Distribute copies- ofellandOuts 5D, 5E, 5F, and 5G, and ask

students to ex'amine the data in the -handouts, working in small groups.

Explain that each group will be applying the questions in Handou 5D,

"Glotal Change," to one of the other handouts.

3. Focus a discussion on students' responses. On the chalkboard,

list the problems associated with each set of data, the severity of the

problems, and the areas or the worlchaffected by the problems. (One

result of the discussion should be the realization that the,problems

cross'national boundaries.).

Concluding the.Lesson

4. Clarity for students that the diagram in Handout 5E, "Impact of

Increased Pesticide Use," maps the impact of one environmental problem.

Briefly discuss the following questi, ns:
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--What appears to be themajor benefit of the increased use of
A

pesticides for farming purposes? (Increased production and availabtlity
of farm productA.)

--What appears to be the major,harm caus-d by the increased yse_of .

pesticides in farming? (Increase4cancer risks and farm prodvetion costs.)

5. ,Ask'sich group of students to sheet a global'enirironmental or
technologidal development and map'iti dmpact, usjitg Handout 5Eas a'
model. (Such developments might include increased use of nuclear reactors,
increased hunting of:Whales or other ?ea life, increased use of auto-
mobiles, urban growth, increased coal production.)

6e Have all the groups report back to the clas& on the delielopments
theY selected and their effects on various aspects of.life. Make sure
studenté understand that some impacts may.ge,viewed as positive or
beneficial, whereas Other impacts may be viewed is negative or harmful.

7. On the basis of, this eicercise, ask each group of students to
develop a definition of-global interdependence As it relates to the.
environment.

I`
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PrimAry Resources

Additional Regources fór'Unit-'5

.) 0

/- / Is
"EnSii'ronmental.Ittues;andIQuality of Life," InterNm et by -David C."King

and Cathiyn,;;. Long.,,GIOal.Perspectives rn Education (1976).
,

Fhat price are we willing to'pay.lOr. an improVed eafiroisient?

are wevilling to give up in order to have e\healOierenvironment? How',
can citizens of a single naiion or the nations,ok thej-wOild"agree upon

the trade-tiffs involved in issues of economiC.developmeWversusi.efi41;on-

ment protection on an'interna0onal scale? These are.tbelOttions
addressed in !:Environment41 Issues and Quality, of. Life,"'aseries of

readings and activities dealing with how local and nationei'deCitions

. interact with the glóbiLenvironment.; Included in the mateiltals are a

ten-page collage of readings and phetogyaphs depicting various' 'aspects

of the global-condition,_with,accompanying ditcusiion qaestions; a global

data-bank with such indicatort for measuring die quality'of life as

population sites, tnCóme, health, and education;. an# a'data set of compar-

able United States,statistics.:, The procednres suggestean for analyzing

data and writing'reports in order to compare nations as weli as examining

various aipects of the quality, of life. The activity requires from three

to ten class periods.
A

Environmehtal Education Interdependace: A Concept Approach, by David C.

King., Global Perspectives in Education (1970.,

Environmental Education is a guide to K-12 classroom activities that

* deal.witth the interdependence of humans and their environment. Sample

activities are presented in an accompanying handbook.

For,grmlas,10712, the guide presents objectives and topic ideas for

curriculnm development. For example; under the heading "Exploring Space-..

ship Earth," there are ideas for courses in,biology and soeial studies

as well as a multidisciplinary apprOach. The handbook presents more

detailed ideas for classroom activities focusing on'populaiion growth,

---f6454-e-hergy,-tte-oteans,-and-the-enviranment.-

Environmental Education is intended to provide teachers with a series

of unifying objectives and ideas for classroom activities that will

enhance the teaching of environmental issues. The maih strength of the

materials.lies in their diversified approach to the issue. Jot' some,

the weakness of,the materials will be that most ideas are not'fully

developed and require additional effort by the teacher befrre they may

be used successfully in the classroom.

Liying With Tcchnologys Can We,Control Applied Science? (Multimedia

teaching kit). Sunburst Communications (1975).

This program examines the origins, current trends and future

directions of a world which has become incryasingly dependent on and

dominated by technology. Included fn the program are five color.filmstrips,
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(six cassettes or di records, and a teadher's guide that provides a scriPt,
discussion questionan and research topics for students. The purpose of I,
the program'is twofold: (1) tdmake students more aware of the,way* in
which the growth of technolop haslaffected the natipnal environmeni and
human lives 'and (21 to help students gain the knowledge necessary for%
considering alteTnative solutions to living with'technalogy.'

1

Throughout the 'program, an interdnciplinary approach employe
literature, historinal'events, and social science data. By 'drawing or .

various disciplines, 'Students are given the opportunity to view themselves
' and their relationships to the environment frd6 a global perspective.

.The first segment of the prograh dcscribes how humans have changed
society and-the natural world through technology. The neit Segment
focusee on the hisiorical deyelopment of.the United States and shows the
connection*between our wealth-af natural resources and the' genera4y,
favorable attitude that has prevailed toward industrialization and
technological,advancement. A segment,entitied `simplations for the
Wo,rld System," illustrates'the global impact-of technologicai change in
any part of thet.world and emphasizes the vulnerability of humans to
technoloolcal breakdownsq The final two segments of the program disatss
problems that may'result fwm current trends and practices and introduces
the ideas of such writers as Robert Heinlein,'Alvin Toffler, 'and Arttiur-
C. Clarke..

Living With'Technologg raises.important questions about the need for,
individuals to live with less technology and greater respect for nature. .

Because the program covers such a wide range of content, however, it does
not alwas present the stbstance necessary for,studenta to/provide
-thoughtful answers to these,questions. As a result, teachers will need
to allow plenty of tfine for discusOon and further research. The program
'can be easily pitegrated into humanities, science'fiction, scie
society, and current affairs courses. '4

1Vack Tide (l6mm sound/colorsfilm), produced 4y WOH-TV, Time/Life.Multi-
media'(1979).

This 58-minute film, produced:by WOH-Ty, as part of its NOVA series,
deals with pne of the major ecological.disasters of our 'time: .the spill-
ing of 220,000 tons of crude oil into the sea as a result of the breakup.
of the supertanker Amoco Cadiz off the,storm-tossea Brittany peninsula.
The purpose of this film is.to describe the economic and environMental
damage to the land and people of the Britfany.CoaSt, die relative simcess
and-fqilure of different clean-iip attempts, and the measures oil companies
are taking to prevent oil spills in the future, .

'
The film goes well beyond the usual neWs report? focusirig on the

immediate problems of salvage and clean4. Instead, it Presents a compre
hensive picture not only of the resulting damage but also of human in-
adequacy in the face of such disasters.

The informatiOn presented in the film can be easily adapted to

accommodate open-ended inquiry problems. , For example, students might be
asked.to chpose between Implementing stricter environmental safeguards
(at the risk of higher fuel'costs and loss of trade) and permitting
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relatively° unrestricted tanker traffic (at the risk of future Oil spills).
IT this approach is follated, the film can serve as an excellent starting
pointufor broader discussion of the ecolpgical problems associated with '

energy production.

ghifting Sands of the Sahel (sound filmstrip), by Ettagale Laute:
,Current tafairä Films (1970).

This 15-20 minute filmstrip With accompanying)iscussion guide
-'examines the great.drought which occurred during the l'ate 1960s and early
'1970s_in the imb-5aharan area of Africa known as the pahe1.4ognitive
learning-is the 061e objective.emphasized in this program. A4 a resultk
of viewing theirfamstrip, students should be able to understand the -

causes of the droUght; its immediate effects on the people, the animals,
and the land; and the long-range solutions to the ptoblems\faced by 4he

nomads whd inhabit the sub-Saharan.1Tgion.

'The filmstrip is particularly eVective in demdnstrating the feet'
that well-meanintjyt hastily conceived aid program's originating in the,.
ilestern nations actually set the,stage-for the drought to occu7. The

discussion guide contains a substantial amount of background information,

a list of key words that appear'in the filmstrip, and a brief list of

4

- suggested projects.

I

_Doomsday: 21st Centuty (2-part sound filmstrip), by Carol Deegan.'
Prentice,Hall. Media (1976). I

-,
* .

These filmstrips and castiette tapes present studentwwith the warning,
"We are,groy.hng ourselves to death" and then asks, "What can we do about

it?" The accompanying progra,it guide igroiTides the classroom, teacher with

Mghavio-cal. objectives, a_curriculum cobrdination key, questions fOr
probinwkey concepts, suggestions for follow-up activities and discussion,
.a glossary of terms, and a short bibliography. . .

Doomsday's stated objective is to inform studentswho will.live the
'futureof the threats.as well as the promises of, the future and of the
odds both for and against their survival. In looking to the future,

students are-appraise

1

of the economic and social prOlems.implicit in-
programs designed to voi4 possible dxtinction of the human race. This.

fiIMstilp-torogram IS a good-introduction to-a 'comprdx, controversial4 ,

issue.

Supplemental...), Revurces

.

'The Global Environment: Prospects 'for the Future, Global.Dimensions,

no. 2, edj.ted.by Gary Smith. Center fOr Tea0;ing International Relatioris

(1972).
.

This pamphlet suggests several'classroom exIrcises designed to raise
,

questions about o.-1- future environment.
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"SSaping tpe.Environment," TAtercom 83, edited by David C.)King and

Cathryn Long. EJ 145 510. Global Perspecthlks in Education (197.6).4

. This issue of Ir)tercom containg a guide to discussion, study, and
resources,as well as a simulation of an individual,coping with theenviron,- .

ment. Additional/Materia14, explore the interdependepce of population,.: :

food, climate c,and land use: Iir

_

"fh'e Oceans and the Seabed," in gr'eat Deqisions '75, editqd by Norman

Jacobs. Foreign Policy Association (1575).

Who owns the oeans? Can international law govern who exploits.the
oceans and fae These readings and discussion.questions introduce studentsr..

to an issue that no dSubt will continue to provoke major international
d Controversy.

Soft/Technologies,.HardlChcic'es, Worldwatch Paper no. 21; by C 1r Norman.

Worldwatch Institute (078).

. .%This probing examietion of the criteria that should be lied, by

.
both developed and developing nations, in the'selection of ap r priate

..

.'

'N technologies is usaful background reading for teachers and a vanced high

school'students
a

t d l 9 I'The GeneAs Strategy. C ma e an oba .urviva , by Stephen H. Schneider

and Lynn L. Mesurow. Plenum Pres§ (1976).

.The /thesis c) thisbOok is that the earth's climate is changing for
the wOrse and thatMajor grain-growing areas of the world w411 begin to
experience problcTs as a result of-colder temperatOres. The author
slggest:..; that we s,ockpile grain in good years to Ofkset the bad harvests

caused by fluctuations in the world's weather.

Future Shock (16mm sound/Color film), puced by Metromedia Producers.
McGraw-Hill Films, (1972).

'This 42-minute:film, based on Alvin Toffler's book of the same title,

provides a jarring,look gt our fas.t-approaching postindustrial society
and the massive sacial.disorder al.eady unleashed as a result of present-

o day technology.

The Rise and Fall of DDT (16mm sound/color film), produced by BBC-TV.
Time/Life Multimedia (1976).

First hailed aS a miracle insecticide and the savior of millions of
rives, DDT came to be regarded by many as a threat to the environmentwd
has, in fact, been banned in the Unl.ted StateF. This 18-minute fklm
examines the pros and cpns of a chemical that has been n soarce of inter-
national controversy for many years.
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Will,the MFishing Have to Stop? (16mm sound/coloilm)i. prodhced b; S,

(
TV.' TIme/LifeMultimedia (1976). .

. .

.' Throughout history man has considered fiahin/unlimited resource,
but it is now evident that ihe SUpertrawlers ihat.fish the world's
cOattlineehre combing the oceans. clean. :this 31-minute film studies

. the.threat,of disastrous fish shorteges and explorel our optioas for
preventing the dliappearance of many spe6les t fish.

Only One "earth: The Stockholm Conferende'(15mm,voundicolor film).
United .Nationb (1973)

, . .

This 30-minute film describes the meeting of 1,200 delegates from.
113 nations, as well asscores of individuals and environpental,groups,
at the,first United Nations Conference on the Human EnvironMent in Juhe -

1972. )
.

Alone in the Midst of the Land (16mm sound/color film), Produced by.NBC- -

TV. -NBC Educational Enttrprises (1975),

Although this film purports to be a drama about the futute, it is
actually a report on the balance of nature. However; thedeyelopers
'point out, it will., be a picture of our future if'we continue to.destroy I

our'environment: The film deals with Chicago and its surrounding suburbs
arawing upon statistical data for a dramatiry sobering production.

Our. Polluted Wrld: The Price of Progress/(filMstrip), by Milan B. Skacel.-
qpirrent Affairs Films (.972).

This filmstrip examines the causes and effects of pollutj.on in
industrialized and less-developed'countries, explores the iipact of
modern techno166 and rising population on our environment, end poses
the question of whether pciinomic growth and environMental protection are
compatible or whether we must change out Standards of material comfort in

0 order to reclaild our polluted plpnet. 0

I
Human Values in the Age of Technology (sound/slide program). Center for

the Humanit es (1973). it
'. ",

-

. This slide'program and acdompanying discussion questions-are focused
'on the diverse historical effects of technology on Individuals and on
nations. Part of a larger unit,,this self-contained aCtivity offers an
exCellent ineroduction to the social, cultural,.and philosophical effects
of humankind's 'technological progress.

.
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Unit 6, Lesson 1

Handout SA

ROLE OBJECTIVES

U.S. Congressional Representative

--To get reelected,

--To prederve our environment;

--To ensurequi;adequate.oupplyof energy,at a reasonable cost.

--To preserve the integrity of our commitment to' Israel.

Page 1 of 1

0 0
0

\
r-1

0 I 211-LA&tnt
1 ,

,
.

401

--to maintain unity within OPEC.

o --To use oil as a weapon to prevent further military strengthening of Israel by
41.

the United $tatet.
.

.,

41

.. ,

--To maintain and/or increase profits.
o

44'
O --To increase the politicar influence and stature of the OPEC nation.l.

14

U

A A Oil Company_RepEeslatative

.01

c; --To maximize profits for _he shareholders.
o,
4J --To ensure'an adequate supply of petroleUm for.market needs without reducingri
U ,

41 , domestic reierves.
,

o ,

, ,

11 --To maintain the company's political influence,with the government and prevent
w

.

. 1

id the passage of unfavorable legisliition. ;

14
. .

4.4 .

0 --To reMain competitive as the pAmary supplier of 'energy.
.

c United Nations Official 4

--To determine' who is responsible for the growing number of spills in the oil

shipping industry.

--To wolk within the present structure of the United Nations without alienating

individual countries.

--To usp diplomaCy to ensure that the energy needs of individual countries are

met without causing further,damage to the environment.

--To recommend possible solutions to the General Assembly of,the United Nations.,



Unit 5, Lesson 1
Page 1 of 1

Handout 5B'

SI
COLLISION OFF THE ENGLISH COAST-

In theearly morning of Mity 17, 1981, the supertankerv'Pride cf,the itlantic

lakes its way slowly through the thick fog of the English Channel. Ith.is.carry-

Lng 250,000 tons of crude oil from the'vast oil fields of Iraq,.one of the

countries that make up the oll cartel known as the Organization of Petroleum

Exporting Countries (0EC).

m ,

O As thn tanker nears the English port of Portsmouth, an unnatural event'
..-1

rq
.

takes place. The technologically "perfect" navigation system of the ship fails,

w .

.o
and a collision-occurs with another supertanker, American Merchant, which is

4A ,

-4el4veili1000,000 tops of oilfrom_recently_discovered North Sea oil fields.

Both tankers are American owned but registered in Liberia, wtere inspection

1

procedures are -ss.rigorous than in other coUntries.

i
O , ,

As stro g winds toss the two ships around, laillions of gallons of oil

4.1
. .

,w
spread Aar ss the water.. By tile end/of the week, 20 species of dead fish have ,w

co

./-

e been foup4 along the Englitih.coittsi. Nast bed's of seaweed`, which are harvested'
.,..

. 0
e to make pharmaCeuticala'and fertilizer, have been'destroyid. Thousands ofoil- ,

CT 4
'tarred birds are dead or dying. 'Sgientists inspecting the scene predict.that ,'..:,

o

4.1 the fishing and seaweed 'industries have been virtually.deatroyed and will notvi

o
,. .0 recover for five.or ten years.

o
.. Three'smaller spills have occurea in the region during the past few months, :.u

O ,

.but this is clearly a major ecological disaiter. It touches.off a wave of:out-7w

w
o
0,1

rage in anvirenmental groups around the world, The World. Environmental Council

14.1

O announces plans to hold rallies and demonstrations'demanding the prohibition of

,c)

,

.o
O supertankers. The cOuncil's president, Robert Leger, warns that "we are reaching

m
.

.0 the danger point where our oceans will soon be turned into worthless graveyards

O of civilization itself." An emergency session of the United Nations is called

to propose measures that Will prevent further pollution Of the ocean from oil

0 spills.



Unit 5; Lesson 1

U.S. Congressional representative

U.N. official

Oil company reprevntative

OPEC agent

General_golicy:

Pge 1 of 1

Handout 5C

ACTION,PORN

emmk+.m. .

PJ

V Action of U.S. Congressional Representative:

$.1

o

Action of U.N. Official:

,o
$.1

0.

$.1

1.1

14.1

0
0 Action Of 01.1:S0211,Etkra_Rtare :

4.1

o

'Action of, OPE_c_AILT_It:

1 /1

1.1WINO=11....MaII11=11

'4;



Unit 5, Lesson 2

s

Handout 51

GLOBAL CHANGE

Page 1 of 1.

Directions: In investigating the data in Handbut 5E, 5F, and 5G, answer.

the following questions for each set of data:

1. What environmental or technological problems would you associate with

the data?

2; On a 1L-5 scale (see sample below), how serious is each problem that,

you associate with the data? Why?

(not_ too _ serious) 1, 2 -(very -serioils)

-1.. What are Some of the nations that would be"4Tat,teverely affected-by

-each problem? Why?

4: Which -nations would'fibbably be least severely affected by each
.

problem? Why?

5. What is the major effect of each problem on the peoples of the world?
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Handout 5E

IMPACT OF INCREASED PESTICIDE USE

The diagram below illustrates part of the impact of one technology-related
4

problem=-the increasing use of nesticides,on farm crops. Such a diagram would

,i.....,,..)euseful in analyzing the effects of other t'.chnological innovations.

1
Cost of competitive
farming increases

Small farmers pro-'
duce less.and lose
farms

Farmers 4.p develop-
ing nations produce
less and lose markets

INCREASED PESTICIDE USE

More insect pests are
eliminated

Fari production.
increases

Morel/at products
are available1*

113

Levels of pesticides
in *Wit increase

Levels of pesticides
in crops Increase

Levels of pesticides
-in humans increase

.

nCancer risk to humas',
increases.
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.Handout 5F

CARBON DIOXIDE LEVELS

.1 °

- --
P -14Z

4

260'

1860'. 1880 1 1900 1920 '1940

A.

1960

Source:, 'Donella H. Meadows et al., The Limits to Groofth: A Report f)r,the -
Club Of Rome's Project on the Predicament of Maniing (New York: .Universe Books,
197,2).
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6. ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, the peoples of the

globe have come tOuse enormous quantities of fuel and mineral resources.

Indgstries first used steam-powered machinery-rand, later, other energy

sourcesto produce increasingly abundant suppries of. goods at relatively

low prices. Industries based on extracting, processing, manufacturing,.

'and using.mineral wealth expanded rapidly., The result Was a radical

departure-from the relatively simple-life that had formerly prevailed.

As this new technology began to grow, an industrial and urban-

oriented'society evolved which was responsible for providing the
essmtials of life to growing numbers of people. The rapid acceleration

in population'growth during this century has been accompanied by rising

per-capita consumer demand, thus accelerating the depletion of our fuel

and mineral resouructs. The rell78cale development and expansion of the

auto.industry. in .the 1930s, for examplei generateda huge demand for

-gasoline,: At about-the same time, natural gas and, oil began to replace

coal as the principal home heating fuel in the United States. Coali

although dirtier and.costlier than these competing fuels, was more
abundant; however, -.al 'and gas were cheaper because processes\for
extracting these filels uere easier and less expensive,than shaft mining.

Since then, increasing irldustrialization and rapid poPulation growth,

translated into,rising.energy consumption, kavecaused aivacceleration

in the use of gas and oil that eventually resulted in significantly

highF Prices. Before,beginning a unit ofstudy on resOUrce use and

scarcity, I is important that students understand.these trends whith

have combined to raise the level Of global interdependence in regard to

supplies of energy,fuels and raw materials.

. :One widely.publicized illustration'of resource Interdependence .

occurred in the fall of 1973, when thesoil-rich Arab countries.shut off

petroleum supplies ta soilie Western nations; by the following January the

price of imported' oil hid doubled.: Perhaps for de first time, U.S.

residents become keenly aware-of their vulnerability to any disnption'

in the International system'that interferes with the moVement of energy

fuels. More recently, Civil turmoil in Iran caused a fuither tightening

of world-oil suppliesanother example of an oil-exporting cOuntry using

its leverage npt only to increase it income from the oil produced but

also to enhawe its economic power. Nevertheless, U.S. oil consumption

continues Co grpw at a rate of 3-4 percent a year,-an.d as a result we

ha4e moved from a position of marginal dependence on oil imports to One

of major dependence. .

Thus, as rising energy consumption presses against finite oil

reserves, the international oil market has.changed from a buyer's to a

seller's market. It is important to point out to students that there is

no "quick-fix" solution to thiS problem. For the present and foreseeable.

future, the oil-exporting countries are in.the driver's.seat, and energy

consumers must begin to think in terms of reordering their priorities and

altering their habits.

In mineral resources, as well, we are becoming increasingly dependent

on imports, in particular on imArts Loin relatively poor countries in
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Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Interdependence among nations is
usually characterized,in terms ofithe dependence of poor countries on
richer ones7Ii generalization that is essentially true when applied to
capital'anciteobnology. Mrhen it comea to mineral resources, however,
.the dependence of rich countries on,poOr ones is increasing year by year.
By the end of this centuri, according,to projectiona made by the U.S.
Department of the Interior, the Uhited States will depend on foreign
'sources for more than half of its supplies of 43 basic raw materiala.
The prospect of a mineral cartel/modeled after the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) is very real, especially in those
ipstauces where a few countriea control most of the world's exportable
supplies, Again, the point shbuld be emphasized tO students that the
situation willprobably get wOrsebefore it gets better, and 'that:we need
tiolook for,new methods of international cooperation in the use, and --,
'distribution of nonrenewable fuel and mineral resources.,
\
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- Lesson 1: The Trice of Gasoline

In 1973, the Organization of Petroleum )ortineCountries (OPEC)

ctt off oil shipments to the United States, Japan, and certain Western

European countries in retaliation for their refusal to discontinue

political support of Israel. Since then, as the OPEC nations have

learned to convert their rich natural resources into billions of dollars,

the ptice of gasoline has.skyrocketed in almost every nation throughofit

the world.

In the United States, the rise in gasoline prices has been cushioned

somewhat by government regulations which control the price of donestic

oil. As we became more dependent on iMported oil, however, sharper 'price

increases will be virtually impossible.to prevent. ,The impalt of higher

gasoline,prices on individual%citizens and atrvthe dountry'as a whole is

*the subject of this lesson. ..

flamtltd Courses and Topics:. ..Etonomics (yoverriment regulatory

policy, supply and demand, economic interdependence), current
iesues (ebonomic interdependence), environmental studies'(energy

use'and

Time Beguired; 1 class .period.
_ .

Instructional Objectives: At the condlpsiOn Of this leseqn,

:students will be better able to:

.--Describe how their personal .lives and'the country as a whole

will be affected by I:iigher gasoline pri(les.
--Cnderstand the growing dependence of the United States on

foreign sotfrces of energy.
--Compare the price of gasollne in the bnited.States with gas
piices in other L'ountries by analyzing data presented in a fable.

--Decide whether sharp-price inbreases in gasbline are a likely

'occurrence in-the future.

Sources Of Data: Dmella H. Meadow et,a.P., The Limits tp Growth:

A Report for:the Club of Rome's.Project on "the Predicament of

Mankind (New York: .
Universe Books, 1972),; daily newspapers'and

news Magazines.

Introducinvthe Lesson

1. Divide the students into small groups and distribute copies of

Handout 6A, "Gasoline--$3 a Gallon?" Explain that this exercise will help
them assess the impact of higher gasoline prices on the4r, personal ltves

and on the country as.a whole. Allow t,ime for the students to complete

the reading.

2. After the students have finished the reading, be sure to clarify

the following points before coninuing with the activity:
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--MC stands for,the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries--
those nations that produce most of the'pil'eold in world markets. It is

in the best interests of.this organization 'to restrict competition.in
order to limit the supply of oil, and control its price.

--Until April 1979, U.S. oil companies that explored'and developed .

. domestic oil sources.were prevented.by law from selling their oil at
pricee higher than those set by the government. U.S. oil prices .ie April

1979 were about $5-$7 per barrel lovar.than worla price levele. Since ,

then, the price ei domestic oil has been allowed to.gradually ripe; thii..
-situation.is likely to continue Until :981, when domestic.oil ie expected
to reach viorld price le#els.

a

DeN,Le e Ite s s

3. Aak each group of studentsjo use the reading in Hands:hit 6A as

a model for deciding how their lives' might be differentlif gaioline
prices rose to $3 a gallon. .Give each group.a copy of Handout 68,, .

Gasolifie Prices--1mpact Form," and allOw timeloc all the groups.

to coutplete their worksheets. (Note: In filling out their sheets/ each
grOup should mention the iipact of higher gasoline prices on automobile
use in.terms of (1) distande from home,to schoa, (2) distance from home,

to *shopping areas or places oç employment.,,(3) mobility ieguirea for

social activities, recreation, and community or volunteleservide, (4)

'businesses and services dependent on motor vehicles,*directly
directly, (5) maximum speeds it,which people are permitted'to drive.)

4: After all the groups' have completed their worksheets, ask a
representative from each groupto write the list'of eiffecta compiled
by that group-on the chalkboard. Then focus a brief discussion ,on"the,

fo11a4ing questions; ,

,--Whicheffects would have the most impact on people's personal
lives? On.the, country.as a Whole?

--Which effec;s would have the least impact?

--Which effects Would be likely to be felt immediately?

--Which effects would.be more likely to be felt after a longer-

period of t.,me?

Concluding_Sht Tesson

. 5. Diétribute copies of Handout 6C, "Gasoline.Prices in the Indus-

..frialized World, Apfil 1979," Students should' notice that gasolThe
Prices of $2 or 'tore per gallon.are not unusual in tndustrialized

nationa. Thdy.should also, notice that prices in two of,the mAjor oil-
exporting countries, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia,.are substantlally lower
than the worleaverage--even lower-than the price in the Uaited States.
Allow time for'Students to examine the handout carefully,-and then
introduce the following questions for discussion:
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--How would your drivipg hpbits be infected if yo\i lived iq France?,

(Students mfght &newer that otey would arive smaXler,c rs et lower
,

speeds, participate in car pools, and pran trips carefully in advance.)
/

--After-isooking at itsoliRe prices in other industrialized nations,

can you guess how the !mount .of-gas consumed in these countries c.,oares

to the amount ceasumed in the.Unitad States? (Since prices are L. er in

the United States, consumption of gas ia probably higher.)

--Now can ycu account for the relatively low price of gasoline in

the-United States? (Until-recently, domestic production was sufficient

tà meet demand, pajoi domestic gil companies were subject to strictly .

enforced government pricing regfilitiims, and the high volume of demand

keit'prices lowei when suPplies were edequate.)

....Would a drastic,increase in the pump price of,gasoline result in

muth greater effofts to conserve gasoline and other fuels in the United

States?
(

--Now thit you have seen examples of gas prides in other nations,

does the opening scenarlo,in this activity seen more pleusible?

('.
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Lesson 2: The a.location 'and Use of Natural Resources

*-
Rising consumersdemands during this Century have used,up great.

quantities of the potentially'available fuel and mineral resources in 99

the world: As population growth accelerates, will we be able to'satisfy
these proliferating demands? Or,.as some observers fear, will our
.resources apd technologY ultimately prove inadequate to meet,the

y' challenges ió demands of au ever-more-crowdedsworld? By presenting data
that introduc'e the issue of resouice use alid'scnrcity, this lesson should
help stpdents.explore the answirs to these questions and practice making
decisions 'about II& resour:ces May be exploited and distributed in the
future.

a
1 ,

1
.

.

.

.

fulitecleourand_j_s_ib.ics: :Economics *(supply and demand, economic
.

interdependenco0,,current 4ssues (economic interdependence),
environmental studies (resource useiandscarcity, technology),
future-studies.-

Time ReggiuL.I: Two class periods..

.

Instructional Objectives: At the'c(nclusion of this aotiv:ityi
students will,be better able L4: .

--Interpret data about the sppply and demand for natural resourCes.
, --Understand the.economic interdependence of nations in the
supply and demind of nektural resources:
--Recognize the need for international'cooperation in making
decision'S about the exploltation and distribution of natutal
resources..

SOurde of Data: Donelia H. Meadows et al., The Limits to Growth:
'A Report foL: the Club qf Rome's Project on the Predicament of

.

(Nov York: Universe Books, 1972).,

Introduciil,p.the Lesson

1. 'To introduce the topic brresource use and scarcity, distribute'
copie of Handout 6D, "Beliefs Abbut the Future," and allow students time
to v.0 plete the questionnaire.

2. FocuS a brief discussion 'on students' responses to the itemq.
Encourage the students to compare their answers and discuss the differ-
ences between them., (Note: DuringNIn activity that involveS.making
p;reaictions, be cautious about giving your own opinion even if asked..
If 70011 want to present your own views, wait until the end of the dis-
cusspn, and then make.it clear that yohrs is "just another opinion"
and not the "right" answer.)
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3. Explain that most people in the United Stites ex2erienced one .

kind of tesource scarcity in the fall of 1973,, when oil prices doubled ,

after Arab nations shut off supplies to Japan and some natiOnd of the .

West.. Maity people,are unaware, however, that the re.serves of many other

.
nonrenewable natural resources mai be exhausted by the middle of the

next century if.rittes of consutption continue to grow.

Distrib6te copies of Handout 6E,,"Nonrenewable Natural RescTurces,"

'and ask students to examine Table 1. 'The following'questions will htlp

.students.understand and apply the data inthe,table:

--Whichresources show-the highest projecte0 rates pf growth in

nonsumptiun? (Aluminum and natural gas.)"

T.Which resources show,the lowest projected, ratesI .(Tin,and iron.)

--As the rest of the world developes economically, what might happen .

to c9nsumption rates? (They will probably.increase.)

--If consumption rateT contAue to grow, whic asources are.expected .

tO run out within the students' lifetime? (Nearly all the resourcea on.;

the list, with the ixception"of chromium, coal, iron, and.possiny nickél.)

--Do the studenta feel that theyAlave the power needed to at) anything

about the trend toward resource depletien4 Tf so, howAt can be done?

-=How do the Students feel about life in the yearo2000'if this trend

continues"

Note: Some of the Students may question whether known global

reserves might increase as a result of new explorations, mining of the

oCean, and'technological advances. Even if we..suppose,. however;-that our

present.known reser7es can be expanded hy.a faCtor of five, the life.time

of:the reserves would still he'iimited, given.the expected increase .ir

cnrrent rates of consumption. For example, a fivefald increase in gold

reserves would extend the lifetime of those eserves from 9 to 29 years;

similar increases would stretch Oaf reserVes to,150 years (from 111

years) and petroleum reserves to 50 years (from 20 years).

5. To illustrate the dependence of-the United States on imported

raw materials; ask studento to exaMinetyable 2'in Handout 6E. Discuss

the. meaning of this table Wasking the follawinuqUestions:,

--=What do the da,ta tell us about U.S. dependence on resources

otheecountries? (We:are. now dependent on foteign sources for man

important.resources and probably will become more dependent in the

from

y.
future.)

--For which resource's will the United,States b'e most dependent on

foreign sources? (Aluminum, nickel,;petroleum, chromium, and tin.)

--For which resources will we be least dependent on foreign sources?

(Coal, copper, lead, natural gas, 7inc.)

--What might increasing dependenge on foreign'mineral resources mean

to the U.S. eepriomy? (We would become more vulnerable to external forces

beyond our controlfor example,.the formetion of mineral, cartels modeled

after OPEC, demands by poorer resource exportels for higher prices, and

strikes in foreign mining or in the shipping industry.)



t/.

4

,

--What might happen to the relationships between, the United States
and 011orer countries-as we beCome more dependent on these countries for.
inineral resources? (nere may be a mutual recognition of the need to
cooperate in ihe allocation of resources and the relationships may become
More genuinely interdepeAdent.) -

coll.S.WInAL1112-1V3son

6.

. .

Didtribute copies of Handout 6F, "Uses of Fuel and Mineral°
ReSources," and as% studentsto examine ii, keeping in niin hich. k

resources we are most'dependent on frOM other countries. Ask students"
to consider what the loss of these resources would mean to their individual'

o

lives: Again, stress the need for international cooperaiion in deciding.
who:should exploit'these resoUrces and how they should be distributed,

,; among nations ,(Note: AS a follov-up activity, students might be assigned
to investigate various products and housahold articles in Order to
determine whiCh.of these resources are used most extensively in everyday
life.)*

. ,

7- Direct the students to turn back to Handout 6D and review their
responses to.the questionnaire. Ask'whether the Students would change
any of their responses after examining and discussing the data"presented
in this lesson. Be sure to fully probe with studento thereasons behind
whatever changes they mention.

e
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Additional Resources for Unit 6

Itimmy_11_1221,M.11

"Energy" and "Control .qf the Seas," Intercom 18, by Williai Nesbittand

Andrea Rarls. .EJ 126.887 and 126 889. Global Perspec,t4ves Education

(1975).

The effects of global interdependence,on trade and technology,, food

and population, anergi-end othir ra&curcep, and the environment are

'Covered inthis isive of Intercom. i.The'n'aterials provided include'class-

room activities, readings, data presentations,'supplementary,discussion,

questions, and a Us :. of additibnal resources: ,

The activity entitled "Energy" enploies the relationships between

energy,supplAes, per-capita consumption, and national income. The-auto-:"

mobile Is singled out for ebrief6ase study of a product,mhich.requires

large amoUnts of energy and resources to produce-aid operaie.
,

"Control of the'Seas" deals with'i major global resourde.',As noted

in'the activity, nations are "staking but the oceans" in order-to control

-fishing 'rights, oil reserves, and other mineral .righti.,:Control-of the

seas, and of the'resburces contained in and under those-aeas,.is a mAjor

international issue. This activity presents the major points of conflict

between nations in regard to control of the seas and.of the rights to .

harvest their reiources. "Control" also includes,c thtee-day odean-

resources game which thrusts students into.the roles'of decision makers

from various nations. The deliriefing of the tame ties:the gaming.activity

to clirrent events ip the real world.
,

. ,

Throughout, the materials focus attention on issues of currl.mt con-

cern to the United States and other nations. Both activities are very

useful in the classroom.. The simulated decision-making aCtiv#y ia

"Control" makes it especially useful in classrooms where.proeess as well

as content is of concern to the-teacher,

"Dilemmas of World Energy," in Great Deolsi6ns edited.by Wallace

Irwin, Jr. Foreign Policy Association (1978).

"Dilemmas of World Energy" is.an 11-page reading which exapines the

20th-century addiction to oil, the oil shortage facing the world by the

end of the century,-levels of oil production and proven oil reserves,

the role of the-OPEC nations in the global marketplace, and such oil

substitutes as coal, nuclear.energy, solar energy, and geothermal energy.

The materials provided, in addition to the reading, are supporting graphs

and cartoons, a series of discussion questions, and suggestions for

fdllow-up readings and films. The activity may be completed'in ohe class

Period,

The primary question raised by "Dilemmas of World Energy" is how

Americansboth average citizens and political leaderswill react to

the energy izA..e. How will the natIon respond to the passing of "pleasant
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dreams" and the necessity of facing,"hard realities".--hoW to increase oil
- production, how to conserve energy; hoW to balance trade-offs betweena

proliferation of coal and nuclear plants and concern'for the global
eniiironment? ,The reading ends by reviewing thedifficultdetisions that
yill face the nation during the next few yeari as U.S. citiZens' attempt
to cope with a complex, controversial-issue. For mature high school
studenta, the reading is a good introduction to the global dimension of
,the energy preblems now Confronting this country.

Ener#yjmultimedia ,eaching Xerox EdOcation.Publications (1974).

in-the.introduction to'this,,multimedia world resources unit, the
editors state.that'the energy problem is.so massive that it will challenge
human Will and wisdom for decadep.to come, suggesting that humankind's
use.of energy may'hame been more foolish than wise. The materials ,

provided in the kit Are a sound/color filmstrip, a series of attitUdinal
surveys tin energy issUes, a.student sourcebook containing eight readings
on energy issues04-set of multipleiAchoice tests, and a teacher's guide.
The basic,activity Could be completed in one class Oriod; if,the
attitudinal surveys and readings are used, the,activity could be extended
to fill four or five class .periods.

Energy examines a,variety of energy-related.issues: sources and
uses of energy, its'impact on'peeple,and the environment, and its
possible future development. The filmstrip deals primarily with the
impact of the oil crisis. The student sourcebook is organized around
eight. topics: human energy dependence, fossil fuels; U.S. enOrgy policy,
energy.and the enviionment, the economics of energy, nuclear energy,
global perbpectives on energy issues, and alternative forms of energy.

The materials in this teaching kit raise questions of current global
concern: How long can peopl,e demabd,and waste large amounts of energy?
Do inmediate energy needs.justify oomiiromises ih efforts to protect the
environment? Is energy too precious to all nations to allow energy
resources to be controlled by only a few nations? Whel:e do our best
hopes f6f-clean, fenewable energy sources lie? This unit provides a
stimulatingjntroduction to these questl.ons and to the broader iSsue of
resource use and scarcity.

Cashing in on the Oceam (3/4". sound videotape), produced by BBC-TV.
WGBH-TV (1979).

Depletion of the land's natural resources has, made tapping minerals'
from the ocean an econamically,and politically attractive enterprise.

- This film, available only as a videocassette, is about the efforts of
research scientists to ep1ore.manganese nodules on the ocean floor, the-
mining technology now available for extracting these nodules, and the
struggle of developing countries for a share in this newly accessible
worldwide resource.

As a result of viewing the 5 i-minUte program, both cognitive and
affective 1earninl should eake plao. In the cognitive area, students
Should lerrn that manganese nodules are, where they are located, and why
they are of such interest. Also, students should be able to desuibe
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some of thei'equipttetit that has been deviied to mine the ocean floor and

'the hazards that-will be eneountered,as the minerala,are extracted.. In

the affective area, students should canie to an understanding of the need

for coopkeration between the'developed al* developing_countries over ocean

resourceband the.profound effect that international.agreemente about

ocean Asources will have On the *future of world economics'and politics.'

Al major accomplishment Of the film is thAt groups with conflicting

interests in'regard to thepanganese nodules-are clearly distinguished

from one another through the kinAs of'questione each asks About the

nodules.* For .examplet'the oceanographers want to know how-and when the

nodules were formed and how they fit into marine*ecology. ..The commercial

interests want to know where the best nodulea3are located and how. they

can be retrieved in profitable quantity. Finally, the international

community of-developed and developing nations poses questions about

utether the nodules;belong equally to all nations and whether those

with advanced'technology and capital-shouldibenefirthe'thost. .

Before using the film, teachers should review the,history and

proposdle of the Interhational'Conferenci on the Law of the-Sea In order,,

to help students underatand the position of the developing mations,

Wor1d Resources and Responsibilities (2-part sound filmstrip), by Carol

Deegan. Prentice-liall Media (1976):

This filmstrlp examines the widening gap in wealth between the "have"

and "have-notlfiations and considers what might be done to close this

gap.. The matirials inclede a teacher's guide which provides an overview

of the program and its purpose, follow-up questions and suggested activi-

ties for each filmstrip, a glossary of terms,,and a brief bibliography.

The program has two primary objectives: (1) to acquaint students

with problems that might.result from a shift in the balance of wealth

and resources from the developed to the developing countries and (2)

to encourage students to compare various alternatives and programs.for

readjusting the balance of faohal wealth4

The filmstrip is particularly strong in, pointing out the differences

between nationé relative to degree of industrialization, prospects for

self-sufficlency,and abilicy to survive in the'world.

Global Futurei (Simulation,game). Earthrise (1974).

Global Futures reflects the developers' belief that students need to

engage in the management and planning of world problems before they can

achieve any real understanding of how these problems pre interrelated.

In the pro!ess of understanding the comilexities of the contemporary

world, students become.involved in making decisions, accepting the con-

sequences of their decisions, and developing effective communication

skills. By the end of the game they should have learned that, although

serious difficulties may lie ahead, tools &id methods are available for

resolving these difficulties in a rational manner.

The game begins by dividing the world into eight regions, oneAper

player. Each player is given an initial amount of population, food, and
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.techndlogical.resources in a distribution which aPproximates'the present
condition of the world. The play iS conducted in rounds; each round is
tenminutes long and simulates five years of real time. During each
round, players discuss and conduet trades, give for,eign aid, form alliances,

and exchange resource4.

, The players learn early in -ehe game how world problems are,intei-
related. FOf example, if a player chooses to obtain a population unit.
Without a correspondiilglood unit, tine "world destruct point" is,aisessed.
For each-round in which a playeei technOl9gi6a1 units are twice that of
his or her population unit, another "world destruct point" is asSessed.
Winners and losers aYe determined by which players can-achieve a high
standard of living without.exceeding a certain number of "world'destruct
points."

One elemeut that detracts froi the reallsm orthe game is the assump-
tion that nonpolluting technologysolar energy, for example--will not.be
obtainable in the future. Another fruttration is created by the difficulty

'of simulating five years' time in ten minutes. Since the game allows for
participation,by only eight.players, the teacher may Fish to encourage
greater student.involvement by arranging for'two or three-games to be
played at the same time.

1.

Suppleientary Resodrces

Limits to Growth: A Report for. the Club of Rome's Project on the Predica-

ment of Mankind, by Donella H. Meadows et al, Universe Books (1972).

This reading is a pessimistic look into the future which calls
attention to problems that will affect the supply and demand for various,
resources. It examines the ideas of exponential growth and the earth's
interlocking systems, as well as the idea of'impOsing limits on consump-
tion of goods anc1.the size of the human pdpulation. A variety of charts,

graphs, and tables are presented which can be easily adapted for class:-
. room use.

Teaching About Energy Awareness: 33 Activitiesi-Environmental Education .
series, no. 4., by Oary Smith et al. Centcm"for Teaching.International

Relations (1978).

The materials in this unit consist of objectives; teaching strategies,
a list of energy issues, and 33 classroom activities, each complete with
suggested teaching procedures and all necessary student materials.

Teaching and Lear.Jing About Science and Social Policy, by Kenneth D. Benne
and Max Birnbaum. Social Science Education Consortium (1978).

The authors of this book present a iationale for the teaching about
issues related to science and technology in,the social studies curriculum.
After discussing general methodl of teaching about science and social
policy, the authors prescmt suggested curriculum and teaching strategies
for dealing with specific issues, among them nuclear energy. The back-

ground readings provided for teachers are suitable for student use as well.
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The Twenty-NinthoDay, ,by Lester R. Brown. W.W. Norton (1978).
. . .

This descriptiou of the necesaLty of accommodating human needs and
demands to the earth's limited resources is written in nontechnical terms
and contains numerous examples which teitchers wicl1 find especially useul.

,t

--

Repairs,,Reuse,'Recycling--First Steps Toward a Sustainable Society,

Worldwiittch Papet,no. 23, by Denis Hayes. W4eldwatdh Institute (1978).

This bulletin describes how the potential impact of future mineral
cartels modeled after OPEC could be reauced through recycling. The author

examines programs for reducing waste andtrecycling materials through bdth

local and centralized facilities.

"World Law of the Oceans,u" in Great Decisions '79, edited by Wallace

Irwin, Jr. Foreign Policy Association (1979).

This reading relf:ews the United Nations :onference on Law of'the Sea
and examines freedom of the seas, mining the seas, and possibilities for
cooperation and confrontatiOn.between the,nations of the world.

pawl of the.Solar Age (16mm Sound/color film), produced by WGBH-TV and

BBC-TV. Time/Life Multimedia (1977).,

This two-part, 54-minute film examinss the desperate race to develop

solar power as an alternative energy source. The first,part answers
questions related to the costs and efficiency of solar energy; the second
part explores ways of harnessing the sun through wind and water energy:

We Will Freeze in the-,Dark (16mm sound/color film), produced by capital

Cities Communications. McGraw-Hill Films (1975).

This 42-minute film highlights the increasing dependency of U.S.
citizens on importedsoil and the need for conservation in order to
provide us with sufficient time to develop alternate sources of energy
and perfect a long-term solution.

Oil: Global Weapon (filmstrip), by Jent;'y Tesoi. Educational Enrichment

Materials (1974).

By providing a worldwide look at oil as a powerful new political
weapon, this filmstrip examines how the need for oil will affect the

priorities of the Western world.

Sharing Global Resources (filmstrip). American Friends Service Committee

(1977).

This filmstrip is a factual, nonrhetorical tool designed to stimulate
thinking and discussion abOut complicated issues related to world economic

order, dis_ribution of the world's resources, and the problems itwolved

in the development in poor countries of political and economic systems
capable of meeting their needs.
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The Energy Crisis: Depleting the World's Resources (sound tilmetrip).
Current Affairs Films (19/3).

,

The subject af this filmstrip, accompanying cassette tape, and dis.-
cussion de is oil as a major factor in,the global energy crisis. )
Designed be used with secondary students, it offers egood introduction
to energ as an interdependent, global issue.

Starpower (simulation game), developed by'R. Garrr Shirks. Simile II

(1.909).
. 6

This game,simulates a low-mobility, three-class societyhbased on
wealth. It is an effective vehicle for allowing students to examinA,the
relationsh4 between economic Wealth and power,.social mobility, the
!gloves" vs. the "have-nots,"-and social. conflict. .

A
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Unit 6, Lesson 1
'

,
pandOut 6A .

"GASOLINE-43. A GALLON?.

,

Page lof 1.

,

During the summer of 1981; civil war breaks out in Saudi Arabia between

Marxistand Moslei factions.. The United States now imports nearly 60"percent '

of itsoil from foreign sources, of which approximately 50 percent.comes from A

Saudi Arabia. As°civil strife and thaos continue to. mount in Saudidirabia, the

77 A
oil fieMs shut- doWn awl 111 &ports to the 'United.States are cut off. The

,

m United.Slites comtemplates intervention in the conflict but is concerned about
g
r1

. %

retaliation from Russia and4the-possibility. that las dispute migbt then esca--,-

ri late into worldwide conflict. .

.c

' Since the'end of the oii shortages brought on by the Arab boycott in 1973,

o the demand for energy in the United States,Has gradually resumed its upWardrI 1 t.

climb. At ihe same time, many deVeloping countries which are experiencing a
o.,ri

v-I steady increase in both aggregate and per-capita,GNP are now competing with the
o ,
44

.(1)
k United States for energy, further diminishing,already scarce supplies.. In:response
m
o to this situation, the U.S. Congress authorized the funding of a crash prograis
4J

m in energy researchl however, this program has become hopelessly bogged down in
u

,

/

4'
red tape ana bureaucratic aquabblea.. Meanwhile, pressure from enVIronmentar

o . _ .

r4
4.,

interests has lecL.to production of more and more unleaded gasoline in order to
u
o cut down on automobile pollution. Unleaded gasoline is more expensive and takes
no
01 ---
). longer to refine than regular gasoline.
a,
w
sql If all of this is nOt enough to discodrage the motorist, meffibers of the
14

o Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) meet in. Kuwait and,decide
,441

.
4J that they will produce more oil to make up fOr the loss from Saudi Arabia, but
z
0

z only at significantly higher prices. The.price of crude oil pet barrel virtually
m 0

.0
E-I

doubles overnight, from $21.70 to $42.10 perbarrel.

Two possible courses of action are available to the president. The first

option would be to order that a mandatory rationing program be put into effett

in an effort to conserve gasoline. The management and implementation of this

program would require' the establishment of a new federal bureaucracy, at a cost

of $2 billion to the taxpayer. The other option would be t6 eliminate all

remaining regulations which .cnntrol the price of oil, in the hope of stimulating

dome'stic productim and forcing consumers to conserve through higher prices.

After consulting his advisers, the president chooses the latter, course.

The combination of the president's decision and other political, economic,

and environmental factors pushes the price of gasoline to $2 and finally to $3

per gallon over a short period ,of time. ,
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Handout Si

HIGHER GASOLINE PRICES--INPACT FORM

r)

-Directions: Assume that the pump Oleo of gasoline has risen,to 0 per

gallon; is described in Handout 6A. List 3-5 probable effectslaf this situation

on your personal life andtn the country as a whole.

Effects on your personal life

2..

3.

*EP

s.

Effects on the United States

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

c

ft

g"P

17,

Ii
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,

. 10110i1LJM1

.. fi

.

. GASOLINE FRIcss ttOral INDUSTRIALIZE) WORwsilAPRIL 1979
. fl 4

I, .

, .

Country
.

)
,

France
-,

Italy

Swtierland
.

i

Japan' .

Sweden

West Gerommv

Israel
,

&,. .

k: , Spain

/1

'I/

/
il

11/

P

/1

II

I/

I

P
//

/1

ll

.c.,

C.

IS

-Pl:Lq-'ell
.

$2.44

2:26

2.22

2.10

2.07

2.04

1.90

A.75

44 ,

AfiicaSouth '..1.53al
.4.4 .

e,

a

4o
..4 gestern Canada

,

.92
4

/

'England
/

1.50
/

.

Eastern Canada .97

u
o

/g
United States .. .78.

Saudi iiabia , .55
hI
1.41
0

Um I

.0 I

Kuwait .48

Note: All prices are per-gallon of regular gasoline in $U.S. equivalent.
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0
erl
4 -1 - disagree somewhat +I a agree somewhat

:,

J.J

m
O'a uncertain

o
.9
rI

i ,

O 1. Fuel resources--for example, petroleum, natural gas, and uranium--may be in

a.,
.

1.4
short supply eyen at higher prices by the turn Of the century. ,r.r.f

0
w -.3 -2 -1 . 0 , +1 +2 .+3

$4

.
,

o
. ,

o

., 4

2. There is a strong probability that such mineral resources as gold, silygr, .

iJ

u
and.aluminum will be exhausted by the year 2050 if the current rate of eon-=

, Unit 6, Lesson 2
Pagej of 2

Handout 6D

BELIEFS ABOUT THE FUTURE

'. .

Directions:- This handout contains 15, Statements about the future. Indicate-
. - .

toui
opirlion.of each statement by circling one of the numbera beneath it, Itcord-,1

I

ing to key below. I.

,1

Fit
.

-3 0 disagree strongly 43 a agree strongly.

-2.a disagree for the most part +2 us, agreelor the most part

suiption catitinues. ../

ai

Q -3 , -2., -1 0 . +1 +2 +3vi
U
0lt
e 3. It is possible to avoid exhaUsting our,resonrcesly coming up with techno-

k

21
logical advances that will remove,our dependence on_traditional sources of

14

/4 energy.
0

-3 -2. -1 ' 0 +1 . +2 41
4.1

u

8

.

v 4. Demleds for fuel and mineral resources in the United.States will continue to.

o
...o

.o
grow at approximately the current rates.

4
u -3 -2 & -1 0 +1 - : -'.2- ,-6 -'

o
J.J

a 5 . The probability is relatively law that the United-6dtes will furi a crash
11

o program to find laternative sources of energy before 1990.
6-4

-3 -2 ) -1 0 +1 42 +3

6. Before the year 2000 there will be a massive global effort to collect, sort,

dismantle, ind reuse the many resources now being discarded around the world.

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

7. It is p.obable that environmentalist groups will be L.ble to block the

exploitation of fuel and mineral resources for the next five to'ten years.

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2
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I,IAndOut 6D-

,
. Tr;

. A

Pige 2 of 2 ,

7 4

8s n.their'attimpts to catch Up rith the industrialized natidn#, the developing
,

countries' willrignore pressures to restrict the exploitation and use of fuel

and mineral relources.
,

-2 0 . 4 ,42

-

9. Since further industrialigatioh of the developed world would be disasti6us,

the rich dition'io ihould halt their indUStriel growth and share their present

,wialth mitt; the poor.

-2 :1 0 +1 +2 +3

10. In regard to the use of fuel and mineral resources; life 25 years in the
,

,

Tuture.is likely to be:vompletely 'different from life in the prescnt. ..\

, -3 ,..2 .-1 0 +1 +2
.

.

. Given current and near-future technology, it.should_bepossible to:support,

,

Pi 1
more or less satisfactorily, a.world population of 20-30 billion at a level"

,..41

z of,S10,000-$30,000 per capita'6r.centuries.
.

---

t
-3 -2 , --1 .0 41, +2 0-3'

.

,

'4
12. Within the next 50 yeirs, a' pew set of global restrictions_Will limit the.

u .

amount and extent 'of industrialization.

ci
o -3 , -2 -1 , 0 +1 , +2. .4.3

vl
4J

A

U
M 13. Reeent shortages.of resources are clear indicators of- more-disastrous. events

1
141 in the medium- and-long-range future.
li
14 -3 -2 -1.., 0 +1 2 +3.

0
$.4 14. For many fuel 'and mineral resources, the worldwide rate Of use is growiqg

LI

O faster thar world population. i

o
'0
c -3 -2 -1 0 44, +2 - +3

m

4 1. The 21st centurY'is likely to bring a postindustrial economy in which more
o
o
4.i

.

,o
physical deprivations caused by resource scarcities.

.

sufferimg will result from the anxieties and ambiguities of wealth than from'

0
H

, - 3 -2 -1 0 +1

i
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P
Resource

_

Aluminum

,

Chromium

,

Coal.'

Copper,

Gold
.

c-iron
,

teed
.4,

Manganese

Myrcury

katural gas .

Nickel

Petroleum('

atinum

lverS

Tin

Zinc

Handout 6

NONR4NEWABLE MINii.tAL RESOURCES.

'

TableI1*,
4rt

Projeced Rate of
Known ,Global Growth ia Consump7
Reserves tion (2 pet Tear)

*
1.17 x 10

9
twill

7.75 le'tons

5 x 1012- tons

.,

308 x'10
6

tons

,
353 x:10

6
trOy oz.

l'x 10
11

tons I

. 91 x 10
6to'II

s ,

,

8'x 10
8

tons

3.34 x 10
6

flasks ,

15 r.
144 x 10 cu. ,:.

147 x10
9

lbs.

455 x 10
9

bbls.

429 x 10
6

tray. oz.

5.5 x 10
9

troz. vz.

4.3 x 10
6

lg. tops

123 x 10
6

tons

S.

to

.

.

1

,..=111/.

2.6

, 4.1 ,

41.6

1.8

7.0

2.9

. 2.6 :

,4.7

3.4

. 3.9

3.8

2.7

1.1

2.9

a. A

,..

.Exponential,.
Index,, ,

d, ''(Years)

13

i5

18

Source: Donella H. Meadows et al., The Limits to Growth: A Report for .the

Club of Rome's Project on the Predicament of Mankind (New York: Universe hooks,

1972). NotY;I: The figures in the column headed exponential index represent the

number of years that'known global reserves will last if,consumptionicontinues to

gr6W at the projected rates of growth in the third column. -
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Handout 6E

Resource

Aluminum.

Chrom um

Copper :\

GOld

Iron

.Lead

Manganese

Mercury

Natural gas

Nickel,

Petroleum

Platinum

Tin

Zinc

(I

. Tele a

.C,Juntries or Wrests'

with Highest leserves .

" of Worldtotal

AUstralia (33).
Guinea (20).
Jaataica (10) .

0

' Rep. of S. A:rica (75)

Turkey-(10)

(32)'

USSR-Chtna

U.S. (28)
Chile (19)

Rep. of S. Africca '00)

USSR (33)
S. 4America (18).

'Canada (14)

U.S. (39)

Rep. of S. Africa (38)
USSR (25)

Spain (30)
Italy.(21)

U.S. (25) I.

USSR' (13)

Cuba (25)
New Caledonia (22)
USSR (14)
Canada (14)

Saudi Arabia (17)
Kuwait (15)

Rep.. of S. Africa (47)

Umilip (47)

q..r.11.....
Prime PrOducers

'1% of,world total)

Page 2 of 2

Communist countries (36)

U.S. (24)

Thailand (33)
MalaysA (14)

U.S. (27)
Canada (20)

Jamaica (19)
' Swim' (12)

-

USSR (30)
Turkey (10)

, .

USSR (20)
B.S. (13)

USSR (20)
USSR (15)
Zaibia (13)

a.

Rep. of S. Africa (7.7)

-.Canada (6) °

USSR (25)'

U.S. (14)

USSR (13)
Australia (13)
Canada (11)

lissk (34)

Brazil (13)'
Rep. of S. Africa (13)

Spain (225
Italy (21)
USSR (18)

U.S. (58)
USSR (18)

Canada (42)
New CaledOnia (28)
USSR (16)

U.S. (23)
USSR (16)

USSR (59)

Canada (20)

Mexico (17)
Peru (16)

Malaysia (41)
Bolivia (16)
Thailand (13)

Canada (23)
USSR (11)
U.S. (8)

-c5"r
. U.S. Consumption
(% of world: total,

.

42

°19
,

13

4

a,

33

'28

25

14

63

38

33

r
31

26

2 4

2

Source: Donella H. Meadows et al., The Limits to crowth: A Report for the

,Club of Rome's Project on the Predicament of Mankind (New York: Univorse Books,

1972), p. 56-39.
1
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Unit 6, Lesson 2 Page 1 of '

Handout 6F

USES OF FUEL AND MINERAL RESOURCES

Aluminv.a. Cans, containers, protective wrappings, household utensils',

electrical insulation, heat absorbents, pigments, corrosive-resistant alloys.

Chromium. Household utensi1s,, sta1nlrIss-stee1 products, plumbing fixtuces,

decorative paintings, colored glass, vehicle trim, steel. alloys.

Coal. Solid: fuel, charcoal; liquid: dyes, drugs, waterproofing, paints,-

roofing, insulatkon materials.

Empss. Heat and electriCal conductors, electrical wiring, water piping,

household utensils, jewelry, coins, printing plates,',bronze and brass alloys.,

Gold. Jewelry, coins; decorative.coatings, thermal and electrical con-

ductors, dentistry, plated coatings.

Iron. Metal plates, gratings, rails, hardware products,*pottery appliances,

branding irons, automobiles, construction, structural alloys.

Lead.. Containers, pipes, solder, type metal, bullets, radiation shielding,

paints, antiknock compounds, pencils, rooftng, printing.

Manganese. Alloys with steel and other metals.

Mercury. Thermometers, barometers; vapor lamps, batteries, chemical

pesticides; pigments, pharmaCeutiCals, medicine.

Natural las. Fuel, manufacture of organic compounds.

Nickel. Alloys corrosion-resiatant surfaces and batteries, eleCtro-

plating, coins.

Petroleum. Gasoline, fuel, lubricating oils, paraffin wax,'asphalt,

naptha, natural gas, plastics, derivative products.

Platinum. Jewelry, dentistry,.coins, electroplating, gas absorbents,

pllotography, electrical Components.

Silver. Tableware, household articles, coins, jewelry, photography,

electrical contacts, printed circuits, dentistry, soldering alloys.

Tin. Cans, containers, protective wrappings, household utensils,

corrosion inhibitors, metal plating, alloys, type metal.

Zinc. Electric fuses, anodes, meter cases, roofing, gutters, rubber,

plastics, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, alloys.
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HUMAN RIGHTS

'It has never been an easy task to clarify the concept ind meaning

of humanghts. Since the early 17th century, important statements
about hrman rights have l'een made by governments in England; Fratice,

Russia, and the United States: .Contemporary concern fori huMan rA,ghts
can be largely traced to these earlier statements. ,

. In the.United States, the founding fathers expresied their ideas
about human rights in the first ten amendments to"the Constitution,
popularly,referied to.as the Bill of Rights. The movement to abolish
slavery was an influential factor in the development of 'concerr for
human rights in this country, as was the impact of the labor mo ement
at the end,Of the last century.

During the two world wars of this century,,human rights wer repeat-
edly violated; the Nazi regime bf Adolph Hitler committed Some o the

most blatant violations of human rights in the history of hUMank nd.

Studyinglthe historical background of the human rights question should
enable students to see that the struggle for human rights has not been
confined to'modern-day examples.

Since the end of WOrld War II, the United Nations has been the
principal international body involved in establishing a definition of
human rights.that would be equally relevant and applicable to all

nations: 'From the start,.however, the efforts of the U.N. have been
hampered by political disputes among its participating nations. WeJtern
nations claim that 'individuals in Communist countries are denied the
besic human rights of free speech and freedom of religion. The Communist

bloc responds by charging tilat capitalist nations deprive some of their
people of the right to work and the right to a free education. Many

third- and fourth-vorld'nations equate human rights with the right to
national self-,determination, further intensifying the debate as to what

constitutes,a human right.

As the first lesson in this unit indicate's, tnere are numerous
examples of countries which have violated one or more tenets of the U.N.-
adopted Universal Declaration of Human Righs. In the Soviet Union,

polltical and religiousliberty is flagrantly violated. 'Political and

religious violations have also occurred in Uganda, Nicaragua, South
Korea, Iran, Chile, and South Affica.

Most U.S. citizens do not worry about threats to their religidus or
political freedom. It.is less clear, however, whether the U.S. govern-

ment provides sufficient proiection for other kinds.of rights--fOr
example, equal opportunity for women, equal justice for the poor and

minorities, and guaranteed employment.

How can human rir,hts best be protected? The U.N. declaration is

ambiguously worded and has no real enforceability. Indeed, there'are

no effective procedlres for enforcing decisions to protect human rights.

For example, if 2 ,dtional rY,nvernment grante6 refuge to a group of
political terrorL.t , the only way that other tountries could voice their
oblections would be to direct unfavorable publicity at the offending
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country. It is apparent that pteps must be taken to strengthen the
enforcement provisions of the U.N. declaration or create new machinery
for protecting human rights.

In an era of increasing global interdependence, it is especfally
important for students to be aware of the existing cultural diversity in
regard to human rights. They must learn that each of us can secure our
rights only by promoting the rigits of all men and women. In this sense,
students should came,to recognize the various kinds of threats to rights,
share a-willingness to preserve rights and freedoms, and begin to further
the cause of human rights through pdblic protest and participation in
efforts to remedy unequal opportunities in all areas of life.



Lessons 1 and 2: luman Rigats at Home ind Abroad

Human rights is a subject
bring us accounts of life in
America, apartheid in South
to identify with these storie
events. By examining the dif
in the Inited States and thos
attempts to help students und
the world eventually affects

of hot dtbate these days. / e news media
°Viet prison camps, torture'in Latin
rica. Yet, it is difficult for most of,us
because they are about faraway people and
erences betWeen concep,:idns of human rights
in other nations, tbis two-part activity

rstand that what-hapioens in.any part of
s all.

Sugyested Courses and lics: U.S. history or government (Consti-
tution, civil-righ s movement,,post-World-Ner-II foreign pglicy),
current issues (44man rights), world cultures (United Nations,
human family, sq&ial interdepengence).--

Ttme_222red:. ree or four class periods.

Instructional qbjectives: At the conclusioh of tpis lesson,
students will be better able to:

--Identify basic human rights and freedoms, such as theise
identified in the Universal Declaration of Haman Rights.
--Recognize differences between the conceptions of human rights
of different societies and nations.
--Recognize differences between stetes.of human, civil, political,
and economic rights in various parts of the world.
--Identify some approaches that might be used to,protect human
rights in various parts of the world.

Sources of Data: United Nations publications, newspapers and news
magazines.

1.1111.2illc±ng_liesson 1

1. Distribute copies of Handout 7A, PU.N. Universal Declaration of
Human Rights," and allow a few minutes for the students to read ie.
(Note: This.doCument was unanimously adopted by the General Assembly of
the United Nations on December 10, 1948. However, the Unitec Nations
lacks the power of enforcement; thus the document has no legs' authority
behind it.)

2. Tell studeits to use a separate sheet of paper and list, in one
column, those righ 3 in the U.N. declaration that may be considered civil
and political (i.e., the private rights of individuals) and, in anoCier
column, those rights -.onsidered to be social and ecoromic (i.e., the

material 4.1.04..s of individuals). Help the students Lxplore the differ-
, ences. between the two categories of rights by asking the following

questions:



;'--Which category seems to receive more emphasis? (Political and
civil rights, treated in articles 1-21; economic and social rights.are
found only in articles 22-28.)

--Are there any rights missing from the document which should be
included? What are they?

--Which kind of rights is more important to you, economic rights or
political rights? Why?

3. Before continuing the lesson, make sure students understand that
the Western and Eastern blocs of nations differ in the importance they
place on rights. The first ten amendments to :the U.S. Constitution (the
Bill'of Rights) deal with political rights. The freedoms of speedh and,
assembly are thus very important to Western countries, while the Communist
bloc places more emphasis on economic and social rights--for example, the
right to work and the right to education. All countries, howeveroragree
that the,rights identified in the U.N. declaration constitute a generally
acceptable list of human rights.

Developing Lesson 1

4. Ask the students to form small groups to read and discuss the
case studies in Handout 7B, "Human Rights Abroad.". The questions. that
precede the case studies will guide the groups in investigating the
issues and deciding how the United States should react to each ofNthe
violations.

5. Focus a class discussion on the students' responses to the case
studies. On the chalkboard, list those factors which the groups'con-
sidered to be most important in making their decisions about U.S. policy.
Ask whether the groups experienced any serious conflicts during the
decision-making process--for example, did'opposition. to human rights'
violations in the Soviet Union conflict with the desire for a strategic
arms limitation agreement? For-each conflict reported, ask the group to
explain the basis for its resolution. One result of the discussion
should be the realization that making decisions about human rights issues
ofte. involves supporting one value at the expense of another.

Concluding I4sson I

6. Distribute copies of Handout 7C, "Human Rights Violations and
U.S. Responses," and ask each group .t.0 compate its hypothetical decisions
for each of the four situations with the actual policies followed by i
Carter administration. Be sure to explore both similarities and aiffer-
ences between each pair of decisions.

7. Point out that, although this lesspn has examined human rights
violations in other areas of the world, it has not dealt with possible
violations of human rights in the United States. Explain that this
possibility will be explored in the next lesson.
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1. Remind the class that'Soon after his appointment as U.S.
ambaseador to the United Nations, former Congressman Andrew Young stated
publicly that landreds--perhapa thousandsof U.S. citizens were being
held in U.S. prisons as political prisoners. Ask whather students agree
or disagree with Ambassacior Young's stetement? On what facts do they

base their opinions?

2. Ask students to reviei the rights identified.in the U.N. Uni-
fversal Dedlaration.of Human Rights (Handout 7A) and aik Students whether

they can identify.any. violations-of those righti-iii-the-Uftited-States.
After briefly discussing this issue, again divide the class into small
groups. .

Developimg the Lesson .

3. Distribute copies of Handout 7D, "Human Rights at Home," and ask
the groups to use it to investigate possible human rights violations in
the United States., The groups will also'need to refer to the U.N. declal-
ration (Handout 7A).

4. Ask each group to report to the class on its findings. (In

general, they should find that.all the cases revolve around political,
econoss4c, and social issues. Thelampact of any or all of these cases on
U.S. foreign policy would be the assertion of other nations that because
the United States.itself violates huian rights it has no moral right to
criticize other.nations for doing so.)

Concluding the Lesson

5; Discuss the state of human rights in the United States. How '

prevalent are violations? What can indivfduals (*.o about violations?
How does the U.S. compare to most; other nations of the world in this

respect? .

6. Ask students to compare the U.S. Bill of Rights with the U.N.
declaration. What are the gimilarities and differences?
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Additional Resources for Unit 7

Primary Resources

/The Struggle for Human Rights, by Jack F. Fraenkel et al. Institute for
World Order (1975).

,

On December 10, 1948, the U.N. General Assembly adopted the Universal,
Declaration of Human _Rights. .In this document, the member nations promise
to strive to obtain "equal'rights . . and better standards of life for

__all_people."----Howaffeetive-isthie-dec-laration-?----What--is-the-relationship
between human rights And personal and national values systems? How might
we assure a future, in which the promise of the:declaration.has been filled?

$tudents examine these and other questions in this five-chapter booklet,
the primary purpose ot which is to promote inquiry into the meaning of human
rights. Accompanying each chapter of the text ate news stories from around
the world which illustrate the problems, follow-up'questions to the news
istories, photograpt)$, discussion questions, and classroom activities and
projects.

The introductory chapter explores the question: Whet is a human being?
Tfie second chapter examines what is meant by "rights" and whether law and

. treaties are effective in protecting rights. The third chapter investigates
haw people's values affect their behavior toward other people and, using
examples from the text, suggests how to make rational decisions when values
conflict. The fourth chapter describes and compares a number of approaches
that might be more effective in the future. Finally, students are presented
with suggestions for developing their own ideas about how we may achieve a.
world in which everyone is guaranteed full human rights.

The Struggle for Human Rights offers a balanced treatment of human-
rights issues which should be useful in clarifying the value conflicts
inherent in any discussion of thr! subject.

411.

"Teaching About the Holocaust," Social Education, April 1978, by Theodore
Freeman et al. National Council for the Social Studies (1978).

Historically speaking, few more-compelling cases of human rights
violations can be found than the Nazi Holocaust. Unfortunately, most text-
book writers treat this topic as only a miniscule segment of. the curriculum.
This issue of the journal Social Education (available In mose college
libraries) contains materials drawn from n variety of sources which can b
integrated into vorld history clasFes. By confronting the hlrror and
tragedy of'the,Holocaust, the autl'ors believe, students will be better ale
to deal with "still unanswered quettions of blind authority, reawakened o
some degree by Vietnam atd by Wateigate." More important, they feel, st dy-
ing the HolOcaust will help'prevent future tragedies of.its genre.

The learning package begins w th an introductory article, "Why Teach
About the HolocauSt," followed by a 'hronological survey of the Holocaust
from 1933 to 1.945. In a readlng entitled "Then and NPW: The Experiences
of a Teacher," Elie Wiesel relates the frustration and difficulty in
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teaching about'"events that defy knowlehe and experiences that go beyond

the imaginotion." "Confroiting the Moral Implicitionp of the Holocauft,"

hy'Raoul HilbeigR points ou't that.thelolcicaust was dot just a simple act

carried out by a single will but, in fact, consisted of many small acts

in which numerove institutions and individuals were involved. Hilberg

raises an interesting quest*: "What did ph* average German kdov,,and

what wai his response to it?" The pa:kegs continues with a detailed

description by Roselle Chartopk of a Helocaust.unit which sSiNreated for

ilassroom.teachers. Her description includes readings, filmitripe, films,

writinvassignments, interviews, and discussion questions which she used

to examine the complexities and dileraas of the Holocaust. the issue

concludes with an extensivelist of sources and resources prepared by

-the-Anti-Defamation-League-of-enaiLWrith_.

Teachers who want to introduce students to human
issues should find "Teaching About the Holocaust," an
for studying ail important historical example of human

"Human Rights Abroad," in Great Decisions '78, edited

Jr. Foreign Policy Association (1978).

rights and related
excellent resource
rights violations.

sr

by Wallace /rwin,

"Human Rights Abroad" is-a ten-page reading about human rights in

the United States and abroad. Included with the materials are discussion

questions and suggestions for follow-up readings aad films. The activity

could be completed within one class period.

The reading raises the following questions: Can the United States

advance individual freedom abroad without endangering peaceful and

orderly progress at home? What means should be used to conduct such a

foreign policy? If we pursue a foreign policy based od human rights,

how soon can we expect results? What kind of results should we expect?

The readirg concludes by presenting three basic options for incorporating

human rights into U.S. policy. The main strength of the activity lies

in the disi:ussion questions, which do an excellent job of focusing

attention on a complex issue.

Teirorism (multimedia.teaching kit), by Norm Goldstein. Prentice-Hall

Media (1979).

The proliferation of global terrorism, its perpetrators, its victims, .

and the intensified effort for worldwide suppression constitutes the

subject matter of th1J teaching kit, which includes a two-part color

filmstrip, a teacher's guide with complete script,Jollow-up learning

activities, disCussion questions, and a set of eight duplicating spirit

masters. The purpose of the unit is to make students aware of the

tactics used by terrorists in support of their political viewpoints, and

to point out that such tactics are incongruent with rhetoric that emphasizes
nconcern for humanity." The program illustrates its conception of the

1970s as the "decade of global terror" with many graphic examples, among

them the Lod Airport shootout between Israeli soldiers and Japanese terror-

ists, the Red Brigade's assassination of Aldo Moro, and the Palestinian

raid on the Olympic Village in Munich. Vie filmstrip features interviews

with William Webster, director of the FBI, andRobert Kupperman, a U.S.

State Department authority on terrorism.



., This teaching kit provides a.useful ,tarting point for a class dis-
cus)sion about terrorism and its potential effect on individual rights.

'

It d s

tr
. little to distinguish, hawever, between terrorist groups that do
not h e a clearcut political ideology and thOse that may haVe legitimate
and serious grievances,. For students to understand such a sophisticated
political concept as terrorism, further research and reading will be
required.

Huaan Rights (multimedia teaching kit), by Richard Blystone. Prentice.
Hall Media (1978).

How does the U.S. government define the term human rights?. Which
. nations practice routine violations of.human rights? How should the
United States respond to these v:olations? What conflicts confront the
Uaited States concerning its human rights policies?

These questions are explored in Human lpghts, a multimedia program
consisting of a two-part color filmsisrip with cassette, a program guide,
and a set of eight spirit duplicating masters. The program is designed
to make stuclents aware of the large number of pebple who are controlled
by oppression, the different ways in which the United States can apply
power to effect change in nations that routinely violate human rights,
and the difficulties involved in trying to help people in other nations.

Part I of the program provides background on the origin and. develop-,
ment of concepts of individual rights. Part 2 identifies countries that
routinely violate human rights along with descriptions of their violations.
Featured in the filmstrips are interviews with such prominent spokesmen
as Andrew Young, Daniel Patrick Moynihan, and Ernest LeFever.

Hama Rights is a good introduction to a morally and politically complex
subject. The program can easily be incorporavWintO history, political
science, current affairs, values, and psychology classes.

512212mentary_itsourc es

Teaching About Internationell Terrorism, by Jack Newhouse et al. Social
Studies Division, West Virginia Dept. of Education (1978).

This learning package, which includes historical background, claas-
room activities, selected descriptions of terrorist organizations, and
newspaper accounts of terrorist incidents, offers a well-organized,
systematic approach to defining international t?.rrorism and comparing
the economic, Focial, and political consequences of terrorist activities.

International Human Rights Kit, edited'by Robert Woito. ED 152 655.
World Without War Publications (1977).

Designed for students and concerned citizens, this kit includes a

self-survey, the basic texts of the U.S. and Sovjet bills of rights and
the U.N. Universal Declaration of Human Rights, procedures for filing a

human-rights complaint, and a resource guide to ideas, organizations,
and individuals.
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The Human ramdly, amen Rights, by Alice Doumanian Tankard.

Center for Teaching.About Peace and War (1973).

This is a sourcebook of questio and topics for the discussion

and study of the U.N. Universal Decla tion of Human Rights. The author's

commenta!y on the doclaration.should mI1e the technical languige of the

, document more meaningfa to, the avenge turlent.

International Human Rights ane Internationa Education', by Thomas

Buergenthal and Judith V. Torney. D.S. Nati nal Commission for map

(1976).

This book contains detailed information a\ ut the human rights

activities of international and regional orgenis tions, major research

findings about students' international knowledge nd attitudes toward

human rights, ind a critical curvey of selected cu iculum materials

dealing wi.th internatioaal human rights and interne ional education.

International Human Rights and U.S. Policy, by HelenOarvey. World

Education Center (1979).

This miniunit for high school classes exaiines U.S. international

human rights policy, analyses soma objections to that policy, and takei

the students through a role-playing exercise presenting four different .

points Of view on what U.S. policy ought to be. Included.in the

materials'are primary source documents and some excellent suggestions

for using them in the classroom,

"International Terrorism," in Great Decisions '79, edited by Wallace

Irwin, Ji. Foreign Policy Association (1979).

This reading and the accompanying discufsion questions define

terrorism and present a broad profile of the terrorists and their causes.

The response of the United States to terrorism and possible future trends

are also highlighted. Suggestions for follow-up reading,are provided.

"Politics of Terror,""Newsweek: News Focus; May 1975. Newsweek Educational

Programs (1975).

lhis 16L-page visual leatriing kit examines terrorism through the use

of maps, charts, pictures, cartoons, and diagraris (all easily made into

overh2ad transparenaes). Five pages of text and study questions supple-

menting the visual elements allow the students to probe the issue further.

Human Rights: 'Piho Speaks for Man?-(filmstrip), by Curtis Colby. Current

Affairs Films (1978).

This filmstrip gives students concrete examples, in an international

context, of human rights violatians. It contains an extensive interview

with David Hawk, executive director of Amnesty International, and a

teacher's guide with suggestions for discussion questions and activities.
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I.

24Trorism (filmstrip), by Ursula Hums. Educational Audio Visual (1976).

This filastrip asks students to.consider the nature of.terroriam
and its ends, who terrorists are, and why they use the methods they do.
Focusing prtsarily on IRA terrorist activities in Northern Ireland, the
program examines, informational efforts tta counter random violence.

Mat Right Ras a Child? (16lawsound/co1or film), produced by United -
Nations Televisions. McGraW-Hill Films (1475).'

Children from all over the world spmsk about the U.N. Declaration
on the Rights of the Child (passed by the'United Nations on November 20,
1959) and what it means to thai in this 15.minute film. The children's'
statements are.contrasted with photographs of the reality of much of the
wrald's condition.
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Unit 7, Lawson

Hindout-7A

U.N. UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OP,.HUNAN RIGHTS

Ass4s14

Page 1 of 5

All human beingware born free mid equal in dignity and rights. They are

- endowed with reason and donedience and should act toward one another in a
,

spirit of brotherhood.

Article 2
e

r4

rni
0

Everyone is entitled to all

Declaration, without diAtinction

language, aligion, political or

property, birth, or other status

Furthermo.re, no distinction

jurisdictional, or international

the rights and freedom set,forth in this

of any kind, such as race, color, sex,

other opinion, national Or social origin,

shall be made on the basis of the political,

statup of the country oeterritory to 'which

a person belongs, whetheT it be independent, trust, nonselfgoVerning, or under

any other limitation of sovereignty.

AEtismi.

Everyone has the right to life, liberty, and security of person.

Article 4 .

No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade

shall be prohibited in all their forms.

Article 5

No one shall be'subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman, or degrading

treatment or punishment.

law.

Article 6

Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the'

Article 7

All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination

to equal protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection againtlt

any discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against any'incitement

to such discrimination.
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Article 8

Pike 2 of 5.

Everyone has the right,to an effective remedy by:competent national -

tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights'granted him by the con-

stitutiov or by law. * 1

- ,

4
.

Article 9
( 0

No one shall be subjected,to 'arbitrary arrest, detention,-or exile.

Article 10

ol

m Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and-public hearing by an
.1

independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and

obligations and df any criminal charge against him.
-

Vce

r/- Article 11

1. Everyone charged with a penal offense has the right to be presumed

innbcent until proved guilty according to law in a public irial at which4he

has had all the guarantees necessary for his defense._

u
2. No one shall be held guilty of any penal offense on account of any act

u or omission which did not constitute a penal offense, under national oi inter-.

4' national law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty
o
.4

100

.1.4
0 1 .1,10 one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with hiu privacy,

4
'

r.rz family, home, or correspondence, nor t'iJ attacks upon'his honor and rcputStion.
o

a
Everyone has the right to proted'tion of the law against such interference ormr

m4 attacks.
,4

u \

co, Article 13
4J
or ,

'10 4d.

O 1. Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the
E4

be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the penal offense was'

committed.

Article 12

borders of each state.

2. Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to

return to his countfy.

4

Art.icle 14

1. EveryoneAras the!right to seek and to enjoy in other untries asylum

from persecution.

2. This right may not be invbked in the case of prosecutior genuinely

arisipg from %onpplitical crimes or from acts contrary to the pu oses and

principles of the United Nations.
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1. Everyone has the,right to a natignality.

2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality n

the.right tophange his nationality.

!A Article 16

1.. Men ana women of full age, without any limitation due to ace,

nationaliti or religion, have the right,to marry ;41 to found a family. They

are entitled to equal rigitts as to narriage, during marriage, and at its

dfssaution.

Page 3 of 5

r denied

*P4 2.' Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full'consent of
.e

the intending spouses.

.0
-i

11
3.. The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and

a

'osl
is entitled to protection by society'and the State. ,,° ,0

i-s

-i
* Article 17 P

16. ,

k
O 1. Everyone has the right to-oOn property alone as well as 1.n association
u

44 with others.
o
u

2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property..

Article 18

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conecienee, and religion;

this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and, freedom,
141

either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest

w his.religion or-belief in teaching, Tractice, worship, and 4servance.

Articte 19
A

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this rikht

includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive;

and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.

0
Article 20

?

1. Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.

2. No one may be.compelled to below; to an association..

'Article Zt

1. Everyone has the right to take part in thi government of his'country,

directly or through freely chosen repkesentatives.

2.. Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his

country.
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3. The will of the People shall be the basis of the authority of goverA-

this Will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine elections which

sball be by universal and-equal sufft:age an'd shall be held by secret vote or

by equivalent free voting procedures.

Article 22

Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and is

entitled to realization, through national effort and international cooperation

l

and in accordance with the Organization and resources of each State, of the

w
= economic, social, and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the

r4
free development of his personality:

4: Article 23

11

1. Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just

0,1
and favorable-conditions of work, and to protection against unemployment.

2. Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for

equal work.
P
2 3. Everyone who works has the right to just and favorable remUneration

=' ensuring for himself and, his family an existence worthy of human dignity and

supplemented, if necessary, by other means' of social protection.

4. Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the

protection of his interests.

Article 24

k

Evcryone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonableolimitation

of working hours and periodic holidays with pay.

Atticie 25
0
0

a.

.1. Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health

and well-heing of himself am: of his family, including food, clothing, housing

and medical care, and neessary social services, and the xight to security in

the event of unemploymen?, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age, or other

lack of livelihood in ciri.mstances beyond his control.

2. Motherhood and childhood are entitled. to special care and assistance.

All children, whether born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the.same social

protection.

Article 26

1. Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be frc,., at

least In thr, elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be

5
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compulsory. Technical,and professional education shall be made generally

available, and higher education shall.be equally accessible to all on the basis

of merit.

2. Education shall be directed to the full development of the humhn

personality and to the strengthening of respect,for human rights and funda-

mental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance, and friendship

among all nations, racial, or religious groups, and shall further the activi-

ties of the United Nations for.the maintenance of peace.

3. Parents have a prior right to choose the'kind of education that shall
*ri
Pi I be given ro their children.

.0 '
4.1 Ar'ticle 27

1. Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of

the community, to enjoy the arts, and to share in scientific advancement and

its benefit, .

2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material

interests resulting from any scientific, literary, cr artistics#coduction of

which he is the author.

Article 28

0 Everyone ia entitled to a social and international order in which the

rights and freedoms set forth in this'Declaration can be fully realized;

a

w 1. Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full

0 development of his personality is possible.
.d

2. In the,exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject

4. only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of

securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and

of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order, and the general

welfare in a democratic society.

3. These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the

purposes and principles of the United Nations.

Article 29

0

Article 30

Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any Stlte,

group, or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed

at the destruction of any of the rights and freeoms s( forth herein.
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Handout 7B

HUMAN RIGHTS ABROAD

Directioná: Ii investigating the four case studies on the following pages,

answer th.: questions below for each case study.

1. Which rights defined in the U.N. Universal Declaration of Human Rights

are being denied?

w 2. Are the rights being denied primarily civil and political? Economic

4-1

and social? Or both?

00

0
144

1-4

4.J
0

g
0H
4

0
$.4

1.4

$.4

0

0.)

E-1

3. Oxv.a.1-5 geale,.to what-extent_should the United States_oppose the

human rights violations taking place in each of the cases? Why?

(little opposition) 1 2 3 4 5 (strong opposition)

4. If.U.S. opposition is called for, what'form should the opposition take?

5 3
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Cahe #1: South Africa

Page 2 of 5 .

In South Africa, a major aspect of social control is called apartheid--

strict racial segregation, accompanied by discrimination against all black and

other "colored" peOples who live in South Africa. Under this system, only white

people have the right to vote or hold office in the government. The average pay

for black Africans is only 10 percent the average pay for South African whites,

even when they do exactly the same job. Since they have no trade unions, black

workers have no effective machinery for collective bargaining.

Officially, 25,514.whip lashes were inflicted on persons as punishment for

crimes during_1969-70 in South.Africa. Of this number, only 337 were inflicted

on whites. The government spends 12 times as much money per pupil for white

students as for black Africans.

The country is very rich in national resources and manufacturing. Some of

the world's largest gold deposits are found in South Africa, along with huge

'amounts of copper, platinum, iron, asbestos, and Aiamonds. Multinational

corporations, many of which are headquartered in the United States, have invested

billions of dollars in the South Afri!an economy:

Questions

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Case #2: The Soviet Union

Page 3 of 5

.he 1975 Helsinki Agreement, signed by the Soviet Union and34 other

nations, contains broad humanitarian declarations supporting the rights of

people to leaveiand enter countriee.on family visits, haveaccess to foreign

.
publications, attend international youth meetings, and mprove, working con-

ditions for journalists abroad. Since the agreement as signed, however, the

Soviet Union has shown 11:-.tle intention of permittin such a free flow of idias

and people. As a result, a handful'of Russian disside =."-mostly intellectuals,

rwriters, and professors--have criticized the Soviet regime for noncompliance

wcith the agreement. .

The Soviet leadership has retaliated with a campaigr of selective terror

which has sent many of the dissidents to prison camps ane lunatic asylums run

by the KGB (Soviet secret police). Another method by which,the Soviets attempt

to stifle dissidents is to throw them out of the country. Such eloquent spokes-

men as Alegander.Solzhenitsyn, Alexander Ginsburg, and Pavel Litvinov have been

forced to leave their homeland after spending long years in camps or in internal

exile.

Since the early years of the Nixon administration, Soviet-American relations

have been characterized by a policy of detente, or peaceful coexistence. Now,

the human rights issue'threatens to become a' tumbling block to' the continuation

of detente. Specifically, it threatens to.jeopardize a -satisfatory conclusion

t) negotiations for a Strategic Arm6 Limitation Treaty (SALT) between the two

countriee.

1 .

2.

3.

4.

auestions
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Case #3: licaraila

Page 4 of 5

In January 1978, dissident news editor Pedro Chamorro was gunned down in

Managua, the capital of Nicaragua. News of his assassination shocked thousands

of already discontented Nicaraguans into mounting a nationwide protest against

the tight-fisted regime of General Anastasio Somoza and his U.S.-trained

National Guard.

Leading the opposition to Somoza are the Marxist-briented Sandinista rebels.

They have been joined recently in civil protest by such polar opposiCes as the

ConservatiVe party, the. Managua business community, and the chambers of commerce.

Nicaragua which have resulted in one of the highest infant-mortality-rates-in

These opOosition groups point to the extremes of Wealth and poverty in

0
the world'and a life expectancy qf only 49. Health and education facilities are

far below adequate, and nearly 75 percent of the population lives in substandard

housim. Somoza and his'privileged National Guard have been accused of.corrup7.

P tion, election fraud, political repression, and mistreatment of political
o

prisoners. Spokesmen for Somozasinsist that the charges are grossly exaggerated

and claim, with.some credibility, that the opposition is a ComMunist conspiracy

organized in Cuba. If protests are allowed to cont nue, they say, there is a
o

danger that the Sandinista guerrillas will assume ontrol of the country.

o .

1

Questions

4.
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1 Case #4: South Kcwea

The regime of South Korean President Park Chung-Hee has been Characterized

by repressive decreed-prescribing prison terms for dissent. Former preaident

Yun-Fo-Sun, already under a priso n sentence for opposing Park, issued a new

"Charter for Democracy" thatwas quickly signed by more than 100 leading

dissidents. Many of the signers are now in jail- and'after a.recent prayer

meeting for the prisoners in Seoul's Roman Catholic cathedral, the government

arrested two priests whom it acCused of organizing the vigil.

r 4 Onesgovernment offilial said, "Everyone is afraid of everyone else. We

don't dare discuss our feelings with anyone except our wives." Laws have been

a halt. As a result, the average wage for South Korean workers in the textile

passed_to. weaken_trade unions., end collective bargainiril has virtually come to
11

Nt industry is less than $.75 per day.
r4
r4
0 Since the.end of World War II, the United States hhs played a major rple

,in the security of South Korea. U.S. soldiers fought in the Korean War to

prevent Communist.North Korea from invading and taking over the South. Since
4.4

0'
ul then, South Korea has received massive amounts of U.S. military and economic

aid. Along witt Japan, it is now one of our most reliable aklies in the Pacific
o
4.) region. Still, the Communist North is seei by military analyst's as a potential

0 threat to the long-term stability of the e tire Korean peninsula.

ct.

!-4 Questions

4.! 1 .

4.1

cu

3.

4.
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HUMAN RICHTS'VIOLATIONS'AND U.S. RESPONSES

Case #1: South Africa

The :hated States supports the U.N. embargo on trade with South Africa,

although it has not interfered w4h the operations of U.S. Companies located

there. U.S. leaders have held frequent consultations with the South African

,government in an attempt to persuade*the latter to liberalize its apartheid

policy. Mild to strong opposition.

14 Case #2: The Soviet Union

Initially, the Carter adminiotration championed the civil and political

rights of Russian dissidents and applied strong pressure on the Kremlin to

''4Z1 adhere strictly to the terms -of the Helsinki Agreement. This approach has
r4

44 recently been softened because of the fears of some U.S. leaders thaeit may

k undercut Russian leaders who have a deep stake in improving-U.S.-Soviet
ul

relations. pirst strong, then mdld opposition.
w

spi
0 Case #3: Nicaragua

The U.S. State Department called for Somoza's resignation following tke

wo breakdown of talks between Somoza and his opposition. An embargo was placed on

ti
all economic and military aid to the Somoza government. Nicaragua has been

publicly cited by. the United States as one of the major human rights violators

in the world today. Strong opposition.
.o

. o

Case #4: South Korea

4.1

Some coucern has been expressed in the United States about human rights in

South Korea, mostly through private channels. There have 'L,een few public

E-d statements of disapproval. No plans to cut off military or economic aid are

contemp',ated. Weak opposition.
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HUMAN RIGHTS AT HOME

Directions: Some U.S. citizens, as well as people from other nations,

charge that thesUnited States is.guilty of human rights violations. In investi-

gating thn charges presnnted_in the handout, use the followihg questions to

guide yow. discussion.

--1. Which rights, if any, from the U.N. declaration are violated? 4

--2. What kind of rights, if any, were violated--political, economic, or

social?

--3. What can or should you, as a priva e citizen, do to c(mbat human-

0 rights violations in the United States?

r?-111

44 U.S. foreign policy?

, k
0

Case #1: Ttt:111_11nis_______ton Ten"

--4. What impact might human-rights violations in thie country have on'

7.1

0

In 1971 in Wilmington, North Carolina, a white-owned trocery store was

burned during a night of rioting. In 1972, nine Slack men and a white wonan
or4
.1r were convicted of firebombing the store. They were sentenced to a combined°
0
ig total of 282 years in piison--one of the longest prison terms ever given in
141

11 North Carolina for arson. In 1976 all three witnesses against the "Wilmington

wi

14
Ten" revoked their testimony and said they had been'coerced and bribed by the

4-1 prosecutors. Either a new trial or a pardon,was requested; both were denied.

0 Amnesty International, headquartered in London, described the "Wilmington Ten"

0 as "prisoners of conscience."

J:0 Case #2: Foreign Visitors
4.1

11

E-1

Under the 1952 McCarran-Walter Act, a v-sa for entry into the United States

can be denied to anyone who holds "membership in or affiliation with subversive

organizations." This clause has been invoked to deny entry to numerous would-be

foreign visitors. One such individual was Sergio Segre, a leader of the Italian

Communist party, who was refused entry into the UniLed States to speak before

New York's Council on Foreign Relations. Another Communist party leader who was

denied entry was Georges Marchais of France, who claimed that his visa application

was rejected becav'e the U.S. government viewed him af; a "d'irty Communist." In
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response to these and other refusals, some Communist nations accused the United

Statea of failing to abide by the human rights proviiions of the 1975 Helsinki

Agreement.

Case #3: Equal Amendment

In 1972 anamendment to the U.S. Constitution was proposed which would.

guarantee women equal rights under the law. By 1978 the amendment had not been

.---ratified by the required two-thirds of the states; however, Congress voted to

extend ratificatlon deadlinea, though the legality of the extension was sub-
"...

0 sequently challenged in court. Many people believe that a notion which fails

4.1 teguarantee the basic rights of more than 50 percent of its population is

0
144

41,

03

0ri
4,1

"0
0

i1

4,4

4.1
00'0

(.1
0
1.1

'0
0

(-4

guilty,of human rights violations.



Appendix .

SOURCES OF CLASSROOM MATERTALS.

American Friends Service Committee
1501 Cherry St.
Philadelphia, PA 19102

Americal Universities Field Staff
P.O. Bo..150
Hinover, NH 03755

4,

Bantam Books
666'Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10019

Center for Teaching Al'out Peace

and War
754 University Center Bldg.
Wayne State University
Detroit, MI 48202

Center for,Teaching International
Relations
niversity of.Denver
enver, CO 80208

Cen r for the Humanities
Coi1at4ons Park
Box 100 k

White Plains, NY 10602

Citizens' Organization for a

Sane World
318 Massachusetts Ave. NW
Washington, D'1 20002

Current Affairs Films
24 Danbury Rd.
Wilton, CT 06897

Earthrise
Box'120, Annex Station
Providence, RI 02901

Educational Audio Visual
Pleasant-ville, NY 10570

Educational Enrichment Materials
357 Adams St.
Bedford.Hills, NY 10507

Foreign Policy AssOciation
345 E. 46th St. 1

New York, NY 100171

Global Development Studies
Institute

P.O. Box 522
MAdison, NJ 07940 ,

Global PerspectiveS in Educaiion

218 E. 18th St.
New York, NY 10003!

Institute for Worl Order

1140 Ave. of the Arnericas
New York, NY 10036'

Interact
Y.O. Box 262
LaieSide, CA 52046

John Knox Press
Box 1176
Richmond, VA 23209

Joint Council on Economic Education
1212 Ave. 'of the Americas
New York, NY 10036.

League of Women Voters
1730 M St. NW
Washington, DC 20036

McGraw-Hill Films
110 15th St.
Del Mar, CA 92014

Mid-4merica Program for Global
Perspectives

513 N. Park Ave.
Bloomington, IN 47401

NAIS Committee for International
and World Education

National Association of independent

Schools
4 Liberty Square
Boston, MA 02109
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National. Council for the.Social
Studies

3615 Wisconsin Ave. NW
Washington, DC.20016

NBC Educational Enterprises
30 Rocktfeller Plaza -

New York, NY 10020

Newsweek Educational Programs
444 Madison Ave. b
New York,,NY 10072

Office of Media Services
U.S. Dept. of State
Washington, DC 20520

Oxfam America
302 Columbus Ave.
Boston, MA 02116

Plenum Presti

227 W. 17th St.
New York, NY 10011

Prentice-Hall Media
150 White Plains Rd.
Tarrytown, NY.10591

Random House
400 Hahn Rd.

Weslminster, MD 21157

Science Research Associates
155 N. Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60606

Simile II
P.O. Box 910
Del Mar, CA 92014

Social Issues Resources Series
P.O. Box 2507
Boca Raton, FL 33432

Social Science Education Consortium
855 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80302

Social Studies Division
WeEtt Virginia Dept. of Education

Capitol'Complex, Bldg. 6
Charleston, WV 25305

Sunburst Communications
39 Wastargton Ave.
Pleasantville, NY 10570

Time/Life Multimedia
Time and Life Bldg.
New York, NY 10020

United Nations Alsociation of
Minnesota

1026 NiCollet Mall
Minneapolis, MR.55402 !

United Nations
United Nations Bldg.
New York, NY 10d27

Universe Books
381 _Park_Ave
New York, NY 10016.

90

U.S. Committee for UNICEF
331 E. 38th St.
New York, NY 10616'

U.S. National Commission for
UNESCO

U.1.' Dept. of State -

Washtngton, DC 20520

Vo1unt,Fy Committee on Overseas
Aid and Development

4'69 Victoria-Si.

London SW1, kngland

WGBHTV
125 Western Ave.
Bostoll, MA_02134

World Affairs Council of Philadelphia
13th and Market Sts.
Philadelphia, PA 19107

World Bank
1818 H. St. NW
Wallington, DC 20433

World Economy and Multinational
Corporation

Box 14302
Dayton, OH 45414

Wory Education Center
1730 .Crove St.

Berkeley, CA 94707



World Puturs Sckiety
P.O. Box 30369, Bethesda Branch

Washington,13C 20014

Worldwatgh'Institute
1776 Massaohustts Ave. NW

. Washington, DC 20036

World Without War Publications'

67 E. Madison
Chicago, IL 60603

W.W. Norton
300 Fifth Ave.

.! New York, NY 10036

Xerox Education Publications

Columbus', OH 43216
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